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A Message on the Publication of the
English Tripitaka
The Buddhist canon is said to contain eighty-four thousand different
teachings. I believe that this is because the Buddha’s basic approach
was to prescribe a different treatment for every spiritual ailment,
much as a doctor prescribes a different medicine for every medical
ailment. Thus his teachings were always appropriate for the particu
lar suffering individual and for the time at which the teaching was
given, and over the ages not one of his prescriptions has failed to
relieve the suffering to which it was addressed.
Ever since the Buddha’s Great Demise over twenty-five hundred
years ago, his message of wisdom and compassion has spread through
out the world. Yet no one has ever attempted to translate the entire
Buddhist canon into English throughout the history of Japan. It is
my greatest wish to see this done and to make the translations avail
able to the many English-speaking people who have never had the
opportunity to learn about the Buddha’s teachings.
Of course, it would be impossible to translate all of the Buddha’s
eighty-four thousand teachings in a few years. I have, therefore, had
one hundred thirty-nine of the scriptural texts in the prodigious
Taisho edition of the Chinese Buddhist canon selected for inclusion
in the First Series of this translation project.
It is in the nature of this undertaking that the results are bound
to be criticized. Nonetheless, I am convinced that unless someone
takes it upon himself or herself to initiate this project, it will never
be done. At the same time, I hope that an improved, revised edition
will appear in the future.
It is most gratifying that, thanks to the efforts of more than a
hundred Buddhist scholars from the East and the West, this monu
mental project has finally gotten off the ground. May the rays of the
Wisdom of the Compassionate One reach each and every person in
the world.
N umata Yehan

Founder of the English
Tripitaka Project

August 7,1991
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Editorial

Foreword

In January, 1982, Dr. N umata Yehan, the founder of the Bukkyo
Dendo Kyokai (Society for the Promotion of Buddhism), decided to
begin the monumental task of translating the complete Taisho edi
tion of the Chinese Tripitaka (Buddhist Canon) into the English lan
guage. Under his leadership, a special preparatory committee was
organized in April, 1982. By July of the same year, the Translation
Committee of the English Tripitaka was officially convened.
The initial Committee consisted o f the following members:
H anayama Shoyu (Chairperson); Bando Shojun; I shigami Zenno;
K amata Shigeo; K anaoka Shuyu; M ayeda Sengaku; N ara Yasuaki;
Sayeki Shinko; (late) Shioiri Ryotatsu; TAMARuNoriyoshi; (late) Tamura
Kwansei; U ryuzu Ryushin; and Y uyama Akira. Assistant members of
the Committee were as follows: K anazawa Atsushi; W atanabe Shogo;
Rolf Giebel of New Zealand; and Rudy Smet of Belgium.
After holding planning meetings on a monthly basis, the Com
mittee selected 139 texts for the First Series of translations, an esti
mated one hundred printed volumes in all. The texts selected are not
necessarily limited to those originally written in India but also in
clude works written or composed in China and Japan. While the pub
lication of the First Series proceeds, the texts for the Second Series
will be selected from among the remaining works; this process will
continue until all the texts, in Japanese as well as in Chinese, have
been published.
Frankly speaking, it will take perhaps one hundred years or more
to accomplish the English translation of the complete Chinese and
Japanese texts, for they consist of thousands of works. Nevertheless,
as Dr. N umata wished, it is the sincere hope of the Committee that
this project will continue unto completion, even after all its present
members have passed away.
It must be mentioned here that the final object of this project is
not academic fulfillment but the transmission of the teaching of the
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Buddha to the whole world in order to create harmony and peace
among mankind. Therefore, any notes, such as footnotes and endnotes,
which might be indispensable for academic purposes, are not given
in the English translations, since they might make the general reader
lose interest in the Buddhist scriptures. Instead, a glossary is added
at the end of each work, in accordance with the translators’ wish.
To my great regret, however, Dr. N umata passed away on May
5, 1994, at the age of 97, entrusting his son, Mr. N umata Toshihide,
with the continuation and completion of the Translation Project. The
Committee also lost its able and devoted Chairperson, Professor
H anayama Shoyu, on June 16, 1995, at the age of 63. After these se
vere blows, the Committee elected me, Vice-President of the Musashino
Women’s College, to be the Chair in October, 1995. The Committee
has renewed its determination to carry out the noble intention of Dr.
N umata , under the leadership of Mr. N umata Toshihide.
The present members of the Committee are Mayeda Sengaku
(Chairperson), Bando Shojun, Ishigami Zenno, Ichishima Shoshin,
K amata Shigeo, K anaoka Shuyu, N ara Yasuaki, Sayeki Shinko,
T amaru Noriyoshi, U ryuzu Ryushin, and Y uyama Akira. Assistant
members are W atanabe Shogo and M inowa Kenryo.
The Numata Center for Buddhist Translation and Research was
established in November, 1984, in Berkeley, California, U.S.A., to
assist in the publication of the BDK English Tripitaka First Series.
In December, 1991, the Publication Committee was organized at the
Numata Center, with Professor Philip Yampolsky as the Chairper
son. To our sorrow, Professor Yampolsky passed away in July, 1996,
but thankfully Dr. Kenneth Inada is continuing the work as Chair
person. The Numata Center has thus far published eleven volumes
and has been distributing them. All of the remaining texts will be
published under the supervision of this Committee, in close coopera
tion with the Translation Committee in Tokyo.
M ayeda Sengaku

Chairperson
Translation Committee of
the BDK English Tripitaka

June 1, 1997
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Publisher’s Foreword

The Publication Committee works in close cooperation with the Edi
torial Committee of the BDK English Tripitaka in Tokyo, Japan. Since
December 1991, it has operated from the Numata Center for Bud
dhist Translation and Research in Berkeley, California. Its principal
mission is to oversee and facilitate the publication in English of se
lected texts from the one hundred-volume Taisho Edition of the
Chinese Tripitaka, along with a few major influential Japanese Bud
dhist texts not in the Tripitaka. The list of selected texts is conveniently
appended at the end of each volume. In the text itself, the Taisho Edi
tion page and column designations are provided in the margins.
The Committee is committed to the task of publishing clear, read
able English texts. It honors the deep faith, spirit, and concern of the
late Reverend Doctor N umata Yehan to disseminate Buddhist teach
ings throughout the world.
In July 1996, the Committee unfortunately lost its valued Chair
person, Dr. Philip Yampolsky, who was a stalwart leader, trusted
friend, and esteemed colleague. We follow in his shadow. In Febru
ary 1997,1 was appointed to guide the Committee in his place.
The Committee is charged with the normal duties of a publish
ing firm—general editing, formatting, copyediting, proofreading,
indexing, and checking linguistic fidelity. The Committee members
are Diane Ames, Brian Galloway, Nobuo Haneda, Charles Niimi, Koh
Nishiike, and the president and director of the Numata Center, Rev
erend Kiyoshi S. Yamashita.
Kenneth K. Inada
Chairperson,
June 1, 1997

Publication Committee
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Translator’s Introduction

Honen Shonin’s A Collection o f Passages on the Nembutsu Chosen in
the Original Vow (Senchaku hongan nembutsu shu, hereafter abbre
viated as Collection and Senchakushu) is one of the most important
Buddhist texts to be written in Japan during her long history. It
ranks along with Dogen Zenji’s The Treasured Eye o f the True Dharma
(Shobogenzo) and with Honen’s disciple Shinran’s major writings as
one of the three most influential bodies of Buddhist teachings of the
Kamakura period. Together, the doctrinally revolutionary ideas con
tained in these works radically and permanently changed the face of
Japanese Buddhism. And among them Honen’s Senchakushu was,
in terms of its originative and transformative effects on Japanese
Buddhism, the most powerful of them all.
This very important work, unlike Dogen’s, is not at all difficult to
understand. In fact its central message is so simple that any child
could understand it. And therein precisely lies the secret of its un
precedented success. It brought Buddhism within the grasp of even
the most unlettered peasant. In a word, Honen simply declares that
Sakyamuni Buddha left an “easy way” for the powerless people of
the Age of the Dharma’s Degeneration into which the world has al
ready entered. One need only cast aside all other worries and prac
tices and recite the Nembutsu. All other Buddhist traditions, practices,
and official sects—lumped together as the Gateway of the Holy Path—
were expounded for stronger people of an earlier age. But now, says
Honen, literally no one is able to use the Holy Path to attain Enlight
enment. And so only the Gateway of the Pure Land—the simple reci
tation of the Nembutsu in full faith—can lead one to Rebirth in the
Pure Land and assure one of eventual complete Enlightenment.
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Though this central message is crystal clear in Honen’s work,
his sometimes tortured interpretations of scriptural passages, offered
in an attempt to bring the various teachings of the three Chinese
patriarchs into some semblance of logical coherence, are not. Only
careful scholarly research into the slow development of Chinese and
Japanese Pure Land tradition can unravel the complexities involved.
Three things should be kept in mind while reading this central
work of Honen: (1) Honen’s own central role in founding the new
Pure Land Sect (Jodo Shu) and, via his disciple Shinran, of originat
ing the True Pure Land Sect (Jodo Shin Shu) as well (these two new
sects eventually came to include the vast majority of all Buddhist
believers and practitioners in Japan), (2) the origins and nature of
the doctrines that are set forth in the Collection, and (3) the precise
difference between Honen’s teachings as set forth in this document
and the even more revolutionary teachings and writings of his dis
ciple Shinran.
Regarding the first of these points, it is important to understand
from the beginning that Honen did not himself originate more than
a small portion of the ideas contained in this his major work, the
Collection. He himself is the best witness that the three Chinese
patriarchs of the Pure Land tradition, T’an-luan, Tao-ch’o, and Shantao, were the source for the great majority of the passages in his
Collection, especially Shan-tao (613-681), who was dead more than
five hundred years before Honen (1133-1212) was born, and on whom
Honen relied for practically the whole of the teachings presented in
the Collection.
Honen was nevertheless a truly great originator in that it was
he (his disciple Shinran began by merely following in his master’s
footsteps) who almost singlehandedly created the revolutionary move
ment that was eventually to transform the very nature of most of
Japanese Buddhism. Relying on Shan-tao, whose works he had come
to rely on only after many years of less radical Pure Land practice,
Honen taught that one must completely abandon the practice of ev
ery other Buddhist observance or discipline and rely solely on the
verbal and continual recitation of the phrase “Namu Amida Butsu”
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or “Homage to Amida Buddha” with firm faith. By this “easy way”
one can be reborn into Amida’s Pure Land in the West at death and
there be absolutely assured of eventual complete Enlightenment.
Honen, however, pushed these teachings of Shan-tao a step further.
He argued that his teaching or school (shu) was in fact one of the
legitimate, independent, fully recognized sects (the same word, shu,
but with a vastly augmented significance) of Buddhism. And in fact
this Collection (Senchakushu) was a major force in the eventually
successful fight for precisely such public and official recognition.
However, once having given Honen his rightful place among the
patriarchs of Japanese Buddhism, we must immediately qualify his
revolutionary status by situating him in the middle of a long Pure
Land tradition in Japan, one that began almost with the original
introduction of Buddhism into Japan in the fourth and fifth centu
ries. But Pure Land belief and Nembutsu practice were, until Honen’s
revolution, usually understood to be a relatively minor part of the
elaborate scheme of doctrines, practices, and meditative disciplines
of one of the six officially recognized sects of Japanese Buddhism.
Each of the traditional recognized sects, such as the Tendai, the
Shingon, and the older Nara sects, had its own unique combination
of such absolutely required elements, and the recitation of the
Nembutsu—though encouraged as one “easy” way—was never con
sidered to be even a central element of any of them. Even Genshin
(942-1017), the author of the immensely influential A Collection on
the Essentials for Rebirth in the Pure Land (Ojbyoshu), with all of its
inspiring images of the glories of Amida’s Pure Land, never dreamed
of demanding, as Honen was to do roughly two hundred years later,
that the practitioner completely abandon every other Buddhist prac
tice and rely on the Nembutsu alone.
Regarding the second of the above three central points, the ori
gins of the teachings and practices that Honen sets down in his Collec
tion, it must suffice here to enlarge only slightly upon what was said
above, that Honen relied almost exclusively on Shan-tao’s writings to
ground his own teachings. This is clearly evident in the present work,
especially in the overwhelming priority of place given to quotations
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from Shan-tao’s writings in Honen’s Collection. The precise mean
ing and nature of Honen’s major work and its title can be clearly
understood only in this light. It is, as the title implies, nothing more
than a collection of recognized scriptural authorities marshalled and
interpreted with the intent of proving the orthodoxy of a radical Pure
Land exclusivism, a teaching and practice that, even while Honen
was still alive, was immediately and bitterly condemned by the en
trenched traditional sects. The central contention of Honen’s Collec
tion is that Amida “chose” (the “Senchaku” of the title) only the
Nembutsu and set it up as the one practice carefully tailored to save
not only the weakest of men and women, but the strongest as well, in
this degenerate age.
The source of Honen’s teachings can be traced more precisely,
first to the Threefold Sutra of the Pure Land (see the Glossary), sec
ond to the general Pure Land tradition, which from very early times
runs throughout the major schools of the Mahayana tradition, third
to a Pure Land tradition and practice deeply entrenched before Honen,
and finally and more precisely to the above-mentioned three Pure
Land patriarchs, especially Shan-tao. A more precise overview of the
nature of each of these sources of Honen’s work and teachings can be
gleaned by carefully consulting the alphabetized Glossary at the end
of this work, which explains every scriptural reference, every techni
cal doctrinal term or phrase, and every person mentioned by Honen
in his Collection.
The third difficult point that needs brief explanation here is the
somewhat disputed matter of precisely how Honen’s teaching as pre
sented in the present work differs from that of his famous disciple
Shinran. The first thing to note here is Shinran’s own protestation
that every word of his own teaching derived from that of his beloved
master Honen. Proof of his sincerity in this regard lies in the fact that
he copied the whole of the present work in his own hand. The fact is,
however, that Shinran brought Honen’s rendering of Shan-tao’s ideas—
actually Shinran relied more on Tao-ch’o—to an even more radical stage.
Shinran declares that the practitioner in our Age of Degenera
tion cannot even wish to recite the Nembutsu, much less perform
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more difficult works, without the enabling omnipresent power of
Amida’s Original Vow to save all sentient beings. Honen, however,
insists throughout the present work that men and women can and
must recite the Nembutsu as the one and only “practice” left within
their power. Whereas he does see this recitation as based on Amida’s
Other Power, he nevertheless uses the same terminology (e.g., “prac
tice”) and the same manner of thinking as that used by others within
his mother Tendai sect. In other words, people retain some small
power of their own to do good, and thus an absolutely total break
with traditional Buddhism was avoided. Such is the essence of the
difference between the teaching of Honen and that of his disciple, though
volumes have been written about the nuances of the controversy.
The present translation of Honen’s A Collection o f Passages on
the Nembutsu Chosen in the Original Vow is the result of some fifteen
years of collaborative labor between its two translators. I wish to
acknowledge my esteemed collaborator as being also my teacher in
the realm of her Master, Honen. During the endless long hours, weeks,
months, and years in which we collaborated, I learned not only the
teachings of Honen but—at least imperfectly—the inner difficult dis
cipline of Kanbun (Japanese writing in the Chinese language) and
to understand and deeply respect the inner heart and mind of a kind
of Buddhist thought and practice that I had never before seriously
confronted. All of this has been immensely enriching. Finally, as a com
parative historian of religions I have come to appreciate the important
place that the “new” Pure Land schools of Honen and Shinran occupy
in the ranks of the world’s great and influential religious systems.
Morris J. Augustine

Chapter I

The Two Gateways

Namu Amida Butsu

The Nembutsu is foremost among the
practices for Rebirth in the Pure Land

Passages Concerning How Tao-ch’o, the Dhydna Master,
Distinguishing between Two Gateways—the Holy Path and the
Pure Land —Cast Aside the Holy Path and Sincerely Took
Refuge in the Pure Land
In the first volume of the Collection o f Passages on the Land o f
Peace and Bliss [by Tao-ch’o] we read:
One might ask, “If all sentient beings have the Buddha na
ture, and as each of them from ancient times to the present
must have encountered many Buddhas, why then do they
still continue through cycles of birth and death and fail to
escape from this burning house?” To such a question, I
should answer that according to the holy teaching of the
Mahayana, it is actually because they have been unable to
cast aside birth and death through exercising one of the
two kinds of the excellent Dharma, that they have not been
able to escape from the burning house.
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What then are these two kinds? One is called the Holy
Path and the other is called Rebirth in the Pure Land. In
these days it is difficult to attain Enlightenment through
the Holy Path. One reason for this is that the Great En
lightened One’s passing has now receded far into the distant
past. Another is that the ultimate principle is profound,
while human understanding is shallow. That is why it is
stated in the Candragarbha Sutra that “In the Period of
the Dharma’s Decadence, after I [Sakyamuni] will have
passed away, even though countless sentient beings should
begin to practice and cultivate the Way, not a single one of
them will attain the goal.” Now we are in the Age of the
Dharma’s Decadence, that is, the evil world of the Five
Defilements. The Gateway of the Pure Land is the only one
through which we can pass to Enlightenment. Thus it is
stated in the Larger Sutra that “If there should be a single
sentient being who, even having committed evil deeds
throughout life, recites my Name ten times without interrup
tion as death draws near, and yet fails to be reborn in my
Pure Land, then may I never attain Enlightenment.”
Further, no one among all sentient beings is able to
weigh his own spiritual abilities. From the Mahayana point
of view, no one has yet contemplated Suchness, the true
reality, or Emptiness, the most fundamental principle. From
the Hinayana point of view, one must enter into the Path of
Insight and the Path of Practice, then one must work one’s
way up through the Stage of the Anagamin to that of the
Arhat, severing the Five Bonds of the Lower World of De
sires and leaving behind the Five Bonds of the Higher
Worlds of Form and Formlessness. Until now, however,
neither monk nor layperson has ever been able to reach these
goals. True, there are those who enjoy the benefit of being
born as human or heavenly beings. But this benefit is
achieved only by having practiced the Five Precepts and
the Ten Virtues. Now, however, even those who continue to
observe these precepts and virtues are very rare.
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When, on the other hand we consider people’s evil doings
and sinful deeds, are they not raging everywhere like storm
winds and lashing rains? It is because of these things that
the many Buddhas, in their immense compassion, urge us to
take refuge in the Pure Land. For even though someone
has done evil all his life, if only he is able to practice the
Nembutsu continually, attentively, and single-mindedly,
then all obstacles will spontaneously disappear and he will
certainly attain Rebirth in the Pure Land. Why, indeed, do
men fail to take heed of these things? And why are they not
determined to forsake this world for the Pure Land?
My own opinion, after quietly pondering these matters, is that the
manner of officially presenting the Buddha’s teachings differs
somewhat among the various schools. To begin with the Idealist
school, we see that it divides the lifetime teachings of the Buddha
into the Three Periods: (1) the period when he affirmed the reality of
phenomenal things, (2) the period when he declared phenomenal
things to be “empty” of reality, and (3) the period when he taught
the Middle Way, which transcends these two opposites.
The Emptiness school divides the lifetime teachings of the Bud
dha into two canons: one for the Bodhisattva and one for the Sravaka.
The Hua-yen school formulated the Five Teachings embrac
ing the whole of the Buddha’s message: the Hinayana, the Begin
ning, the Final, the Sudden, and the Perfect Teaching. The Lotus
[or T ’ien-t’ai] school formulated the Four Teachings and the Five
Flavors, embracing the whole of the Buddhist teaching. The Four
Teachings are those of the Hinayana Canon and the Common,
Particular, and Perfect Teachings. The Five Flavors are those of
milk, cream, butter, cheese and ghee. The Shingon [or Mantra]
school formulated the Two Teachings, which encompass the whole
of Buddhism. They are the Exoteric and Esoteric Teachings.
Regarding the Pure Land school now under discussion, we see
that it has—if we rely on the Dhyana Master Tao-ch’o —set up the
Two Gateways encompassing the whole of the Buddha’s message:
the Gateway of the Holy Path and the Gateway of the Pure Land.
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Someone might ask, “The names of the eight or nine schools—
Kegon (Hua-yen), Tendai (T’ien-t’ai) and so on—have long been of
ficially recognized, but I have never heard the group of Pure Land
devotees officially designated as a ‘school.’ Therefore what proof
can you offer to justify your references to the ‘Pure Land school’ ?”
In answer to such a query, I would say that there is more than
one testimony justifying the appellation “Pure Land school.” In
Yiian-hsiao’s The Light Heart in the Way o f Peace and Bliss it is
stated that, “The Pure Land school was originally meant to save
ordinary men and, at the same time, it is also for Holy Men.” Fur
thermore, in Tz’u-en’s The Essentials for Rebirth in the Western
Paradise it is stated, “We rely on this school alone.” And yet again
in Chia-ts’ai’s Treatise on the Pure Land it is stated that, “This
particular school is, I believe, the essential Way.” Such being the
testimonies, there should be no room for doubt.
My present concern, however, is not to discuss the founda
tions of the various schools. Rather, turning to the Pure Land
school, I shall briefly clarify the matter of the Two Gateways. One
of these is the Gateway of the Holy Path and the other is the Gate
way of the Pure Land.
First, the Gateway of the Holy Path is divided into two parts:
one is the Mahayana and the other is the Hinayana. The Mahayana
is further divided into the Exoteric and Esoteric, as well as the
Provisional and the Real. In the Collection o f Passages on the Land
o f Peace and Bliss only the Exoteric and the Provisional Teach
ings of the Mahayana are treated. Hence, the Holy Path Teach
ings refer to the circuitous or “gradual” forms of practice, which
require many kalpas. From this we can infer that the Holy Path
Teachings also include the Esoteric and the Real. It follows then
that the teachings of all eight contemporary schools—the Shingon,
Busshin, Tendai, Kegon, Sanron, Hosso, Jiron, and Shoron—are
also included in the Holy Path. We ought to be aware of this.
Next, the Hinayana is the Way for the Sravaka and the Pratyekabuddha as explained in the Hinayana sutras, monastic rules
(vinaya), and sastras. It is the way of realizing the truth by cut
ting off deluding passions, thereby attaining the ranks of Holy
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Men and realizing spiritual fruition. Hence, we can infer here as
before that the Holy Path also includes the Realist, the Satyasiddhi,
and the various Vinaya schools.
Generally speaking, then, the main purport of the Gateway of
the Holy Path, whether Mahayana or Hinayana, concerns prac
ticing the Way of the Four Vehicles and attaining the fruit of the
Four Vehicles while in this Saha world. In speaking of the Four
Vehicles, we are referring to the Three Vehicles with the addition
of the Buddha Vehicle.
Turning next to the Gateway of Rebirth in the Pure Land, we
find that here too there are two teachings. First, there are those
that directly expound Rebirth in the Pure Land. Second, there are
those teachings that only incidentally expound this Rebirth.
The first one—“those teachings that directly expound Rebirth
in the Pure Land” —is set forth in the so-called “three sutras and
one sastra.” The first of these is the Sutra o f Immeasurable Life, the
second is the Meditation Sutra, and the third is the Amida Sutra.
The “one sastra” is the Treatise on Rebirth in the Pure Land by
Vasubandhu. The “three sutras” are also called the “Threefold Sutra
of the Pure Land.”
Someone may ask whether or not there are any other instances
where the phrase “Threefold Sutra” can be found. The answer is
that it has appeared more than once. One such instance is the
Threefold Lotus Sutra in which the three sutras are the Sutra o f
Infinite Meaning, the Lotus Sutra, and the Samantabhadra Medi
tation Sutra. A second instance is the Threefold Mahavairocana
Sutra, namely, the Mahavairocana Sutra, the Diamond Crown
Sutra, and the Sutra o f Excellent Accomplishment. A third ex
ample is the Threefold Sutra for the Peace and Protection of the
State: the Lotus Sutra, the Benevolent King Sutra, and the Golden
Light Sutra. A fourth is the Threefold Sutra of Maitreya: the Sutra
o f Maitreya’s Ascending Birth, the Sutra o f Maitreya’s Descending
Birth, and the Sutra on Maitreya’s Becoming a Buddha. Here we
are concerned only with the Threefold Sutra about Amida, which
I call the Threefold Sutra of the Pure Land. It is the scripture
upon which the Pure Land teaching is properly based.
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Next, “teachings that only incidentally expound Rebirth in the
Pure Land” are the sutras that expound Rebirth in the Pure Land,
such as the Garland Sutra, the Lotus Sutra, the Wish-fulfilling
Dharani Sutra, the Dharani Sutra on the Most August One, and
others. They also include treatises such as the Awakening o f Faith,
the Treatise on the Precious Nature, the Treatise Explaining the Ten
Stages, the Compendium o f the Mahayana, and similar works that
expound Rebirth in the Pure Land.
Now the reason why Tao-ch’o, in his Collection, set up the dis
tinction between the Two Gateways of the Holy Path and the Pure
Land was to teach people to reject the Gateway of the Holy Path
in favor of entering the Gateway of the Pure Land. There are two
reasons for this preference: one is that the passing away of the
Great Enlightened One has now receded far into the distant past,
and the other is that the ultimate principle is profound while man’s
understanding is shallow.
Tao-ch’o is not the only one in the Pure Land school who set
up this distinction of the Two Gateways. T ’an-luan, T’ien-t’ai, Chiats’ai, Tz’u-en, and many other teachers all have the same view.
To begin with Dharma Master T ’an-luan, we see that he stated
in his Commentary on the Treatise on Rebirth in the Pure Land:
Let us reverently reflect on what the Bodhisattva Nagarjuna
said in his Treatise Explaining the Ten Stages. He declared
that there are two paths by which the Bodhisattvas may
seek the Stage of Non-Retrogression: one is the Way of
Difficult Practice and the other is the Way of Easy Practice.
The Way of Difficult Practice is a way of trying to reach the
Stage of Non-Retrogression in an Age of the Five Defile
ments when no Buddha dwells in the world. This is difficult
to do. This difficulty takes many forms and I should like to
mention a few of them to exemplify what I mean.
First there is the merely apparent good of non-Buddhist
teachers who bring confusion into the true Dharma of the
Bodhisattva. Second there is the self-interest involved in the
Sravaka’s discipline, which interferes with great compassion.
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Third, there is the evil done without reflection, which de
stroys the excellent virtues of others. Fourth, there is the
result of good deeds based on deluded thinking, which cor
rupts pure and undefiled practice. Fifth, there is the hold
ing on to self power alone and not taking hold of Other
Power. These are things everywhere to be seen. To follow
this Way of Difficult Practice is like travelling overland on
foot: it is very painful and hard.
The Way of Easy Practice is to desire Rebirth in the Pure
Land only by means of faith in the Buddha. Being thus car
ried along by the power of the Buddha’s Vows, we shall be
able to attain Rebirth in the Pure Land. The Buddha’s power
will sustain us and enable us to enter into the company of
those who have attained the Stage of Genuine Assurance of
the Mahayana. This is the Stage of Non-Retrogression. It
is like taking passage on a ship and sailing over the sea: it
is very pleasant.
In this context, the Way of Difficult Practice is the Gateway of the
Holy Path, and the Way of Easy Practice is the Gateway of the
Pure Land. Difficult Practice as distinct from Easy Practice and
Holy Path as distinct from Pure Land; the words differ but the
meaning is actually the same. The Masters T ’ien-t’ai and Chiats’ai share the same view. We surely ought to be aware of this.
Again, as is stated in The Essentials for Rebirth in the West
ern Paradise:
As I reverently reflect on the matter, it is clear that
Sakyamuni appeared at an opportune time and benefitted
all those who were karmically related to him. He extended
his teaching to accommodate people’s different natures and
thus watered all the people with the dew of the Dharma.
Those who met the Holy Teacher personally were each led
toward Enlightenment along one of the Ways of the Three
Vehicles. He encouraged those whose goodness was slight
and who were negligent in proper karmic practice to take
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refuge in the Pure Land. Anyone who engages in this prac
tice will be reborn in that Land by meditating exclusively
on Amida and turning over the merits of all his good deeds
toward Rebirth. Amida, in his Original Vow, resolved to ferry
beings from this Saha world to the other shore. All those en
gaging in this practice—who at best continue it for the whole
of their lives, but who at least think of Amida ten times when
they are on the verge of death—will certainly attain Rebirth.
Again, in the postscript to the same work it is said:
If we carefully reflect, we will realize that we have been
born near the end of the Age of the Semblance o f the
Dharma, long after the Holy One’s passing. Although we
are acquainted with the Way of the Three Vehicles, we can
not attain Enlightenment through it. Both men and cLevas
are filled with the agitation and unrest of the deluding pas
sions. Those whose wisdom is great and whose hearts are
opened wide in compassion may be able to abide long in
samsara, practicing the Way. But the foolish and those
whose practice lacks depth will probably sink into the dark
realms of inferior states of being. We should by all means,
therefore, remove ourselves far from this Saha world and
let our hearts dwell in the Pure Realm.
In this passage, the “Three Vehicles” refers to the Gateway of the
Holy Path, and the “Pure Realm,” the Gateway of the Pure Land.
As for “ Three Vehicles” as distinct from “Pure Realm” and “Holy
Path” as distinct from “Pure Land” —these phrases differ in name
but their meaning is actually the same.
He who would learn of the Pure Land school should first of all
understand the import of the above passages. Even though a man
may have previously studied the Gateway of the Holy Path, if he
feels an inclination toward the Gateway of the Pure Land, he should
set aside the Holy Path and take refuge in the Pure Land. An ex
ample of one who did this was the Dharma Master T’an-luan, who
abandoned his lecturing on the Four Treatises and wholeheartedly
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sought the shelter of the Pure Land. The Dhyâna Master Tao-ch’o
abandoned his manifold activities in studying and teaching theM rvana Sutra and began to propagate the practice of the Pure Land of
the West exclusively. Such was the case with the wise and learned
masters of old. Why, then, should we foolish men in the Age of the
Dharma’s Decadence fail to follow their example?
Someone may raise the following question. The various schools
and sects of the Holy Path each have their own direct line of mas
ter-disciple transmission of the Dharma. In the case of the T’ient’ai school, for example, the genealogy is from Hui-wen to Nan-yüeh,
to T’ien-t’ai, to Chang-an, to Chih-wei, to Hui-wei, to Hsiian-lang, to
Chan-jan. In the case of the Shingon school, the successive trans
mission is from Mahâvairocana Tathâgata to Vajrasattva, to
Nâgârjuna, to Nâgabodhi, to Vajrabodhi, to Amoghavajra. Like
wise, each of the many remaining schools has its own “artery”
through which its transmission flows. Is there any such artery of
successive teachers in the Pure Land school?
I would reply to such a question by pointing out that the Pure
Land school does indeed have its own arteries of transmission just
like those of the Holy Path. However, in this particular school of the
Pure Land there are several differing “houses.” These are the houses
of the Dharma Master Hui-yüan of Lu-shan, of the Tripitaka Mas
ter Tz’u-min, and of Tao-ch’o and Shan-tao. Here we will limit our
selves to the lineage advocated by Tao-ch’o and Shan-tao and discuss
its artery of Dharma transmission. Concerning it, there are two opin
ions. According to one—found in the Collection o f Passages on the
Land o f Peace and Bliss—the succession is as follows: the Tripitaka
Master Bodhiruci, the Dharma Master Hui-ch’ung, the Dharma
Master Tao-ch’ang, the Dharma Master T’an-luan, the Dhyâna
Master Ta-hai, and the Dharma Master Fa-shang. According to the
other—found in the biographies of eminent masters of both the T’ang
and Sung Dynasties—the succession began with the Tripitaka Mas
ter Bodhiruci, who was followed by the Dharma Master T’an-luan,
the Dhyâna Master Tao-ch’o, the Dhyâna Master Shan-tao, the
Dharma Master Huai-kan, and the Dharma Master Shao-k’ang.
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The Right and Miscellaneous Practices

Passages That Relate How Master Shan-tao Distinguished
between the Two, “Right” and “Miscellaneous,” Kinds o f Prac
tice, Rejecting the Miscellaneous and Taking Refuge in the Right

Shan-tao says in the fourth book of his Commentary on the Medi
tation Sutra:
As to establishing faith in practice, we should first note that
practice is of two kinds: Right and Miscellaneous. The Right
consists in performing only the kinds of discipline derived
from the sutras on Rebirth in the Pure Land, hence the name
“Right Practices.” What disciplines are they? They are:
(1) Single-mindedly and wholeheartedly chanting the
Meditation Sutra, the Amida Sutra, and the Sutra o f Im 
measurable Life;
(2) Single-mindedly and wholeheartedly thinking on, con
templating, and remembering the adornments of the two
recompenses in that Land;
(3) When doing reverence is in order, single-mindedly and
wholeheartedly doing reverence to that Buddha;
(4) When uttering [holy names] is in order, singlemindedly and wholeheartedly uttering the Name of that
Buddha;
(5) When giving praises and offerings is in order, singlemindedly and wholeheartedly giving them [to Amida],
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These are called the Right [Practices], Further, within
these Right Practices there are two types. The first is to
concentrate single-mindedly and wholeheartedly on the
Name of Amida, whether walking or standing still, whether
seated or lying down, without considering whether the time
involved is long or short and without ceasing even for an
instant. This is called the Right Established Act. It is so
called because such a practice agrees with the intent of
Amida’s Vow. Other practices, such as doing reverence to
the Buddha and chanting [sutras], are called the Auxiliary
Acts. Besides these two—the Right Established and the
Auxiliary Practices—all the other good practices are collec
tively called Miscellaneous Practices.
If we perform the Right and the Auxiliary Practices,
our heart always remains intimate with and near [to Amida],
and we never cease to remember him. Hence these are called
the Incessant. However, when we perform the other Mis
cellaneous Practices, our concentration is always liable to
be broken. Even though we can indeed be reborn by trans
ferring the merit [of such practices to that end], they are
called Estranged Miscellaneous Practices.

3a

In my own view this passage has two purposes. The first is to make
clear the types of practice proper for Rebirth. The second is to determine the advantages and disadvantages of the two kinds of practice.
1. Types of Practice Proper for Rebirth
As to the first, elucidation of the practices proper for Rebirth, ac
cording to Master Shan-tao, the practices leading to Rebirth are
many but can be grouped under two major divisions: the Right
and the Miscellaneous Practices.
Speaking first of the Right Practices, there are two [ways of
elucidating their] import: the “divided” and the “merged.” In the
first, they are divided into five kinds; later they are merged into two.
First, regarding the division into five kinds-
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(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)
(5)

The
The
The
The
The

Right
Right
Right
Right
Right

Practice
Practice
Practice
Practice
Practice

of Sutra-Chanting
of Contemplation
of Doing Reverence
of Uttering the Name
of Giving Praises and Offerings

The first, the Right Practice of Sutra-Chanting, is to chant the
Meditation Sutra and the other [Pure Land] sutras wholeheart
edly; or in the words of the above-quoted passage, “single-mindedly
and wholeheartedly chanting the Meditation Sutra, the Amida
Sutra, and the Sutra o f Immeasurable Life.” The second, the Right
Practice of Contemplation, is to contemplate the two recompenses—
principal and dependent—of that Land wholeheartedly; or as we
read in the text above, “single-mindedly and wholeheartedly think
ing on, contemplating, and remembering the adornments of the
two recompenses.” The third, the Right Practice of Doing Rever
ence, is to do reverence wholeheartedly to Amida Buddha, or as in
the text above, “when doing reverence is in order, single-mindedly
and wholeheartedly doing reverence to that Buddha.” The fourth,
the Right Practice of Uttering the Name, is to utter the Name of
Amida Buddha wholeheartedly, or as in the words of the text above,
“when uttering [holy names] is in order, single-mindedly and whole
heartedly uttering the Name of that Buddha.” The fifth, the Right
Practice of Giving Praises and Offerings, is to give praises and
offerings wholeheartedly to Amida; or as in the text above, “when
giving praises and offerings is in order, single-mindedly and whole
heartedly giving them [to Amida]. These are called the Right (Prac
tices).” If we treat “praising” and “making offerings” as two separate
acts, then we must speak of “the six kinds of Right Practice.” Here
these two are joined together and so we speak of “the five kinds of
practice.”
Next, regarding the two “merged” practices: the Right Act and
the Auxiliary Acts. First, the Right Act is uttering the Name, which
is the fourth of the above-listed five kinds of Right Practice, namely
the Right Established Act. It is as is stated in the above passage:
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To concentrate single-mindedly and wholeheartedly on the
Name of Amida, whether walking or standing still, whether
seated or lying down, without considering whether the time
involved is long or short and without ceasing even for an in
stant. This is called the Right Established Act. It is so called
because such a practice agrees with the intent of Amida’s Vow.
Next, the Auxiliary Acts are the four other kinds of acts, such as
sutra-chanting, with the exception of the fourth, uttering (the
Name). This is as is stated in the above passage:
Other practices, such as doing reverence to the Buddha and
chanting [sutras], are called the Auxiliary Acts.

3b

It may be asked, “Why, among the five kinds of practice, is only
uttering the Name of Amida Buddha called the Right Established
Act? I answer that it is because this is in accord with the intent of
Amida’s Vow. That is to say, uttering the Name of Amida is the
practice referred to in the Original Vow of the Buddha. Therefore,
the one who is dedicated to this practice is carried forward by the
power of Amida’s Vow and will certainly attain Rebirth in the Pure
Land. The meaning of the Buddha’s Original Vow will be made
clear below.
We shall next discuss the Miscellaneous Practices. Above, we
read the following words:
Besides these two—the Right Established and the Auxil
iary Practices—all the other good practices are collectively
called Miscellaneous Practices.
The meaning is this: there being endless numbers of such Miscel
laneous Practices, we do not have the time here to discuss them in
detail. We now only briefly explain the five kinds of Miscellaneous
Practice corresponding to the five kinds of Right Practice:
(1) The Miscellaneous Practice of Sutra-Chanting
(2) The Miscellaneous Practice of Contemplation
(3) The Miscellaneous Practice of Doing Reverence
(4) The Miscellaneous Practice of Uttering [Holy Names]
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(5) The Miscellaneous Practice of Giving Praises and
Offerings
Regarding the first, the Miscellaneous Practice of Sutra-Chanting,
with the exception of the above-mentioned Meditation Sutra and
others pertaining to Rebirth in the Pure Land, cherishing and chant
ing the sutras, whether Mahayana or Hinayana, whether Exoteric
or Esoteric, is called the Miscellaneous Practice of Sutra-Chanting.
Regarding the second, the Miscellaneous Practice of Contem
plation, with the exception of the above-mentioned contemplation
of the principal and dependent recompenses in the Land of Su
preme Bliss, all practices of contemplation, whether of phenom
enal things or of underlying principles, whether pertaining to
Mahayana or Hinayana, Exoteric or Esoteric, are called the Mis
cellaneous Practices of Contemplation.
Regarding the third, the Miscellaneous Practice of Doing Rev
erence, with the exception of the above-mentioned reverence to
Amida, all forms of worshipping and showing reverence to Bud
dhas and Bodhisattvas, as well as to the various divinities, are
called the Miscellaneous Practice of Doing Reverence.
Regarding the fourth, the Miscellaneous Practice of Littering
[Holy Names], with the exception of the above-mentioned practice
of uttering the Name of Amida, all forms of the practice of utter
ing the names of Buddhas and Bodhisattvas, as well as the names
of various divinities, are called the Miscellaneous Practice of Ut
tering [Holy Names].
Regarding the fifth, the Miscellaneous Practice of Giving
Praises and Offerings [to Holy Beings], with the exception of the
above-mentioned practice of giving praises and offerings to Amida
Buddha, all forms of giving praises and offerings to Buddhas and
Bodhisattvas, as well as to various divinities, are called the Mis
cellaneous Practice of Giving Praises and Offerings [to Holy Beings].
In addition to these five, there are also countless numbers of
other practices, such as charity and observance of the precepts.
All of these should be included under the name of Miscellaneous
Practice.
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2. The Advantages and Disadvantages of the
Two Kinds of Practice
Next, I will judge the advantages and disadvantages of the two
kinds of practice. It is said in the above quotation:
If we perform the Right and the Auxiliary Practices, our
heart always remains intimate with and near [to Amida],
and we never cease to remember him. Hence these are called
Incessant. However, when we perform the other Miscella
neous Practices, our concentration is always liable to be
broken. Even though we can indeed be reborn by transfer
ring the merit [of such practices to that end], they are called
Estranged Miscellaneous Practices.
Considering the merits of these words, we find that with regard to
these two—the Right and the Miscellaneous Practices—there are
five pairs of contrasts:
(1) The Intimate versus the Estranged
(2) The near versus the far
(3) The Intermittent versus the Incessant
(4) Transference of merit versus no transference of merit
(5) The Pure versus the Miscellaneous
As regards the first pair, the Intimate versus the Estranged, “In
timate” means that those who perform both the Right and the
Auxiliary Practices are brought into exceedingly close intimacy
with Amida Buddha. Thus we read in the preceding part [i.e., the
third book] of the Commentary.
When sentient beings arouse themselves to practice and al
ways utter with their lips the Name of the Buddha, the
Buddha will hear them. When they constantly and reverently
bow down to the Buddha, the Buddha will see them. When
they continually think of the Buddha in their hearts, the
Buddha will know them. When sentient beings remember
the Buddha, the Buddha also remembers them. In these
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three acts, the Buddha and sentient beings are not separate
from each other. Hence, they are called the intimate relation.
Next, “Estranged” refers to Miscellaneous Practices. When sen
tient beings do not call the Buddha, the Buddha does not hear
them. When they do not bow down to the Buddha, the Buddha
does not see them. When they do not think of the Buddha in their
hearts, the Buddha does not know them. When they do not re
member the Buddha, the Buddha does not remember them. In
these three acts, the Buddha and the sentient beings are separate
from each other. Hence, they are called “Estranged Practices.”
As regards the second pair, the near versus the far, “near”
means that those who perform the two—the Right and the Auxil
iary-P ractices are very near to Amida Buddha. Thus in the pre
ceding part of the Commentary we read:
If sentient beings desire to see the Buddha, he, responding
to this desire, will appear before their eyes. Hence, this is
called the near relation.
Next, “far” refers to the Miscellaneous Practices. If sentient beings
do not desire to see the Buddha, he will respond to this lack of desire
and not appear before their eyes. Hence, they are called “far.”
The meanings of “intimate” and “near” seem to be identical
but Shan-tao distinguishes between them. This appears in his Com
mentary. Therefore, I have quoted these passages here and ex
plained them.
As regards the third pair, the Incessant versus the Intermit
tent, “Incessant” means that those who perform the two—the Right
and Auxiliary—Practices never cease to remember Amida Bud
dha. Hence, this is called “Incessant.”
Next, “Intermittent” means that those who perform Miscella
neous Practices will constantly find their concentration on Amida
Buddha broken. That is why it is said, “our concentration is al
ways liable to be broken.”
As regards the fourth pair, “no transference of merit” versus
“transference of merit,” those who perform the two—the Right
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and the Auxiliary—Practices, even though they do not deliber
ately intend to transfer the merit [of these practices toward at
taining Rebirth], will nevertheless see that their practice by its
very nature becomes a Rebirth practice. Thus we read in the pre
ceding part of the Commentary:
Now the ‘ten utterances of the Buddha’s Name’ in this Medi
tation Sutra contain and accomplish the Ten Vows and the
Ten Practices. How do they accomplish them? ‘Namu’ means
‘to take refuge.’ It also means ‘to desire to transfer one’s
merits.’ ‘Amida Butsu’ is the practice. For this reason, one
can surely attain Rebirth [by reciting it].
Next, “transference of merit” means that those who perform the
Miscellaneous Practices can make them serve as sufficient cause
for Rebirth only when they intend their merits to be transferred
[to this end]. When they do not intend merit-transference, then
their practice does not become sufficient cause for Rebirth. That is
why it is said, “Even though we can indeed be reborn by transfer
ring the merit [of such practices to that end] . . . ”
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As regards the fifth pair, the Pure versus the Miscellaneous,
“Pure” refers to the performance of the two—the Right Established
and the Auxiliary—Practices, which are the Pure Practices lead
ing to Rebirth in the Land of Supreme Bliss. Next, the Miscella
neous Practices are not practices leading directly to the Land of
Supreme Bliss. They are common to those beings who [seek re
birth as] human and heavenly beings, who [follow] the Three Ve
hicles or who [seek rebirth in other] Pure Lands o f the ten
directions. Therefore they are called “Miscellaneous.” Hence practitioners longing for the Western Land should necessarily cast aside
the Miscellaneous and perform the Right Practice.
It may be asked whether evidence for this understanding of
the Pure and the Miscellaneous Practices can be found in the sutras
and treatises. The answer is that there is more than one instance in
the sutras, Vinayas, and treatises of both Mahayana and Hinayana
in which the Two Gateways of Pure and Miscellaneous Practices
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are distinguished. The Mahayana establishes the “miscellaneous
storehouse” among the eight storehouses. It should be understood
that seven of these eight are pure, and one miscellaneous. The
Hinayana sets up the Miscellaneous Agama as one of the four
Agamas. It should be understood that three of them are pure and
one is miscellaneous. In the [Four-Part] Vinaya, twenty sections
are established to explain practice in accord with the precepts.
Among these, the first nineteen are pure and the last one is mis
cellaneous. In an [.Abhidharma] treatise, eight sections are distin
guished to explain the nature and aspects of various dharmas.
The first seven are pure and the last is miscellaneous. In the vari
ous collections of wise and holy men’s biographies from the T’ang
and Sung dynasties, we read that the virtuous conduct of the noble
monks is explained under the ten headings. Of these, the first nine
are pure and the last is miscellaneous. Furthermore, in A Collec
tion o f Passages on the Profound Meaning o f the Mahayana there
are five groups of Dharma gateways, of which the first four are
pure and the last is miscellaneous. Further, not only in the Exoteric
Teachings but also in the Esoteric Teachings there are pure and
miscellaneous Dharmas. It is stated in the Records o f the Lines o f
the Dharma Transmission [by the Master Saicho] of the Tendai
school:
The first is the record of the Matrix Realm Mandala line of
transmission.
The second is the record of the Diamond Realm Mandala
line of transmission.
The third is the record of the Miscellaneous Mandala line
of transmission.
The first two are pure and the last is miscellaneous. The cases in
which the pure-versus-miscellaneous mode of classification is em
ployed are many. Here I have briefly presented only a few of them.
It should be noted that, in their various contexts, the significations
of pure and miscellaneous are not fixed. In the light of this, the in
tention of the Master Shan-tao in the above passage was to discuss
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the pure and miscellaneous with regard to Pure Land practice.
The notion of the pure versus miscellaneous is not limited to ca
nonical Buddhist writings. Very many examples are also found in
non-Buddhist sources. In order to avoid unnecessary tedium, I shall
not treat these here.
Shan-tao is not the only master who divides practices for Re
birth in the Pure Land into two kinds. According to the view of the
Dhyana Master Tao-ch’o, practices for Rebirth [in the Pure Land]
are many but are grouped in two categories: (1) Rebirth through
the Nembutsu and (2) Rebirth through the myriad practices. Next,
according to the view of the Dhyana Master Huai-kan, practices
for Rebirth in the Pure Land are also many but are grouped in two
categories: (1) Rebirth through the Nembutsu and (2) Rebirth
through the various practices. (Eishin makes the same division.)
These three masters have indeed made a very appropriate inter
pretation when each sets up two kinds of practice to group prac
tices for Rebirth. Other masters did not make such a division.
Practitioners should certainly take note of this fact.
It is stated in the Hymns in Praise o f Rebirth:
If people practice the Nembutsu continuously in the abovementioned manner until the end of their lives, then ten out
of ten practitioners will attain Rebirth, and a hundred out
of a hundred will attain Rebirth. Why is this so? It is be
cause this practice keeps away other miscellaneous karmic
conditions and enables one to achieve right mindfulness. It
is because it accords with the intent of the Buddha’s Origi
nal Vow. It is also because it does not contradict the teaching.
Further, it is because it is in accord with the Buddha’s words.
As for those who choose to cast aside the whole-hearted
practice and perform Miscellaneous Practices, it is rare for
even one or two out of a hundred, or even four or five out of
a thousand, to attain Rebirth. Why? It is because their prac
tice is disturbed by miscellaneous karmic conditions and so
they lose Right Mindfulness. It is because their practices
do not accord with the Buddha’s Original Vow. It is because
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they differ from the Teaching. It is because they are not in
accord with the Buddha’s words. It is because these people
do not keep their minds continually fixed [on Amida Bud
dha]. It is because their concentration is broken. It is be
cause they do not really have a sincere desire to transfer
their merits toward Rebirth. It is because the passions of
greed, anger, and wrong views arise and disrupt [their con
centration on Amida], It is because they lack repentance
and contrite hearts. Moreover, it is because they do not re
member this Buddha continually to repay their indebted
ness to him. It is because pride arises in their hearts and,
though they engage in practice, they always have a desire
for fame and self-benefit. It is because their hearts are filled
with attachment to their fellow practitioners and teachers.
It is because they seek miscellaneous karmic conditions and
so they create hindrances for themselves and others in the
performance of the Right Practices for Rebirth.
Why do I make these assertions? It is because I have
myself recently seen and heard that everywhere practitio
ners, whether monks or laity, differ from one another in
understanding and practice and in particular with regard
to the wholehearted and Miscellaneous Practices. Only
people who concentrate their minds on their practice will
attain Rebirth, ten people out of ten. As for people who per
form Miscellaneous Practices and so fail to attain sincerity
of heart, not even one out of a thousand will be reborn. The
advantages and disadvantages of these two practices have
already been stated above.
It is my desire that those wishing to be reborn should
carefully weigh their own capacities. Those who already in
this lifetime desire Rebirth in the Land should unfailingly
exert themselves in the performance of this practice,
whether moving or standing still, whether sitting or lying
down; they should conquer their own egos and should never
cease practicing, day and night, until the end of their lives.
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To practice this way all through life may appear to be some
what painful, but when life comes to an end, the very next
moment they will be reborn into that Land, where they will
continue to enjoy the bliss o f unconditioned [nirvana]
throughout the length of eternal kalpas. Until they attain
Buddhahood, they will never again have to pass through
the cycles of birth and death. Is this not a joyful thing? One
should take careful note of it.
I believe that anyone who reads these words ought to cast aside
the Miscellaneous and take up the Exclusive Practice. Why should
anyone cast aside the Exclusive and Right Practice, by which a
hundred out of a hundred attain Rebirth, and stubbornly cling to
the Miscellaneous Practices, by which not even one out of a thou
sand attains Rebirth? Practitioners ought seriously to ponder this.
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The Original Vow

The Passage Concerning Amida Tathagata’s Original Vow,
Which Promised Rebirth Not for Other Practices but for the
Nembutsu Only

It is said in the first volume of the Sutra o f Immeasurable Life:
If, upon my attainment of Buddhahood, all sentient beings
in the ten directions who, aspiring in all sincerity and faith
to be born in my Land, utter my Name [lit. “Think (of me)”]
even ten times are not reborn there, then may I not attain
Supreme Enlightenment.
This passage as it appears in the Dharma Gate o f Contemplation
reads as follows:
If, when I become a Buddha, all sentient beings in all the
ten directions, who desire to be born in my Land and utter
my Name at least ten times, are not reborn there through
the power of my Vow, then may I not attain Supreme En
lightenment.
The same passage is again quoted in the Hymns in Praise o f R e
birth as follows:
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If, when I become a Buddha, all sentient beings in all the
ten directions who utter my Name at least ten times are not
reborn, then may I not attain Supreme Enlightenment. That
Buddha is at present in his Land, having already attained
Buddhahood. Therefore we should surely realize that the
weighty promise of the Original Vow was not made in vain:
If sentient beings recite the Nembutsu, they will certainly
attain Rebirth.
My explanation is that each one of all the Buddhas made two kinds
of Vows: general and special. The general ones are known as the
four universal vows. The special ones are those such as the five
hundred great vows of Sakyamuni and the twelve superior vows
of the Tathagata Bhaisajyaguru. The Forty-eight Vows now un
der consideration are the special Vows of Amida.
It may be asked, “When and under what Buddha’s guidance
did the Tathagata Amida make these Vows?” In answer I would
quote the Sutra o f Immeasurable Life:
The Buddha said to Ananda, “In the distant past, very long,
immeasurable, unthinkable, and uncountable kalpas ago,
the Tathagata Dlpankara came into the world and taught
anti emancipated countless sentient beings, enabling them
all to achieve the Buddha Way. Then he entered nirvana.
Next there came into the world a Tathagata named Pratapavat, and so on, and the next Tathagata was called Lokendra.
“These Buddhas, fifty-three in all, having passed away,
another Buddha by the name of Lokesvararaja came into
the world. At that time, there lived a king. When he heard
the Buddha’s explanation of the Dharma, his heart was filled
with joy, and an aspiration for the Unsurpassable Supreme
Enlightenment was awakened in his mind. Leaving his
country and abandoning the throne, he took up the ascetic
practice of a Sramana and called himself Dharmakara. He
surpassed all others in ability and intelligence and went to
the Tathagata Lokesvararaja . . .
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“Then the Buddha Lokesvararaja described to him in
detail the good and the evil aspects of human and heavenly
beings in the Lands of twenty-one billion Buddhas and also
the coarse and refined aspects of those Lands. Then in ac
cordance with Dharmakara’s request, he actually showed
them all to him. Having heard the discourse of the Buddha
on the magnificent Pure Lands and having seen them all,
the Bhiksu Dharmakara made his unsurpassable and truly
admirable Vows. His heart being quiet and tranquil and
his will unattached, no one in all the world could equal him.
For five kalpas he pondered the pure practices needed in
order to establish a superior Buddha Land, and he made
them his own.”
Ananda then asked the Buddha, “How long was the
Buddha’s life span in that [Lokesvararaja’s] Land?” The
Buddha answered, “That Buddha’s life span was forty-two
kalpas. Eventually, the Bhiksu Dharmakara succeeded in
making his own the pure practices through which the
twenty-one billion Buddhas established their refined Lands.”
In the Larger Amida Sutra we read:
The Buddha then chose from among the good and evil human and heavenly beings living in the twenty-one billion
Buddha Lands, and also chose from among the pleasant
and unpleasant features of those Lands. Then he chose the
Vows [that accorded with] the desires of his heart.
When Lokesvararaja Buddha (also referred to here as
Sovereign King of the World) finished his exposition,
Dharmakara (also referred to here as Dharma Storehouse)
concentrated his mind so intensely that he attained the vi
sion of divine beings. With this penetrating sight he him
self saw all the good and the evil aspects of human and
heavenly beings and also the pleasant and the unpleasant
features of the twenty-one billion Buddha Lands. Then he
himself chose the Vows [which accorded with] the desires
of his own heart. It is thus that he made the Twenty-four
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Vows. (The same account is also found in the Sutra o f Uni
versal Enlightenment.)
“Chose” in the above passage means “take up some thing while
rejecting other things.” This means that he [Dharmakara] rejected
the evil aspects of the human and heavenly beings in the twentyone billion Buddha Lands and took up their good aspects; he re
jected the unpleasant features of these Lands and took up the
pleasant ones. This is the meaning of “choose” in the Larger Amida
Sutra. In the context of the Two-Volume Sutra [i.e. the Sutra o f
Immeasurable Life] there is also the notion of “choose”; that is to
say, it is found in the passage above, “. . .succeeded in making his
own the pure practices through which the twenty-one billion Bud
dhas established their refined Lands.” “Choose” and “make his
own” are two different forms but their meaning is the same. It
follows then that he rejected the impure practices and took up the
pure ones. With reference to the above-mentioned choosing from
among the good and the evil aspects of human and heavenly be
ings and among the coarse and the refined features of the Lands,
the same interpretation applies. We should know this from the
above explanation.
Now, the meaning of “to choose” and “to make one’s own” will
be briefly discussed in relation to each of the Forty-eight Vows.
The first Vow was that none of the Three Evil Realms should be
present. Among the twenty-one billion Buddha Lands [which
Dharmakara saw] there were some where these Three Evil Realms
existed and some where they did not. Dharmakara chose to reject
the coarse and inferior Lands where the Three Evil Realms ex
isted and chose to make his own the good and refined Lands where
they did not. Hence the word “choose.”
The second Vow was that no one would return to the Evil
Realms. Even though in some of the many Buddha Lands the Three
Evil Realms do not exist, still the human and heavenly beings
there, after their lives are over, leave those Lands and return to
the Three Evil Realms. On the other hand, there are other Lands
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from which there is no returning to the Evil Realms. Dharmakara
chose to reject the coarse and inferior Lands from which we would
return to the Evil Realms and chose to make his own the good and
refined Lands from which there is no returning to the Evil Realms.
Hence the word “choose.”
The third Vow was that everyone should be of golden color. In
the Buddha Lands there are some wherein both yellow and white
human and divine beings live together. There are also Buddha
Lands wherein all beings are of a pure golden color. Thus, Dhar
makara chose to reject the coarse and inferior Lands in which
there existed yellow and white beings, and he chose to make his
own the good and refined Lands where the color of all beings is
pure gold. Hence the word “choose.”
The fourth Vow was that there should be no differentiation
between beauty and ugliness. Among the many Buddha Lands
there are some wherein human and divine beings are unequal
with respect to beauty or ugliness of face and form. There are other
Buddha Lands whose inhabitants have one and the same physi
cal appearance and there is no distinction with respect to their
beauty or ugliness. Thus Dharmakara chose to reject the coarse
and inferior lands where beauty and ugliness are unequal and
chose to make his own the good and refined lands where such
inequality does not exist. Hence the word “choose.”
[Proceeding in the same manner] one comes to the Eighteenth
Vow concerning Rebirth through the Nembutsu. Among these
many Buddha Lands there are some wherein Rebirth is attained
through the practices of almsgiving. Again, there are some wherein
Rebirth comes through observance of the precepts. In other Lands,
the practice for Rebirth is patience; in others it is zeal, and in
others it is meditation. Again, in other lands, the Rebirth prac
tices is Prajna—that is, knowledge of the supreme reality. There
are also lands wherein Rebirth comes through the Bodhi mind, in
others through the six acts of mindfulness, in others by chanting
sutras, and again in others by dharanl recitation. Further, there are
lands wherein Rebirth is attained by performing various practices
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such as erecting stupas and making images of the Buddha, offering
food to Sramanas, being dutiful to parents, and venerating teach
ers and elders. Also there are lands wherein Rebirth is obtained
by the wholehearted recitation of the names of the Buddhas of
those Lands.
To conclude that a certain practice is thus allotted for Rebirth
in the land of a certain Buddha is a superficial interpretation.
However, if we reconsider the matter, it is clear that it is not the
definitive one. In certain Buddha Lands Rebirth is obtained by
many practices, while in many others it is obtained by a single
practice common to all. In this way, we find that the practices for
Rebirth are of many different kinds. It is not possible to discuss
them all in detail.
Here [in the Eighteenth Vow], he [Dharmakara] chose to cast
aside various practices, such as the above-mentioned almsgiving,
observance of the precepts, and lastly filial piety, and chose to make
his own the wholehearted recitation of the Buddha’s Name. Hence
the word “choose.”

5c

I have above briefly discussed the notion of “to choose” in five
of the Vows. Its meaning is as shown above. The meaning of “to
choose” in the remaining Vows can accurately be deduced from this.
It may be asked, “It seems reasonable that he [Dharmakara]
should in this way have chosen to cast aside the coarse and infe
rior and take up the good and refined elements in all his Vows;
but why did he, in the Eighteenth Vow, choose to cast aside all
other practices and take up the Nembutsu alone? Why did he make
his Original Vow of Rebirth [only to those who practice it]?”
I would answer by saying that although the Buddha’s Holy
Intention is difficult to fathom and impossible to understand fully,
it may best be interpreted with the aid of the following two no
tions: (1) superior versus inferior and (2) difficult versus easy.
Firstly, as regards superior versus inferior, the Nembutsu is
superior and the other practices are inferior. This is because the
Name is the container into which all of [Amida’s] uncountable vir
tues have flowed. That is to say, in the Name are contained all the
merits and virtues of Amida’s inner Enlightenment, such as the
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four wisdoms, the three bodies, the ten powers, and the four
fearlessnesses. Also contained in it are all the merits and virtues
from which his outward activities flow, such as the major and minor
bodily characteristics, the emanations of light, the preaching of
the Dharma, and the granting of benefits to sentient beings. For
these reasons, the merits and virtues of the Name are incompara
bly “superior.” The other practices are not the same as this; each
one of them is only good for producing a limited portion of merit
and virtue. For this reason, they are called “inferior.”
Let me offer the metaphor of an ordinary house to explain this.
The name “house” includes all of its constituent elements: the ridge
pole, the rafters, the beams, the pillars, and so on, but none of the
names—“ridgepole,” “rafter,” and so on—can denote the entire
“house.” From this we see that the merits and virtues of the
Buddha’s Name are superior to those of all other practices. It is in
this sense that Dharmakara cast aside the inferior and took up
the superior when he made his Original Vow.
Secondly, as regards difficult versus easy, the Nembutsu is
easy to practice while the other practices are difficult to perform.
That is why it is said in the Hymns in Praise o f Rebirth:
It may be asked, “Why are we not urged to practice medita
tion but urged in a straightforward manner to utter whole
heartedly the Name?” In answer, I say that this is because
the karmic bonds of sentient beings are heavy, the objects
of meditation subtle, their minds desultory, their attention
wavering, and their spirits jumping about, and so it is
difficult for them to succeed in meditation. For this reason,
the Great Holy One, moved with pity, straightforwardly
encouraged them to utter the Name wholeheartedly. Since
uttering the Name is really easy, we are able to continue
this practice and attain Rebirth.
And again, in the Collection on the Essentials for Rebirth we read:
It may be asked, “All good practices are meritorious, and
each can lead to Rebirth. Why is it that the Gateway of the
Nembutsu alone is encouraged?” In answer, I would say that
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when I now urge everyone to practice the Nembutsu, I do
not intend to set aside the various other superior practices.
What I mean to say is that the Nembutsu is not difficult to
perform for either man or woman, whether highborn or low,
whether walking, standing still, sitting, or lying down, and
no matter when, where, and under what karmic conditions.
And finally, when anyone is on his deathbed and desires to
be reborn, no practice is more accessible than the Nembutsu.
It is, therefore, clear that since the Nembutsu is easy, it is open to
everyone, while the various other practices are not open to all types
of people, because they are difficult. Was it not in order to bring all
sentient beings without exception to Rebirth that [Dharmakara]
in his Original Vow cast aside the difficult practices and chose the
easy one?
If the Original Vow had required us to make images of the
Buddha and to build stupas, the poor and the destitute would cer
tainly have to give up hope of Rebirth, but the fact is that the rich
and the highborn are few, while the poor and the lowborn are
exceedingly many. If the Original Vow required us to have wis
dom and intelligence, the foolish and the unwise would certainly
have to give up hope for Rebirth, but the fact is that the wise are
few, and the foolish are very numerous. Again, if the Original Vow
6a required us to hear and read many things, those who have heard
and read little would certainly have to give up hope of Rebirth,
but the fact is that those who have heard much are few and those
who have heard little are very many. Further, if the Original Vow
required us to observe the precepts and abide by the rules for
monks behavior, those who have broken the precepts and those
who have never undertaken them would certainly have to give up
hope of Rebirth, but the fact is that those who observe the pre
cepts are few, while those who have broken the precepts are ex
ceedingly many. As for the various other practices, they should be
understood in the same way.
We should know that if the Original Vow required us to per
form the manifold practices above, then those who are able to attain
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Rebirth would be few and those unable to do so would be very
many. For this reason, Amida Tathagata, in the distant past when
he was the Bhiksu Dharmakara, moved with an impartial com
passion and wishing to save all beings universally, did not choose
in his Original Vow concerning Rebirth the manifold practices,
such as m aking images of the Buddha and building stupas. He
chose the single practice of uttering the Nembutsu in that Origi
nal Vow.
Thus, the Dhyana Master Fa-chao writes in his Five Tone
Ceremonial Hymns \Aspiring for Rebirth in the Pure Land].
That Buddha made a Universal Vow when he was in the
causal stage [of Bodhisattvahood]:
“I shall come to welcome all those who hear my Name and
meditate on me.
No distinction will be made between the poor and rich,
between the destitute and the noble;
No distinction between those of slight wisdom and those
of great talent;
No preference given to those who have heard much and
who observe the precepts
Over those who have broken the precepts and those who
have deep-rooted karmic sins.
If only they turn their hearts to me and recite many
Nembutsus,
Like broken tiles and pebbles turned into gold, [they will
attain salvation].
It may be asked, “All the Bodhisattvas have made vows. Some
have already fulfilled their vows, while others have not yet done
so. I wonder whether or not Dharmakara’s Forty-eight Vows have
already been fulfilled.” I would answer that each of his Vows has
been fulfilled. The reason I say so is that already in the World of
Supreme Bliss there are none of the Three Evil Realms; we should
know that the Vow that there be none of the Three Evil Realms
has already been fulfilled. How can we know this? It is said in the
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passage regarding the fulfillment of the Vow: “Hell, the realms of
hungry ghosts and animals, and the various afflictions do not ex
ist.” This is how we know.

6b

Further, humans and devas of that country, after the end of
their lives, do not return to the Three Evil Realms. We should
know then that the Vow that there would be no returning to the
Evil Realms has been fulfilled. How can we know this? It is said in
the passage regarding the fulfillment of the Vow: “Further, the
Bodhisattvas of that Land will never return to the Evil Realms even
up to the time when they become Buddhas.” This is how we know.
Further, there is no human or deva in the World of Supreme
Bliss who does not possess the thirty-two physical characteristics
[of a Bodhisattva], We should know that the Vow that everyone
would possess the thirty-two physical characteristics has been
fulfilled. How do we know this? In the passage regarding the
fulfillment of the Vow we read “Those who are born in that Land
possess the thirty-two physical characteristics.” This is how we know.
In the same way, from the first Vow that there should exist
none of the Three Evil Realms to the last Vow that one should
attain the three Dharma insights, each and every one of the Vows
has been fulfilled. Then is there any reason why the Eighteenth
Vow concerning Rebirth through the Nembutsu should be the only
one not to be fulfilled? It follows then that all who practice the
Nembutsu will be reborn.
In the passage regarding the fulfillment of the Vow of Rebirth
through the Nembutsu we read:
If sentient beings hear his Name and, rejoicing with believ
ing hearts, think of him even once while single-heartedly
transferring their merits in the desire for Rebirth in his
Land, then they will attain Rebirth and abide in the State
of Non-Retrogression.
In general, it is the Forty-eight Vows that have embellished the
Pure Land. The lotus ponds and jewelled palaces would not exist
except for the power of the Vows. Why, then, among all those Vows,
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should the Vow of Rebirth through the Nembutsu be the only one
that we should doubt? Moreover, it is said at the end of each Vow,
“If not, may I not attain Supreme Enlightenment.” We must note
here that ten kalpas have already elapsed since Amida attained
Buddhahood and so the Vow to become a Buddha has already been
fulfilled. Therefore, we should surely know that none of these Vows
was made in vain. This is why Shan-tao says:
The Buddha has attained Buddhahood and is at present dwell
ing in his World. We should surely know that the weighty
promise of the Original Vow was not made in vain. If sentient
beings recite the Nembutsu, they will surely be reborn.
It may be asked, “In the sutra it says ‘think of [me] ten times,’
while in [Shan-tao’s] interpretations it says ‘utter ten times.’ How
should we understand the meaning of ‘think o f’ and ‘utter’?” I
should say in answer that “think o f” and “utter” are really one
thing. How do we know this? The Meditation Sutra, in expound
ing to the lowest level of the lowest class of beings, says:
If we utter “Namu Amida Butsu” with uninterrupted voice
while thinking [of him as few as] ten times, then, because
we utter the Buddha’s Name, with each repetition our sins
accumulated during the births and deaths of eight billion
kalpas are removed.
Now, according to this passage, it is clear that “utter” means “think
o f” and “think o f” is the same as “utter.” Moreover, it is said in
the Candragarbha Sutra, “With a great thought [of the Buddha]
one sees a great Buddha; with a small thought one sees a small
Buddha.” Master Huai-kan’s interpretation of this is, “‘a great
thought’ means uttering the Nembutsu in a loud voice, and ‘a small
thought’ means uttering the Nembutsu in a soft voice.” Thus we
know that “think o f” is the same as “utter.”
It may be asked, “The [Larger] Sutra says ‘even [ten times]’
while [Shan-tao’s] interpretation says ‘at least [ten utterances].’
How do you explain this difference?” I would reply that “even”
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and “at least” have the same meaning. The word “even” in the
sutra is a term which indicates “from many to few.” “Many” indi
cates the upper limit of spending our whole life [in the practice of
the Nembutsu], “Few” indicates the lower limit of ten utterances
or even one utterance. In the phrase “at least” in [Shan-tao’s] in
terpretation, “least” is a term which contrasts with “most.” “At
least” means “down to ten utterances, or even one.” “Most” means
“going to the upper limit, covering one’s whole life.” There are
many examples of passages contrasting “most” and “least.” In the
Vow to enable us to acquire the supernatural power of knowing
our own and others’ previous lives it is said:
If, when I have become a Buddha, the men and devas of my
Land do not know their own or others’ previous lives and
the events of at least a hundred thousand kotis of nayutas
of kalpas in the past, then may I not attain Supreme En
lightenment.

6c

Similarly, the term “at least” is used in each of the other Vows
relating to the Five Supernatural Powers and the Vows of Light
and Life. In all these cases, it means going from “many” to “few,”
and “least” stands in opposition to “most.” Considering the usage
of “at least” as it appears in the above eight Vows, we see that it
has the same meaning as “even” in this [Eighteenth] Vow. There
fore, the phrase “at least” which is used here in Shan-tao’s inter
pretation does not differ from that.
Shan-tao’s interpretation, however, is not the same as that of
other masters. According to these other masters’ interpretations,
this Vow is taken in a limited sense and called “the Vow of Re
birth through uttering ten Nembutsus.” Shan-tao alone interpreted
it in a comprehensive sense and called it “the Vow of Rebirth
through the Nembutsu.” The other masters restricted the mean
ing of the Vow by calling it “the Vow of Rebirth through uttering
ten Nembutsus.” Their interpretation is not all-inclusive, for it ex
cludes both the notion of upper limit of the lifelong Nembutsu prac
tice, and that of its lower limit, a single utterance. When Shan-tao
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interpreted it in a comprehensive sense and called it “the Vow of
Rebirth through the Nembutsu,” his interpretation was all-inclu
sive, for it included both its upper and lower limits: the lifelong
and the single Nembutsu.
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The Three Classes of People
Passages Relating How All Three Classes o f People Can Be
Rehorn through the Nembutsu

It is said in the second volume of the Sutra o f Immeasurable Life
The Buddha said to Ananda, “Generally speaking there
are—among the many devas and human beings in all the
worlds of the ten directions—three classes of people who
sincerely desire to be reborn in that Land. The man of the
superior class leaves his home, renounces his desires, and
becomes a Sramana: he awakens in himself the Bodhi mind,
single-mindedly and wholeheartedly meditates on the Bud
dha of Immeasurable Life, and desires to be reborn in that
Land by devoting himself to the many meritorious prac
tices. When such a sentient being reaches the end of his
life, the Buddha of Immeasurable Life, together with a great
multitude [of Holy Beings], will appear before him. In the
company of that Buddha, he will be reborn in Amida’s Pure
Land and take up his abode in the center of a seven-jewelled flower; he will spontaneously attain Rebirth by a sud
den tra n sform a tion and w ill abide in the Stage o f
Non-Retrogression. He will be endowed with wisdom, he
roic courage, and unrestricted supernatural powers.
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“For this reason, Ananda, those sentient beings who de
sire to see the Buddha of Immeasurable Life even while yet
in this present life should without hesitation awaken in
themselves the unsurpassed Bodhi mind, devote themselves
to meritorious practices, and desire to be reborn in that Land.”
The Buddha said to Ananda, “The middle class is com
posed of those many devas and men in all the worlds of the
ten directions who with sincere heart desire to be reborn in
that Land. Even though they are unable to perform the prac
tices of a Sramana and thus amass a great store of merit,
nevertheless they should awaken in themselves the unsur
passed Bodhi mind and meditate single-mindedly and whole
heartedly on the Buddha of Immeasurable Life; they should
engage, to some degree at least, in the practice of good deeds,
keep the precepts, make Buddha images, and build stupas;
they should offer food to the Sramanas, adorn the Buddha’s
shrines with banners, light lamps, scatter flowers, and burn
incense. They should turn the merits of these good deeds
over toward Rebirth, with the desire to be reborn in that
Land. When such people are on their deathbeds, the Bud
dha of Immeasurable Life will reveal himself to them in his
transformed body. He will be emanating rays of light and
will possess all of the major and minor physical character
istics of Buddhahood, being in every detail exactly like the
true Buddha. He will reveal himself before these men to
gether with a great multitude [of Holy Beings], Then in the
company of that Transformation Buddha, they will be re
born in that Land and abide in the Stage of Non-retrogression. In virtue and wisdom, they will rank next to the
superior class.”
The Buddha said to Ananda, “The lower class is composed
of those many devas and men in all the worlds of the ten
directions who sincerely desire to be reborn in that Land. Even
though they are unable to perform manifold meritorious prac
tices, they should awaken in themselves the unsurpassed
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Bodhi mind, single-mindedly and wholeheartedly meditate
even ten times on the Buddha of Immeasurable Life, and
thus they should desire Rebirth in that Land. If they hear
the profound Dharma with joy and faith, without entertain
ing any doubt, and meditate even once on that Buddha,
desiring with sincere minds to be reborn in that Land, then
at the end of their lives they will see that Buddha as if in a
dream and be able to attain Rebirth. In virtue and wisdom,
they will rank next to the middle class.”
It may be asked, “In the passage regarding the superior class there
are in addition to the Nembutsu, leaving one’s home, renuncia
tion of one’s desires, and other practices. And in the passage con
cerning the middle class, there are also such practices as building
stupas, making Buddha images, and the like. In the passage about
the lower class too, there are other practices such as awakening
in oneself the Bodhi mind and the like. Why are these called sim
ply [practices for] Rebirth through the Nembutsu?”
I should answer with the words of Master Shan-tao from his
Dharma Gate o f Contemplation:
Furthermore, in the first part of the second volume of the
Sutra o f Immeasurable Life it is said: “The Buddha explained
that the natures of all sentient beings are not equal. There
are among them the superior, middle, and lower classes.
The Buddha urged that everyone, each in accord with his
own nature and character, should wholeheartedly dwell on
the Name of the Buddha of Immeasurable Life. For those
who do this, when they come face to face with their end, the
Buddha himself, together with throngs of Holy Beings, will
come to welcome them and enable each and every one of
them to attain Rebirth.”
According to this exposition, all three classes are said to attain
Rebirth through the Nembutsu.
It may be objected that this explanation does not entirely an
swer the question, “Why do you abandon the other practices and
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speak only of the Nembutsu?” My answer is that this has three
implications: (1) the manifold practices were expounded [only] so
that one would be led to abandon them and take refuge in the
Nembutsu, (2) the manifold practices were expounded to assist
the Nembutsu, and (3) the manifold practices were expounded in
order to set up the three classes of people within both of the Two
Gateways: that of the Nembutsu and that of the manifold practices.
As to the first of these implications—that the manifold prac
tices were expounded [only] so that one would be led to abandon
them and take refuge in the Nembutsu—we read in Shan-tao’s
Commentary on the Meditation Sutra:
Even though above we have expounded on the benefits of
both gateways,—the gateways of the Contemplative and of
Distractive Practices, nevertheless, [Sakyamuni’s ultimate]
intent—in the light of that Buddha’s [Amida’s] Original
V ow —was to cause all sentient beings to utter singlemindedly and wholeheartedly the Name of Amida Buddha.

7b

Briefly, the meaning of these words is as follows. Even though in
the passage on the superior class, the awakening of the Bodhi
mind and the various other practices were expounded, still, in the
light of the Original Vow propounded previously, those practices
were expounded only in order eventually to bring all sentient be
ings to do nothing other than to utter the Name of Amida Bud
dha. But in the Original Vow there are no other practices at all.
Hence it is because all of the three classes depend on the Original
Vow propounded previously that it is said, “ [The man of the supe
rior class] single-mindedly and wholeheartedly meditates on the
Buddha of Immeasurable Life.” “Single-mindedly” (lit. “in one di
rection”) is a term that contrasts with “in two or more directions.”
To illustrate, in the five parts of India there are three kinds of
temples. The first kind is devoted “single-mindedly” to the Mahayana. In these temples, no study is made of the Hinayana. The
second kind is devoted “single-mindedly” to the Hinayana. In these
temples, no study is made of the Mahayana. The third kind is
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devoted to both Mahayana and Hinayana practices. In these
temples, Mahayana and Hinayana are studied together. Hence,
they are called temples of “combined practice.” Naturally, one un
derstands that as regards both the Mahayana and the Hinayana
temples, the term “single-mindedly” is used, whereas temples of
“combined practice” do not use the term “single-mindedly.” Ex
actly the same thing is true of the use of “single-mindedly” in the
Sutra [of Immeasurable Life]. If one adds other practices to the
Nembutsu, then the practice is not single-minded. In terms of the
temple analogy, this would be called “combined practice.”
Thus it becomes clear that what above was called “singleminded” is not combined with other things. In the passage above,
the other practices are first expounded and afterward the “singleminded and wholehearted” Nembutsu is mentioned. Hence we
clearly know that the term “single-minded” is employed to make
people abandon the manifold practices and practice only the
Nembutsu. If such were not the case, then would not the term
“single-minded” be very difficult to interpret?
Turning to the second implication, there are also two mean
ings in the words, “The manifold practices were expounded to as
sist the Nembutsu.” The first is that the Nembutsu is assisted by
good practices that are [basically] the same kind [as the Nembutsu
itself]. The second is that the Nembutsu is assisted by good prac
tices of a different kind.
The first—that the Nembutsu is assisted by good practices of
the same kind—is found in Master Shan-tao’s Commentary on the
Meditation Sutra. There he mentions five kinds of Auxiliary Prac
tices that assist the single practice of the Nembutsu. This was
explained in detail above in the chapter on “The Right and Mis
cellaneous Practices.”
As regards the second—that the Nembutsu is assisted by good
practices of a different kind—let us speak first of the Right and
Auxiliary Practices that are performed by the superior class. “To
meditate single-mindedly and wholeheartedly on the Buddha of
Immeasurable Life” refers to the Right Practice. It is that which
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is assisted [by the others]. Whereas, “[The man of the superior
class] leaves his home, renounces his desires, becomes a Sramana,
and awakens in himself the Bodhi mind,” and so on, refers to the
Auxiliary Practices. They are also those which assist [the Nembutsu]. That is to say, among the acts that lead to Rebirth, the
Nembutsu is the basic act. Therefore it is in order to practice the
Nembutsu single-mindedly that “the man of the superior class
leaves his home, renounces his desires, becomes a Sramana, and
awakens in himself the Bodhi mind,” and so on. The above-men
tioned leaving home and awakening of the Bodhi mind here refer
to leaving home for the first time and the first awakening [of the
Bodhi mind]. However, the Nembutsu is a lifelong practice from
which one never retreats. Why then should these other practices
interfere with it?
In the middle class are found the manifold practices of build
ing stupas and making Buddha images, decorating Buddha shrines
with banners, lighting [votive] lamps, scattering flowers, burning
incense, and so forth. These assist the Nembutsu. A reference to
this interpretation is found in the Collection on the Essentials for
Rebirth, where it says that “among the means for assisting the
Nembutsu are selecting a suitable place, making proper offerings
and decorations, and so on.”

7c

In the lower class, both the awakening of the Bodhi mind and
the Nembutsu are found. The meanings of “Auxiliary” and “Right”
are to be understood here in the same way as in the cases above.
The third implication is that the manifold practices were ex
pounded in order to set up the three classes of people within both
the Nembutsu practice and the manifold other practices.
First we shall discuss the establishment of the three classes
of people within the Nembutsu practice. The passages referring to
each of the three classes all mention “meditate single-mindedly
and wholeheartedly on the Buddha of Immeasurable Life.” This
indicates that three classes of people were established for the
Nembutsu Gateway. Thus the Collection on the Essentials for
Rebirth says in the chapter “Testimony in Favor of the Nembutsu”:
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Even though shallow and deep practices are distinguished
among the practices of three classes described in the Sutra of
Two Volumes, they all include “single-mindedly and whole
heartedly thinking on the Buddha of Immeasurable Life.”
(The same interpretation is made by Master Huai-kan.)
Next, “setting up three classes of people within the manifold
practices” means that some of the practices—awakening the Bodhi
mind and others—are also found in all three classes. In this way,
the three classes of people were also set up in relation to the mani
fold practices as well. That is why it is stated in the chapter titled
“The Gateway of Rebirth through the Manifold Practices” in the
Collection on the Essentials for Rebirth, “[The practice for] the
three classes described in the Sutra o f Two Volumes do not go
beyond this (i.e., practices for the nine levels of people).”
Generally speaking, even though the three implications dis
cussed here are different, taken together, they all recommend the
single-minded practice of the Nembutsu. Thus, according to the
first implication, the manifold practices were taught for the sake
of “abandonment and establishment.” That is to say, the manifold
practices were expounded in order that they might be abandoned;
the Nembutsu was expounded in order that it might be estab
lished. The next implication is that the manifold practices were
expounded for the sake of the Auxiliary and the Right. That is to
say, the Auxiliary Acts that make up the manifold practices were
taught so that they might assist the Right Practice, which is the
Nembutsu. The final implication is that the manifold practices were
taught in order to distinguish the “peripheral” and the “proper” prac
tices. That is, even though the Two Gateways of the Nembutsu
and the manifold practices were both taught by the Buddha, the
Nembutsu was meant to be the proper one while the manifold
practices were made to be the peripheral. That is why it is said
that the Nembutsu is present in all of the practices [proper to
each] of the three classes of people.
Regarding these three implications, it is difficult to distinguish
which is inferior and which is superior. Therefore, I ask scholars
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to use their own discretion in deciding. However, if we rely on
Shan-tao, we will take the first interpretation as the correct one.
One might ask, “The reason why the Nembutsu is among the
practices for all three classes may be just as you say; it may fur
ther be noted that the difference between the nine levels of people
in the Meditation Sutra and the three classes of the Sutra o f Im
measurable Life is basically one of a ‘combined’ versus an ‘expanded’
mode of classification; but if that is so, why is it that for all three
classes of people in the Sutra o f Immeasurable Life mention is
made of the Nembutsu, while in the section on the nine levels of
the Meditation Sutra, the Nembutsu is not advocated for those
beings in the superior and middle levels but only for those of the
lower level?”
I would say in answer that there are two possible interpreta
tions. The first is what was stated in the above question: namely,
“The difference between the three classes of the Sutra o f Two Vol
umes and the nine levels of people in the Meditation Sutra is basi
cally one of a ‘combined’ versus an ‘expanded’ mode of classification.”
It should be clearly understood that the Nembutsu practice is
proper for each of the nine levels of people. How does one know
this? The Nembutsu practice is found in all of the three classes;
how then can it be absent in the nine levels? For this reason it is
said in the Collection on the Essentials for Rebirth:
One might ask, “Which one of the nine levels of people should
adopt the practice of the Nembutsu?” The answer is that if
one practices it in the manner expounded [in the sutra],
then it is logical to assume that it is the highest level of the
superior class. For people are to be divided into the nine
levels according to their superior or inferior capacities. Al
though only one part of the practices of the nine levels of
people is expounded in the Meditation Sutra, there are, in
actuality, countless practices.
It is for these reasons that one ought surely to know that the
Nembutsu should be practiced by all nine levels of people.
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According to the second interpretation, the aim of the Medita
tion Sutra is first to teach in a general manner the Contemplative
and Distractive Practices in order to appeal universally to sen
tient beings of various capacities. Afterward, however, it states
that one should abandon the Good Practices for Contemplative
and Distracted [People] and take refuge in the single practice of
the Nembutsu. This is the meaning of the passage, ‘ You should
hold firmly to these words,” and so on. The meaning of this quota
tion will be explained in detail below. It is for these reasons that
you should surely understand that the practice that is proper to
all nine classes of people is the Nembutsu alone.
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The Benefits of the Nembutsu
Passages on the Benefits o f the Nembutsu

In the second volume of the Sutra o f Immeasurable Life it is said:
The Buddha said to Maitreya that if sentient beings should
hear the Name of the Buddha and, happy enough to dance
for joy, should think of him even once, then they could be
sure of attaining the great benefit of acquiring unsur
passable merit.
In Shan-tao’s Hymns in Praise o f Rebirth it is said:
If sentient beings should hear
The Name of Amida
And rejoice even for a moment of thought
They will all attain Rebirth.
Someone might ask, “According to the above passage on the three
classes of people, the awakening of the Bodhi mind and other vir
tues are mentioned in addition to the Nembutsu. Why then do
these scriptures praise the merits of the Nembutsu alone and not
these other virtues as well?” I should in answer say that the Holy
Intention is difficult to fathom and its meaning surely profound.
Let us listen briefly to what Shan-tao says on this matter. He de
clared that although originally the Buddha immediately wished to
expound the practice of the Nembutsu alone, nevertheless, taking
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into account the differing capacities of sentient beings, as a tenta
tive measure he expounded the awakening of the Bodhi mind and
other manifold practices, thus drawing distinctions between the
relative shallowness or depth of the three classes of people. Now,
however, he has cast aside the manifold practices and no longer
praises them. Since they have been laid aside, they need not be
discussed. On the other hand, the one practice of the Nembutsu
alone has already been chosen and is praised. We should ponder
and consider this well.
If the three classes are considered in terms of the Nembutsu,
there are two implications: (1) the three classes of people are distin
guished according to the shallowness or the depth of their contem
plation [of Amida], and (2) the three classes are divided according to
whether their Nembutsus are many or few.
If the Nembutsu practitioners are classified on the basis of
shallowness or depth, then as was stated above, “If one practices
it in the manner expounded in the sutra, then unquestionably the
answer will be the highest level of the superior class.”
Next, regarding the classification of men according to whether
their Nembutsus be many or few, in the passage on the lower class
the numberings of “ten times” or “even once” have already ap
peared. As regards the other two, the middle and superior classes,
the number of Nembutsus should be increased accordingly. In The
Dharma Gate o f Contemplation it is said:
Every day one should recite the Nembutsu ten thousand
times, and also at the proper times one should honor and
praise the adornments of the Pure Land. One should apply
oneself to this with great zeal. Those who are able to recite
it thirty, sixty, or a hundred thousand times all belong to
the highest level of the superior class.
One ought surely to know that reciting the Nembutsu more than
thirty thousand times belongs to the practice of the highest level
of the superior class. It is now clear that classes and levels [of
people] are distinguished in accord with the greater or lesser num
ber of their Nembutsus.
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Now let us consider the “one Nembutsu.” It refers on the one
hand to the “one Nembutsu” mentioned in the above passage con
cerning the fulfillment of the Vow of the Nembutsu. It refers also
to the “one Nembutsu” that is spoken of in the passage concerning
the lower class; less than thirty thousand times is practice rank
ing below the superior. Although in the passage on the fulfillment
of the Vow “one Nembutsu” was also spoken of, the great benefit
of its merits has not yet been explained. Likewise, the “one Nembutsu” was mentioned in the passage on the lower class, but the
great benefit of its merits was not explained.
When expounding this “one Nembutsu” the Sutra [of Immea
surable Life] declares its great benefit and praises it as unsur
passed. It should be understood that this is intended to include
the various examples of “one Nembutsu” referred to earlier.
“Great benefit” is the opposite of “small benefit.” Hence, the
manifold practices of awakening the Bodhi mind and the rest are
of small benefit. “Even one Nembutsu” is of great benefit. Fur
ther, the words “unsurpassed merits” are the opposite of “merits
that can be surpassed.” The remaining practices, then, are regarded
as surpassable.
The Nembutsu is said to be unsurpassed. It has already been
declared that “one Nembutsu” contains an unsurpassed quantity
of merits. Hence, it ought to be clearly understood that ten
Nembutsus contain ten unsurpassed quantities of merit, that a
hundred Nembutsus contain a hundred, and a thousand contain a
thousand unsurpassed quantities of merit.
In this manner, merits evolve and expand from few to many.
If the Nembutsus become as great in number as the sands of the
Ganges, then the unsurpassed quantities of merit too will be as
numerous as the sands of the Ganges. One should surely under
stand it in this manner. If this is the case, then why should people
who desire Rebirth abandon the Nembutsu with its unsurpassed
great benefits and strive to perform the other practices with their
small and surpassable benefits?
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The Nembutsu Alone Will Remain
Passages Relating That the Nembutsu Alone Will Remain [in
the World ] after the Ten Thousand Year Age o f the Decadence o f
the Dharma, When All o f the Other Practices Have Disappeared

It is said in the second volume of the Sutra o f Immeasurable Life:
In the future world, when the way of sutras has disappeared,
I, pitying [sentient beings] with merciful compassion, shall
as a special exception cause this sutra alone to remain for
yet another hundred years. Then the sentient beings who
encounter this sutra will, if in their hearts they so desire,
all be able to attain the other shore.
Someone might ask, “In the sutra it is said, ‘I . . . shall . . . cause
this sutra alone to remain for yet another hundred years.’ No
where is it stated, ‘I shall cause the Nembutsu alone to endure for
yet another hundred years.’ So why do you now say, ‘the Nembutsu
alone’?” I would answer that what is expressed in this sutra pri
marily concerns the Nembutsu. This implication was expounded
above and so it would be improper to repeat it. Shan-tao, Huaikan, and Eishin also expressed the same notion. Hence the sutra’s
promise that “it will remain” means that the Nembutsu will re
main. Moreover, even though the phrase “awakening the Bodhi
mind” appears in this sutra, it does not teach the manner of its
practice. Further, even though the phrase “observing the precepts”
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also appears in this sutra, it does not teach the manner of its prac
tice. The manner of practice for the awakening of the Bodhi mind
is treated at length in the Bodhi Mind Sutra and elsewhere. But
if this sutra will already have disappeared, then how could any
one actually achieve in practice the awakening of the Bodhi mind?
Similarly, the manner of “observing the precepts” is expounded at
length in the Mahayana and Hinayana Vinaya texts. But if the
Vinaya texts have already disappeared, then how could anyone
practice “observing the precepts”? One can see by this that the
same applies to other manifold practices. Thus the Master Shantao, in his Hymns in Praise o f Rebirth, explained the above pas
sage as follows:
The Three Treasures will disappear in ten thousand
years,
But this sutra will endure for yet another hundred years.
During that interval, everyone who hears this sutra and
thinks [of Amida] even once,
Will certainly be able to attain Rebirth in that Land.
Briefly, there are four implied meanings by which this passage
can be properly understood: (1) There are two teachings, the Holy
Path and the Pure Land. One will remain after the other has passed
away. (2) There are the Two Teachings, one concerning the Pure
Lands of the ten directions and one concerning the Pure Land of
the West. One will remain after the other has passed away. (3)
There are two teachings, one of the Tusita heaven [of Maitreya]
and one of the Pure Land of the West. One will remain after the
other has passed away. (4) There are two types of practice, the
Nembutsu and the manifold practices. One of these will remain
after the other has passed away.
Regarding the first implied meaning concerning the Holy Path
and the Pure Land, the passage indicates that the many sutras in
the Gateway of the Holy Path will pass away first. That is why it
says, “When the way of the sutras has disappeared. . . ” But only this
sutra, [the Sutra o f Immeasurable Life] of the Pure Land Gateway
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will remain. That is why it says it will “endure for yet another
hundred years.” It should certainly be understood that our karmic
relationship with the Holy Path is shallow and thin, whereas our
karmic relationship with the Pure Land is deep and strong.
Regarding the second implied meaning, concerning the Pure
Lands of the ten directions and the Western Pure Land, the pas
sage indicates that the many teachings about Rebirth in the Pure
Lands of the ten directions will pass away first. That is why it
says, “When the way of the sutras has disappeared . . . ” Only that
sutra that expounds Rebirth in the Western Pure Land will re
main. Thus the passage says that it will “endure for yet another
hundred years.” One should certainly realize that our karmic re
lationship with the Pure Lands of the ten directions is shallow
and thin, whereas that with the Pure Land is deep and strong.
Regarding the third implied meaning concerning the Tusita
Heaven and the Western Paradise, the passage indicates that the
various teachings about ascent and Rebirth into the Tusita heaven
as presented in the Sutra on Ascent and Rebirth, the Sutra o f
Meditation on Mind, and the like, will disappear first. That is why
it says, “When the way of the sutras has disappeared . . . ” Only
that sutra that expounds Rebirth in the Western Paradise will
remain. That is why it says that it will “endure for yet another
hundred years.” Although the Tusita heaven is near, our karmic
relationship to it is shallow. On the other hand, although the Land
of Supreme Bliss is far away, our affinity for it is deep.
Regarding the fourth im plied m eaning concerning the
Nembutsu and the manifold practices, the passage implies that
the many teachings concerning the manifold practices leading to
Rebirth will pass away first. That is why it says, “When the way of
the sutras has disappeared . . .” Only that sutra that expounds
Rebirth through the Nembutsu will endure. Hence, the passage
says that it will “endure for yet another hundred years.” And so it
is that our karmic relationship with Rebirth through the mani
fold practices is very shallow whereas that with Rebirth through
the Nembutsu is extremely deep. In addition to this, those who
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have a karmic relationship with Rebirth through the manifold
practices are few, whereas those with a relationship to Rebirth
through the Nembutsu are many. Further, Rebirth through the
manifold practices is limited to the ten-thousand-year Age of the
Dharma’s Decadence, which is now at hand, while Rebirth through
the Nembutsu will be of benefit for a hundred years after the ex
tinction of the Dharma, which is still far in the future.
One might ask, “Above it was said, ‘I, pitying [sentient be
ings] with merciful compassion, will as a special exception cause
this sutra to endure for yet another hundred years.’ If Sakyamuni,
out of merciful compassion, should cause the teaching of a sutra
to endure, why would he not cause all the other teachings and all
the other sutras to endure? Why would he choose that this sutra
alone would remain and not the others?” I would in answer say
that if he would choose any sutra at all and cause it to remain,
this same problem of choosing only one sutra could not be avoided.
But he did in fact declare that only this sutra as a special excep
tion will endure. Does not this fact in itself contain a profound
meaning?
If we rely on the opinion of the Master Shan-tao, we find that
9a already in this sutra, Amida Tathagata’s Original Vow of Rebirth
through the Nembutsu is expounded. Sakyamuni, in his merciful
compassion, in order that the Nembutsu might endure, as a spe
cial exception, caused this sutra to remain. The other sutras do not
teach Amida Tathagatas Original Vow of Rebirth through the
Nembutsu. That is why Sakyamuni compassionately did not cause
them to remain. Although generally speaking all Forty-eight Vows
are Original Vows, the Nembutsu was specially prescribed as the
means for Rebirth. Therefore, Shan-tao said in the Commentary.
The Universal Vows are many,
As many as forty-eight,
But the Nembutsu alone was revealed
As the [practice with] greatest karmic relationship.
If anyone often thinks of the Buddha,
The Buddha in turn will think o f him.
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If one concentrates on the Buddha with his whole heart,
The Buddha in turn will recognize him.
Therefore from the above it should be clear that the Vow of Rebirth
through the Nembutsu was already long ago made king among the
Forty-eight Original Vows. For this reason Sakyamuni—out of com
passion and as a special exception—ordained that this sutra will
endure for yet another hundred years. Thus in the Meditation Sutra
Sakyamuni did not specially entrust [to Ananda] the Contempla
tive and Distractive Practices but rather specially entrusted the
practice of the Nembutsu alone. That is to say, it was because it
accorded with the Vows of the Buddha that the one practice of the
Nembutsu was transmitted [to Ananda].
It may be asked, “The above may well be the reason why the
Nembutsu will endure for an extra hundred years, but is it not
perhaps the case that this practice is suited only to people of that
period? Or is it also suited to people of the Ages of the Right Dharma
and the Semblance of the Dharma, as well as that of the Deca
dence of the Dharma?” I should in answer say that it is suitable
for all three ages. But one ought certainly to understand that al
though Sakyamuni mentioned that last period only, he meant to
urge that we should practice it now.
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The Light of Amida Envelops the
Nembutsu Practitioners
Passages Revealing That the Light o f Amida Does Not
Envelop Those Who Engage in the Other Practices
but Only Those Who Practice the Nembutsu

It is said in the Meditation Sutra:
The Buddha of Immeasurable Life has the eighty-four thou
sand major marks of physical excellence, each one of which
has the eighty-four thousand minor marks; each minor mark
also has eighty-four thousand rays of light. Each ray of light
shines throughout the ten directions of the universe. They
all envelop the sentient beings who practice the Nembutsu
and never abandon them.
In the Commentary on the same sutra it is said:
The passage beginning with “The Buddha of Immeasurable
Life” and ending with “envelop and never abandon them,”
clearly shows that if one meditates on the special charac
teristics of Amida’s body, one finds that his light benefits
those who have a close karmic relationship with him. Thus
it explains five points. First, it clarifies whether the major
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marks of excellence are many or few; second, whether the
minor marks of excellence are many or few; third, whether
the rays of light are few or many; fourth, whether the light
reaches far or near [worlds]; and fifth, it reveals that wher
ever the light reaches people enjoy the benefits of its em
brace. One might ask, “If people engage in various practices
and are careful to turn over their merits toward Rebirth,
then they all can attain it; then why does the light of the
Buddha, which shines everywhere, envelop only those who
practice the Nembutsu? What is the meaning of this?”
I should in answer say that there are three meanings.
The first clarifies the intimate karmic relation [with Amida].
When sentient beings awaken themselves to practice and
always utter the Name of the Buddha, the Buddha will hear
them. When they constantly bow in reverence to the Bud
dha, the Buddha will see them. When they continually think
of the Buddha, the Buddha will know them. When sentient
beings remember the Buddha, the Buddha will also remem
ber them. The three karmic acts of the Buddha and those of
sentient beings are not separate from each other. That is
why this is called the intimate relation.
The second meaning clarifies the close karmic relation.
When sentient beings desire to see the Buddha, he, in re
sponse to this desire, will appear before their very eyes.
Hence, this is called the close karmic relation.
The third clarifies the superior karmic relation. Sen
tient beings who utter the Nembutsu are rid of the accumu
lated sins of many kalpas. When they are at the point of
death, the Buddha together with the holy assembly will
come in person to welcome them. The evil karma cannot
obstruct their coming. That is why it is called the superior
karmic relation.
The remaining manifold practices, even though they are
called “good,” cannot even be compared with the Nembutsu.
That is why in many passages of various sutras the virtues
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of the Nembutsu are widely praised. For example, in the
Forty-eight Vows of the Sutra o f Immeasurable Life it is
explained that only by meditating wholeheartedly on the
Name of Amida can one be reborn. Further, in the Amida
Sutra one reads that by meditating wholeheartedly from
one to seven days on the Name of Amida one can attain
Rebirth. And also, the testimony of the many Buddhas of
the ten directions as countless as the sands of the Ganges is
not false. Also, in the passage of the [Meditation] Sutra
concerning the Contemplative and Distractive Practices it is
revealed that by simply meditating wholeheartedly on the
Name, one can be reborn. There are numerous other examples
like these. This ends the discussion of the Nembutsu Samadhi.
In the Dharma Gate o f Contemplation it is said:
Further, as was indicated above, each one of the rays of
light emanating from Amida’s bodily marks, and so forth,
shine everywhere throughout the ten directions of the uni
verse, but the light of that Buddha’s mind and heart envel
ops only those sentient beings who meditate wholeheartedly
on Amida Buddha, embracing and protecting them and never
abandoning them. Nothing is said about it enveloping those
who engage in any of the remaining Miscellaneous Practices.
One might ask, “What meaning is there in the fact that the
Buddha’s light shines only on practitioners of the Nembutsu but
does not envelop those who perform other practices?” I should in
answer say that according to my interpretation there are two mean
ings. The first pertains to the three karmic relations, such as the
intimate karmic relation shown in the above quotation. The sec
ond pertains to the Original Vow. Because the other practices are
not in accord with the Original Vow, this light does not envelop
them. But it does envelop the Nembutsu because it is in accord
with the Original Vow. For this reason Master Shan-tao says in
the Hymns for the Six Periods in Praise o f Rebirth'.
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The color of Amida’s body is like that of a luminous
golden mountain.
The light from his major and minor marks illumines the
ten directions.
Only those who utter the Nembutsu are enveloped in his
light.
One should surely realize that the Original Vow is the
most powerful.

9c

Again, in the passage already quoted, it is stated, “The remaining
manifold practices, even though they are called ‘good,’ cannot even
be compared with the Nembutsu.” I would interpret this as fol
lows: This is a comparison with regard to the various practices of
the Pure Land Gateway. The Nembutsu is the refined practice
which was long ago adopted from among twenty-one billion prac
tices. The manifold practices are the coarse ones which were among
the twenty-one billion already rejected. This is why it is said that
they “cannot even be compared [with the Nembutsu].” Further,
the Nembutsu is the practice of the Original Vow. The manifold
practices are not. That is why it is said that they “cannot even be
compared [with the Nembutsu].”
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The Three Minds
Passages Showing That Those Who Practice the
Nembutsu Should Certainly Possess the Three Minds

In the Meditation Sutra it is said:
If there are sentient beings who desire Rebirth in that Land,
they must awaken in themselves the three kinds of mind.
Then they will be reborn. What are the Three Minds? The
first is the sincere mind; the second is the deep mind; the
third is the mind that is determined to transfer all merits
toward Rebirth. If one possesses these Three Minds, one
will unquestionably attain Rebirth in that Land.
In the Commentary on the same sutra it is said:
In regard to the first mind mentioned in the sutra, the sin
cere mind {lit. “utmost sincere mind”), “utmost” means
“true[ly],” and “sincere” means “authentic.” This word is
intended to make it clear that the understanding and prac
tice that all sentient beings achieve through physical, vo
cal, and mental activities must necessarily be realized and
accomplished with a “truly authentic” mind. One should
not outwardly appear to be wise, good, and diligent while
inwardly nourishing falsehood. Human beings’ greed, anger,
evil, falsehood, deceit, and pretension have a hundred facets.
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Their evil nature is as difficult to combat as snakes and scor
pions. Even though they might practice the three karmic
actions, these are said to be good practices mixed with poison.
And so they should be called vain and false practice; they
cannot be called “truly authentic” acts. Even if people should
possess in their practice such a “peaceful mind”; even though
they drive their bodies and minds, and run about engaged in
practice all hours of the day and night with the same compul
sive haste as they would brush live coals from their heads; all
of this should still be called good mixed with poison.
Even if they should wish to be reborn in that Buddha’s
Pure Land by transferring [the merits of] these practices
mixed with poison, it would certainly be impossible. The
reason for this is that when Amida Buddha, while still in
the preparatory stage, performed the practices of a Bodhisattva, he carried out in every thought, and at every mo
ment, all of the three karmic actions with a truly authentic
mind. All his practice, whether it involved acts of compas
sion toward others, or striving for his own Enlightenment,
was truly authentic.
Further, there are two kinds of true authenticity; the
first is being true and authentic in regard to that which
benefits oneself; the second is being truly authentic with
respect to that which benefits others. And also within that
which benefits oneself there are two more varieties of true
authenticity.
As to the first, people with a truly authentic mind and
heart subdue or cast out of themselves and others manifold
evils of the defiled lands. They must resolve, whether they
are walking, standing still, sitting, or lying down, person
ally to subdue and cast out the manifold evils, just as all
Bodhisattvas do. As to the second, with a truly authentic
mind they diligently foster in themselves and others the
good practices of both ordinary and holy persons. With a
truly authentic mind they employ vocal practice to praise
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Amida and his two principal and dependent recompenses:
Amida himself and his Land. Also, with a truly authentic
mind they employ vocal practice to condemn and destroy
the painful and evil things of the two principal and depen
dent evil recompenses: the three worlds and the six realms.
They also praise the three karmic actions or good practices
done by all sentient beings. They remain respectful but keep
their distance from those whose practices are not good, and
they never condone their actions.
Further, with a truly authentic mind and heart they
employ physical practice, joining their palms, doing rever
ence, and making offerings of the four things to Amida Bud
dha and to his two principal and dependent recompenses.
Also, with a truly authentic mind they employ physical practice to hold in contempt, despise, and cast out of themselves
and others the two principal and dependent evil recom
penses, that is, samsara and the three worlds. Further, with
a truly authentic mind they employ mental practice to think
on, contemplate, and remember Amida Buddha and his two
principal and dependent recompenses, as though they were
before their very eyes. Likewise, with a truly authentic mind
they use mental practice to despise and reject in themselves
and others the two principal and dependent evil recom
penses: samsara and the three worlds. By all means such
people must certainly reject with a truly authentic mind
any improper practice of the three karmic actions; but if an
opportunity for genuinely good practice of the three karmic
actions presents itself, they should perform them with a
truly authentic mind. Whether concerning matters of the
inner mind or of outer appearances, whether of clearly evi
dent or of darkly obscure matters, they should at all costs be
truly authentic in everything. [Such are the practices that
the sutra] calls “the sincere mind.”
The second is the deep mind. The deep mind is the mind
of deep faith. It, too, has two aspects. The first is firmly and
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deeply to believe that now in this present body one is an
ordinary sinful human being who has been for countless
kalpas always sunk tumbling in the stream of cyclic births
and deaths, unable to find the karmic conditions for escape.
The second aspect is firmly and deeply to believe that Amida
Buddha’s Forty-eight Vows enfold sentient beings in their
embrace and that those who without doubt or apprehen
sion entrust themselves to the power of these Vows will cer
tainly attain Rebirth.
Further, [deep faith] is firmly and deeply to believe that
Sakyamuni Buddha in the Meditation Sutra expounded the
three meritorious practices, the nine classes of people, and
the Two Good—Contemplative and Distractive—Practices;
that he gave witness and praise to the principal and depen
dent recompenses of [Amida] Buddha and urged men to
aspire joyfully towards that Land.
It is firmly and deeply to believe that in the Amida Sutra
the many Buddhas of the ten directions, as numberless as
the sands of the Ganges, testify that all ordinary people
can assuredly attain Rebirth; and that they encourage them
to seek it.
Moreover, deep faith is to wish and to request that all
practitioners single-mindedly believe only in the Buddha’s
words and that they, without concern for their physical well
being, resolutely rely on this practice. It is to cast aside that
which the Buddha would have one cast aside, to practice
that which the Buddha would have one practice, and to leave
behind that which the Buddha would have one leave be
hind. This is known as following the Buddha’s teaching and
being in accord with the Buddha’s intention; it is known as
following the Buddha’s Vow. It is called being a true dis
ciple of the Buddha.
Furthermore, I assure all practitioners that those who
practice with deep faith according to this sutra will surely
not lead sentient beings astray. Why is this so? Because the
Buddha is one who has perfect great compassion and his
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words are true. Except for the Buddha, there is no one who is
perfect in wisdom and practice. The others still remain in the
stage of learning. They have yet to remove the two actual and
residual obstacles, and their vows have yet to be completely
fulfilled. Even if they—whether ordinary or Holy People—
ponder on the import of the many Buddhas’ teachings, they
cannot reach a thorough understanding of them. Even if they
do gain clear and correct understanding, they still by all means
need the witness of the Buddha in order to be certain.
If their understanding is in accord with the Buddha’s
Mind, he will give his approval saying, “So it is, so it is.” If
it is not in accord with the Buddha’s Mind, he will say, “Your
words do not accord with my teaching.” [When the Buddha
gives] no sign, then [those teachings] are like words that are
neither good nor evil; they are neither beneficial nor profitable.
But if the Buddha gives his approval to something, then it
is in accord with his authentic teachings. Every word that
the Buddha expounds expresses his authentic teaching, his
authentic meaning, his authentic practice, his authentic
understanding, his authentic karmic activity, and his au
thentic wisdom. How can any other being, be it a Bodhisattva,
a human being, or a deva, decide on the truth or falsehood of
a Buddha’s words, be they few or many? If a Buddha teaches
something, it is the full teaching; what Bodhisattvas and
the like teach are known to be teachings that are not yet
full. One ought surely to understand this. It is for this rea
son that I now urge all those who have karmic affinity with
Rebirth to cultivate deep faith in the Buddha’s words alone
and with single-minded concentration to put them into prac
tice. One should not believe the teachings of Bodhisattvas
and others that are not in accord with the Buddha’s intent,
should not sow doubt, should not become confused and em
brace delusion, and should not forfeit the great benefits of
attaining Rebirth.
The deep mind or deep faith involves a decisive deter
mination of one’ s mind to practice in accord with the
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[Buddha’s] teachings; it involves forever setting aside all
doubts and falsehoods and never retreating or wavering in
the face of all the other interpretations, practices, different
teachings, different views, and different contentions.
One might ask, “The wisdom of the ordinary man is
shallow and his delusions and the obstructions in his way
are deep-rooted. Suppose we meet a person whose under
standing and practice differ from ours and who attempts to
hinder us by proving with passages from many sutras and
treatises that no sinful ordinary man is able to attain Re
birth. How might we refute such a person’s argument and
so vindicate our own deep faith and then decisively march
straight ahead without discouragement or retreat?”
I should answer that if a practitioner should meet such
a one who tries to prove with passages from the many sutras
and treatises that no sinful ordinary person can attain Re
birth, he or she should reply, “Even though you come to me
with the sutras and treatises and say they prove that I can
not be reborn, my own understanding will certainly suffer
no harm from your attacks. The reason is not that I do not
have faith in the many sutras and treatises, for I reverently
believe in all of them. The Buddha, however, expounded
these sutras at differing times and in different places to
sentient beings of differing capacities in order to bless them
with differing benefits. The occasions when the Buddha ex
pounded these sutras were not the same as those when he
expounded the Meditation, the Amida, and other Pure Land
sutras.
“Thus he revealed these teachings in order to accom
modate the varying capacities of his hearers at various
times. That is to say, he revealed doctrines and practices
that were generally appropriate for human beings, devas,
and Bodhisattvas. But now he expounds the Meditation
Sutra’s two good practices: the Contemplative and the Distractive. He expounded these only for Vaidehi and for all the
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ordinary men of the Five Defilements and the five grievous
sufferings, who live in the period after the Buddha departed
from this world. This testifies that all ordinary men can
attain Rebirth. For this reason I now rely single-mindedly
upon this teaching of the Buddha and engage in determined
practice. And so even if a hundred thousand trillion men
like you were to say that I could not be reborn, I would nev
ertheless continue to strengthen and perfect the faith in
Rebirth which is in my heart.”
Furthermore, the practitioner should turn again to such
a person and teach him, saying, “Listen well, and I will fur
ther reveal to you the decisive quality of our faith. Even if
there would be Bodhisattvas who have not yet reached the
first stage, Arhats, and Pratyekabuddhas—whether one or
many, or even so numerous as to fill the ten directions—
who would quote sutras and treatises to prove that I will
not be reborn, still not a single doubtful thought would arise
in my mind. Rather, I would strive to strengthen and per
fect the purity of my faith. Why should I do this? Because
the Buddha’s words are the decisive, perfect, and full teach
ing; absolutely nothing can destroy them.”
Practitioners, you should listen carefully to this. Even
if Bodhisattvas who have reached from the first to the tenth
stage, whether one or many or even numerous enough to
fill all of the ten directions, would all say in one voice that it
is absolutely false that Sakyamuni singled out and praised
Amida, scorning the three worlds and six realms, false that
he encouraged sentient beings to practice the Nembutsu
wholeheartedly, and false that he said that even by engag
ing in the other good practices one could, after the death of
this present body, unquestionably be able to be reborn in
that Land, still, one should not believe such falsities or rely
on them. And even if I should hear such words, not a single
doubt would arise in my heart. Rather, I would strengthen
and perfect the purity of my faith.
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Why should I do this? Because the Buddha’s words re
veal the true, authentic, decisive, and full Teaching. Since
the Buddha embodies authentic wisdom, authentic under
standing, authentic insight, and authentic Enlightenment,
he does not speak with an uncertain mind. Further, his words
cannot be destroyed by the differing views and interpreta
tions of all these Bodhisattvas. If they were truly Bodhisattvas,
they would not differ from the Buddha’s teaching.
The practitioner must further clearly understand that
I would not doubt even if Buddhas in their transformation
or recompense bodies—whether one or many or even so nu
merous as to fill the worlds of the ten directions, each one
radiating light and stretching forth his tongue to encom
pass all the worlds of the ten directions—should each de
clare: “It is false. It is absolutely not true that Sakyamuni’s
teachings praised Amida and urged all ordinary men to prac
tice the Nembutsu wholeheartedly, and to perform other
good acts so that by transferring the merits of such prac
tices they could be reborn in the Pure Land. These notions
are false; certainly such things cannot be.” Even if I were to
listen to the explanations of such Buddhas, still not a single
notion of doubt or retreat—which might cause me to fear
that I might fail to attain Rebirth in that Buddha’s Land—
would arise in my heart.
Why is this so? Because one Buddha is all the Buddhas.
Their knowledge, their understanding and practice, their
Enlightenment, the fruits they have gained through prac
tice, and their great compassion are all identical. There is
not the slightest difference among them. For this reason,
what one Buddha determines is the same as that which all
the Buddhas determine.
This is like the previous Buddha’s decision to prohibit
the ten evils: not to kill living beings, and so forth. After
that decision, such sins are not to be committed or performed
at all; such observances have come to be called the ten goods,
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the Ten [Good] Practices, or the practice that accords with
the six paramitas. If a succeeding Buddha should later ap
pear in the world, is it conceivable that he would reverse this
and have one perform the ten evils instead of the ten goods?
By the same token it is clear that there is no discrep
ancy between either the words or the deeds of the many
Buddhas. If then Sakyamuni encouraged all ordinary people
to engage wholeheartedly and continually in the one prac
tice of the Nembutsu while in their present bodies, and 1
he assured them that after their lives had ended they would
surely be reborn in that Land, then all the Buddhas of the
ten directions would equally praise, equally encourage, an
equally confirm this.
Why is this so? Because they all form a single body of
great compassion. The teaching of one Buddha is the teach
ing of all the Buddhas. The teaching of all the Buddhas is
the teaching of a single Buddha.
Thus, in the Amida Sutra it is taught that Sakyamuni
praised and extolled the various adornments of the Land of
Supreme Bliss. Further, he encouraged all ordinary men
by saying that if they contemplate Amida’s Name smg emindedly and wholeheartedly from one to seven days, they
can certainly attain Rebirth. In a subsequent passage the
sutra also says, “In each world of the ten directions there
are Buddhas as countless as the sands of the Ganges. They
all equally praise Sakyamuni who in the evil Age of the
Five D efilem ents-an age when the world is evil, sentient
beings are evil, views are evil, passions are evil, and when
vice and disbelief abound-singled out and extolled Amida s
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Name and encouraged sentient beings by declaring that
those who utter that Name would certainly be able to be
reborn.” Here then is proof that what has been said is true.
Further, all of the Buddhas in the worlds of the ten di
rections, fearing that sentient beings would not believe what
the Buddha Sakyamuni had said, have together with one
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mind simultaneously stretched forth their tongues and cov
ered with them the three thousand worlds, declaring with
sincere and authentic words, “All you sentient beings should
without question believe in those things that Sakyamuni
taught, praised, and witnessed. There is absolutely no doubt
that all ordinary men, irrespective of whether their sins or
virtuous acts be great or small, or whether the time [they
devote to practice] be long or short—can surely be reborn if
they single-mindedly and wholeheartedly contemplate the
Name of Amida, for at most a hundred years or at least
from one to seven days.” In this manner, that which one
Buddha taught, all the other Buddhas together have ear
nestly borne witness. This is known as “establishment of
faith in a person.”
Next, let us consider “establishment of faith in prac
tice.” This involves the two kinds of practice. One is Right
Practice and the other, Miscellaneous Practice. (These are
the same as the two kinds of practice treated in the second
chapter. To avoid unnecessary repetition they will not be
recited again here. Please refer to those passages if you wish
to ascertain their meaning.) [Honen’s own comment]
The third, which is known as the mind that desires to
transfer [merits], is the mind that awakens the desire for
Rebirth in that Land. It does this by [transferring] the good
deeds—worldly and world-transcending—achieved by [one’s
own] physical, vocal, and mental practices of the past and
the present, and by taking appropriate delight in the good
deeds—worldly and world-transcending—achieved by the
physical, vocal, and mental practices of all other ordinary
and Holy Beings: [that is] by transferring [toward Rebirth]
all [the merits] of the good deeds achieved by oneself and
others with a mind of true and profound faith. It is for this
reason that it is called the mind desiring to transfer [all
merits toward Rebirth],
Those who transfer [merits] and awaken this desire to
be reborn should be convinced that they can indeed attain
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Rebirth by such a determined transferring if it is done with
a truly authentic mind. This mind, because of its deep faith,
is as hard as a diamond; it will not be perturbed or destroyed
by those who hold to different views, studies, understand
ings, and practices. Go straight forward, decisively and
wholeheartedly. Do not listen to the words of those other
men, for with them comes vacillation from which weakness
is born in the heart. If one begins to look hither and yon,
one falls into the realms of the evil world, and loses the
great benefit of Rebirth.
Someone might ask what he or she should do if those
who have different understandings and practices and who
hold various mistaken ideas come and create confusion by
expressing various doubts and criticisms, teaching that one
cannot attain Rebirth. Or what if they should say, “You
and all other sentient beings have already, for countless
kalpas up to your present lives, committed sins against all
kinds of ordinary and Holy People through evil karma of
body, speech, and mind. You have committed the ten evils,
the five deadly sins, the four grievous deeds; you have abused
the Dharma, fallen into the sin of the icchantikas, broken
the precepts, offended against proper teaching, and com
mitted other sinful deeds. Such terrible sins have not yet
been erased. They still bind you to the evil realms of the
three worlds. How then can you in a single lifetime of per
forming the meritorious practices and the Nembutsu enter
into the Land of No Defilement and No Birth [or Death],
abiding long in the Stage of Non-Retrogression?”
I should answer that the teachings and practices of all
the Buddhas are more numerous than there are specks of
dust and grains of sand. Equally varied are the potentialities
and karmic conditions of sentient beings. For example, there
are things that men and women in the world can see and
believe with their eyes: light banishes darkness, the sky
arches over all things, the earth can support and nourish
living things, water both enlivens and irrigates, and fire
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both produces and destroys. Such things are all said to il
lustrate the mutual relationship of all things. As our eyes
can see, their variety is infinite.
W hy then should not the mysterious power of the
Buddha’s Dharma bring many different kinds of benefits?
And accordingly, when a man leaves one gateway, he leaves
one gateway of the deluding passions; and whenever he en
ters a gateway, he enters the gateway of emancipating wis
dom. In this way, every person should begin practice in
accord with his karmic condition and so seek his own eman
cipation. Why then do you hinder and confuse me with prac
tices that do not accord with my karmic affinities? The
practice that I love is the one with which I have karmic
affinity. However, it is not the one you seek. The one you
love is the practice with which you have karmic affinity,
but it is not the one I seek. For this reason, if each of us
carries out the practice that accords with his own desires
we shall all surely attain emancipation quickly.
All practitioners should be aware that if one wishes to
study doctrines, one could study any of them freely, from those
teachings concerning the realm of ordinary men to those con
cerning the realm of the Holy Persons and so on, all the
way up to the fruit of Buddhahood itself. If, however, one
intends to study practice, one should surely rely on the
Dharma with which one has affinity. It is thus that one can
gain the greatest benefit with the least amount of effort.
Now I should like to say something for the sake of ev
eryone who desires Rebirth. I wish to relate a parable in
order to protect the faith in their minds and defend it from
foreign and heretical views. What is this?
Imagine a man intending to travel hundreds and thou
sands of miles to the West. Unexpectedly he comes upon
two rivers blocking the roadway. The one to the south is a
river of fire while the one to the north is of water. Each is a
hundred paces across, bottomless in depth, and stretches
endlessly to the north and south.
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Exactly between the two streams of fire and water, there
is a single white pathway about four or five inches wide
which extends a hundred paces, from the eastern to the
western shores. The waves of the water river surge over
and submerge the path; the flames of the fire river rise up
and sear it. Both the water and the fire continually surge
over the passageway without rest.
The man, upon reaching this faraway deserted place,
finds no one there except a large band of robbers and sav
age beasts. Seeing the man alone, they come racing after him
intending to kill him. The man, fearing that death is immi
nent, turns and runs straight toward the West. But suddenly
he sees those great rivers, and he says to himself, “I see no
shore of these rivers, either to the north or south, but be
tween them I see a single white path. It is extremely nar
row. The distance between shores is not great, but how shall
I cross? Surely I am doomed to die today! If I try to turn
back, the band of robbers and savage beasts will close in for
the kill. Certainly if I try to avoid them and flee to the north
or south, there too savage beasts and poisonous insects will
come racing to swarm upon me. If I go West and try to flee
along the path, in all probability I shall fall into the stream
of fire and water.” At this point, his fear is too great to be
described. He reflects further, “If I turn back, I shall die. If
I stay here, I shall also die. If I go forward, I face the same
fate. Since there is no escape from certain death, I had bet
ter go straight ahead over the narrow path that lies before
me. Since a path exists, one must surely be able to cross
over on it.”
While he is thinking in this way, from the eastern bank
he suddenly hears someone encouraging him saying, “Oh
traveller, simply make up your mind firmly to try to cross
on this path and you will surely escape the pangs of death!
If you linger here, you will surely die!” Then he hears some
one else on the western shore calling and saying, “Oh trav
eller! Single-mindedly and with full concentration come
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straight forward. I can protect you! Do not worry about the
horrors of falling into the fire or the water.”
Hearing one voice urging him on and the other beckon
ing to him, he is able to steel his own body and mind prop
erly, and he firmly resolves to try to cross over the path. He
goes straight forward, allowing no doubt or uncertainty to
arise in his mind. But after a step or two, he hears the gang
of robbers on the eastern shore shouting, “Turn back, trav
eller! The path is dangerous! You cannot possibly pass over
it. You will surely die! Our band means you no harm.” But
the traveller, even though he hears the voices calling him,
does not go back or even glance behind him. Single-mindedly
he moves straight forward concentrating on the path be
fore him. Soon he reaches the western bank, free forever from
all possible dangers. Then, in the company of good friends
who have come to greet him, he rejoices greatly forever.
This is the parable. Now let me explain what it means.
The eastern bank corresponds to our Saha world which is
like a house on fire; the western bank is the Treasure Land
of Supreme Bliss. The gang of robbers pretending to be kindhearted and the pack of savage beasts represent the ele
ments that make up all human beings: the six organs of
sense, the six forms of consciousness and their six objects,
the five aggregates, and the four elements. The barren and
uninhabited marsh corresponds to [our condition] in which
we are always tempted by evil companions and are never
able to meet a true and good teacher.
The two rivers of water and of fire are like the greedy
love that floods the hearts of all sentient beings and their
hatred which burns like fire. The white path only four or
five inches wide between the two rivers corresponds to the
awakening of the pure mind that desires Rebirth in the
midst of the evil passions of greed and anger. Because such
greed and anger are strong, they are likened to fire and
flood, whereas the good mind, being delicate, is like the white
path. The surging waves that always wash over the path
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are like the covetousness that constantly arises to defile good
hearts. The fire ceaselessly sending its flames burning over
the path is like the anger and hatred of our hearts whose
flames threaten to devour the Dharma treasure of merit
and virtue.
The traveller turning directly to the West to cross over
the path is like the practitioner turning straight to the West
to transfer all his meritorious practice toward Rebirth. The
fact that the traveller heard the voice on the eastern shore
urging him to go forward and follow the path directly to
ward the West refers to people who, even after Sakyamuni
has passed away, are able to follow the teaching of his
Dharma, which still abides even though they no longer see
the Buddha. The words of his teaching then are like the voice.
The traveler being called back by the band of robbers
after taking only one or two steps shows that those follow
ers of other doctrines and practices, or men with evil views
who confuse others by their views and opinions, themselves
commit sin and fall away from the path by teaching their
views and opinions. By themselves committing sins, they
regress and lose what little they had. The person on the
western shore calling out to the traveller is Amida express
ing his intent to save all beings through his Vow.
The traveller’s quick arrival on the western shore, join
ing his good friends and rejoicing in their company, is like
sentient beings when they reach their final destination af
ter having long been submerged in the sea of birth and death,
deluded and bound by their evil passions, transmigrating for
endless kalpas without knowing how to emancipate them
selves. Favored by Sakyamuni who kindly encourages them
by pointing to the West and turning them in that direction,
and blessed with Amida Buddha’s compassionate heart in
viting and beckoning to them, they now trust in the intent
of the two honorable ones without even taking notice of the
two rivers of flame and water.
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Remembering without fail the Original Vow, they take
the path of the Vow’s power. After death they can attain
Rebirth in that Land, where they will meet the Buddha
and where their joy will know no bounds.
Further, all the practitioners while engaging in their
three forms of physical, vocal, and mental practice—whether
walking or standing, sitting, or lying down, day or night—
constantly believe and think in this manner. That is why
this mind is called the mind that desires to transfer [all
merits toward Rebirth].
“Transfer [all merits]” also means that after one has
been reborn in that Land, he will attain great compassion
and return to this world to teach and guide sentient beings.
This too is a form of transferring.
When the Three Minds have been perfected, there is no
practice that will remain unfulfilled. When both the desire
and the practice have been perfected there will remain no
reason why practitioners should not be reborn in the Pure
Land. Further, these Three Minds also exist in the good
practices. This should be carefully understood.
The Hymns in Praise o f Rebirth says:
It may be asked, “I want to encourage people to attain Re
birth, but I do not understand how they can attain peace of
heart, or what practices they should perform, or how they
should perform them so that they can be certain of attain
ing Rebirth in that Land.” I answer that according to the
teachings of the Meditation Sutra, anyone who wishes to
be certain that he or she will be reborn in that Land can
attain such certainty if he or she possesses the Three Minds.
What are these three? The first is the sincere mind. The
physical practice [proper for attaining this mind] is bowing
in reverence to the Buddha; its vocal practice is praising
and extolling him, and its mental practice is wholeheart
edly contemplating that Buddha. Whenever one performs
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these three practices, it is necessary that one do so with
true authenticity. This is why it is called the “sincere” mind.
The second is the deep mind; that is, the mind of truly
authentic faith that believes and knows that one is an ordi
nary being filled with deluding passions, that one’s stock of
meritorious deeds is shallow and meager, and that one has
been, time and again, passing through cycles of birth and
death in the three worlds, unable to flee the “burning house.”
One further believes and knows that Amida’s Universal and
Original Vow promises that if one utters the Name at least
ten or at the very least one time, then one can certainly at
tain Rebirth. One allows not even a single doubtful thought
to enter his mind. This is why it is called the deep mind.
The third is called the mind that desires to transfer [all
merits toward Rebirth], One desires Rebirth through the
complete transfer of all the meritorious deeds which one
accomplishes. That is why it is given the above name. If
anyone possesses these Three Minds, without a doubt he or
she will be reborn. If even one of these minds is lacking, he or
she cannot be reborn. This matter is explained in detail in the
Meditation Sutra. It should certainly be carefully noted.
In my opinion, the Three Minds in the above passages are of vital
importance to practitioners. Why? Because in the Meditation Sutra
it is stated that, “If one possesses these Three Minds, one will
unquestionably attain Rebirth in that Land.” We clearly know then
that if one possesses these Three Minds one will certainly attain
Rebirth. This is explained [in Hymns in Praise o f Rebirth], where
it is said, “If even one of these minds is lacking, one will not be
reborn.” We clearly know then that one cannot lack even one of
these. Therefore, the man who wishes to be reborn in the Land of
Supreme Bliss should have fully realized these Three Minds.
Among these, that which is called the sincere mind is the mind
that is truly authentic. Its characteristics are as described in the
above passage. Thus in the passage, “outwardly appearing to be
wise, good, and diligent while inwardly nourishing hypocrisy and
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falsehood,” the word “outwardly” is the opposite of “inwardly.”
That is to say, one’s outward aspect is out of accord with one’s
inner heart. In other words, outwardly one is wise, but inwardly
one is a fool. “Wise” is the opposite of “foolish.” In other words,
outwardly a person is wise, but inwardly he is foolish. “Goodness”
is the opposite of “evil,” which is to say that outwardly a person is
good while inwardly he is evil. “Diligence” stands in opposition to
“laziness.” This means that a person outwardly gives the appear
ance of diligence whereas inwardly his mind indulges in sloth.
If one were to turn around that which is exterior and put it
inside, then surely one would possess what is essential for escap
ing from this world. In the passage, “inwardly nourishing false
hood,” “inwardly” stands in opposition to “outwardly.” That is to
say, the inward heart is not in accord with the outward appear
ance; the interior is full of falsehood and the exterior seems au
thentic. “Falsehood” stands in opposition to “authenticity.” The
interior is full of falsehood while the exterior appears authentic.
It says “falsehood” is the opposite of “truth.” Hence, the passage
means that the interior nourishes falsehood while the exterior
appears to be true. If one were to turn around that which is inte
rior and put it on the outside, then surely one would have what is
essential for escaping from this world.
Next, regarding the deep mind, it is a mind of deep faith. One
ought surely to know that it is through doubt that one is held fast
within the house of samsara, while it is through faith that one
can enter into the castle of nirvana. By thus establishing these
two modes of the believing mind, the Rebirth of all nine classes of
people is definitely assured. Further, the passage above that re
fers to “all the other interpretations, other practices, differing
teachings, differing views” is speaking about the various inter
pretations, practices, and views of the Gateway of the Holy Path.
The rest of the teachings refer to the Gateway of the Pure Land.
You can see that these [truths] correspond to the passages [in Shantao’s work]; and one should clearly know that Shan-tao’s notions
do not deviate from the teachings of the two pathways.
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It is unnecessary to cite other explanations about the mean
ing of the mind that desires to transfer [all merits toward Rebirth],
Practitioners will surely already understand it well.
The Three Mi nds, if they are taken in a generalized manner,
pervade all the modes of practice. But if they are taken in a special
manner, they pertain to the practices that lead to Rebirth. Here, in
presenting their general meaning I have included their special mean
ings as well. Their meaning is therefore universal. The practitioner
should take special care not to be remiss in this regard.
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The Four Modes of Practice
Passages Relating How Practitioners Should
Perform the Four Modes o f Practice

Shan-tao says in his Hymns in Praise o f Rebirth:
Further, I wish to urge that you carry out the Four Modes
of Practice. What are these four? The first is the practice of
veneration: to venerate and reverence that Buddha as well
as all Holy Beings. For this reason it is called the practice
of veneration. When one never ceases it as long as one lives,
it is called the “long-term practice.”
The second is called the exclusive practice. It is fervently
to utter the Name of that Buddha and devotedly to think of,
meditate on, wholeheartedly reverence, and praise that Bud
dha and all the other Holy Beings, but never to mix any other
practices with these. For this reason it is called the exclusive
practice. When one never ceases it throughout one’s life, it is
called the “long-term practice.”
The third is called the uninterrupted practice. It is to
continuously venerate, reverence, and recite his Name; it is
to praise him, to remember, and to contemplate him; and to
resolve to transfer [the merits of all practices toward Re
birth], It is to continue in these practices with total concen
tration and without interruption, allowing no room for other
practices to come and interfere. This is why it is called the
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uninterrupted practice. Further, there is no room for greed,
anger, or the deluding passions to come and interfere. As
soon as one commits such an offense, one should repent with
out allowing as much as a moment to pass, much less an
hour or a day. To keep one’s practice always pure is also
called the uninterrupted practice. When one never ceases this
throughout one’s life, it is known as “long-term practice.”
It is said in the Essentials for Rebirth in the Western Paradise'.
One should perform only the Four Modes of Practice as the
Right Practice. The first of these is the long-term practice:
from the first awakening of aspiration for Enlightenment
until the actual attainment of its realization, one should
continually perform pure karmic deeds and never regress.
The second is the practice of veneration. It has five varia
tions. The first is to venerate the Holy Persons with whom
one has a karmic relationship; whether moving or standing
still, sitting or lying down, one should never turn one’s back
on the West; and one should never blow one’s nose, spit, or
relieve oneself while facing the West.
The second variation is to venerate the images and holy
scriptures of those with whom one has a karmic relation
ship. For the former, one should make images and pictures
of Amida in the Western Paradise. If one should be unable
to create many images, then only one Buddha and two
Bodhisattvas are enough. As for venerating the holy scrip
tures, one should place the Amida Sutra and the other Pure
Land sutras in a covering of the five colors and should read
them oneself and teach them to others. One should enshrine
these images and sutras in a room and there one should
come six times a day and bow to them, repent one’s sins
before them, and, offering flowers and incense, specially es
teem them.
The third is to venerate the good teachers with whom
one has a karmic relationship. That is, if there is such a
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person who propagates the Pure Land teachings, even if he
should be a hundred or a thousand miles away or more,
still one should go to him, associate intimately with him,
honor him, and make offerings to him.
One should also cultivate a respectful attitude toward
all people who follow different teachings and should show
deep respect for those who do not agree with one’s views.
Once one gives way to scorn and pride, the resulting sins
will have no bounds. Therefore, one should show respect to
all people and thus avoid creating obstacles which would
impede one’s practice.
The fourth is to respect the fellows with whom one
shares a karmic relationship, that is, those who engage in
the same practice. Even those who are not able to practice
alone because of heavy karmic hindrances will certainly be
able to practice well by relying on good friends. Thus they
will be rescued from danger and saved from misfortune.
Thus they are able to help and assist each other. People
should deeply appreciate and esteem the good karmic rela
tionship they have with their fellows.
The fifth is to reverence the Three Treasures. One should
deeply reverence them whether taken together as a single
entity or in their separate appearances. This matter will
not be treated here in detail because people [of today], ca
pable of only shallow effort, are unable to put its teachings
into practice. Nevertheless, the Three Treasures in their
represented forms produce great favorable karma in today’s
people of shallow understanding, and so I shall now briefly
consider this matter.
As regards the Buddha treasure, his images should be
carved in sandalwood, embroidered in brocade, made of plain
materials, gilded with gold leaf, inlaid with precious stones,
painted on silk, sculpted of stone, or molded from clay. One
should give special reverence to the hallowed images. If
anyone only briefly contemplates these forms, his sins will
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vanish and his merit will increase. Whenever anyone suc
cumbs to even the slightest pride, then his evil will increase
and his goodness will vanish. But contemplating the vener
able images is equal to seeing the real Buddha.
The Dharma treasure is the teaching of the Three Ve
hicles expressed in words and phrases and flows out of the
Dharmadhatu. It is the cause that gives birth to our under
standing. Therefore it deserves exceptional reverence. It is
the ground that gives rise to wisdom. One should copy the
sacred sutras. They should always be placed in consecrated
rooms, stored there in special boxes, and deeply revered.
Before chanting them, one should cleanse one’s body and
hands. Regarding the Sangha treasure, one should awaken
in one’s heart an equal respect for holy monks, Bodhisattvas,
and those who break the precepts. Do not give rise to proud
thoughts.
The third [of the Four Practices] is the uninterrupted
practice. This is to think of the Buddha always and to main
tain a mind desirous of Rebirth. At all times one should
keep these things in mind. As an illustration let us imagine
a man [travelling in a foreign country] who is robbed and
who, being left in a mean and miserable state, is undergo
ing various sufferings. Suddenly he thinks of his parents
and wants to rush back to his home but lacks the means to
equip himself for the journey. While he is in that foreign
land he broods day and night on his plight, and his pain is
too great to endure. Not even for a single moment can he
rid himself of the thoughts of his parents. At last he is able
to make the necessary preparations and actually returns to
his home. There he rejoices in being close to his father and
mother and is ecstatic with joy.
The same is true of the practitioner. The goodness of
his heart and mind has long ago been spoiled by deluding
passions, and the treasures of virtue and wisdom were all
lost. For long ages he has been swept along in the stream of
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birth and death and is not free to control [his own destiny].
Always the servant of the devil king, he runs here and there
among the six paths and suffers from torments of body and
mind. But suddenly he encounters favorable karmic condi
tions; he hears that Amida, the compassionate father, will
save the multitudes of beings, never deviating from his uni
versal Vow. Day and night in utter astonishment, he culti
vates the aspiration for Enlightenment and longs for
Rebirth. In this manner, he diligently and untiringly thinks
of the loving kindness of the Buddha. Until the end of his
life he continually weighs and ponders these things in his
heart.
The fourth is the Exclusive Practice. It is wholeheart
edly to seek after the Land of Supreme Bliss while revering
and thinking of Amida. One should not engage in the exer
cise or performance of any Miscellaneous Practices. The
practice that one should engage in every day is the Nembutsu and the recitation of the sutras. Other practices should
be cast aside.
I wish only to say that one should simply read the above passage
concerning the Four Modes of Practice. I shall not explain it fur
ther for fear of making it complicated. However, in the first of the
above quotations it was stated that there are four practices while
only three were discussed. Has part of the text been omitted acci
dentally? Or is there a reason for such an omission? Without ques
tion no part of the text has been omitted. There is a deep meaning
behind this. How do we know this? Of the Four Modes of Practice
the first is the long-term practice, the second is the practice of
earnest veneration, the third is the exclusive practice, and the
fourth is the uninterrupted practice. The first, the long-term prac
tice, pervades the other three. That is, if one were to cease the
practice of earnest veneration, the exclusive practice, or the unre
mitting practice then one would be unable to bring any of these
three practices to fulfillment.
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The long-term practice accompanies the other three in order
to fulfill them. It pervades them and causes them to be carried
out. For this reason, one finds at the end of the three passages
concerning the practices the following words, “When one vows
never to cease it until the end of one’s life, this is called the ‘long
term practice.’ ” If we look at the six paramitas we find an ex
ample of the same thing: the paramita of zeal pervades the other
five paramitas.
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Praise from the
Transformation Buddha
Passages [that Relate How] Amida Buddha, When He Comes to
Welcome [the Nembutsu Practitioners] in His Transformation
Body, Does Not Praise Good Practices Such as Listening to the
Sutras But Praises Only the Nembutsu

The Meditation Sutra says:
There are some sentient beings who have done evil. Even
though such persons may not have slandered the Vaipulya
sutras, stupid persons like this commit very many evils but
have no remorse. When such persons are about to die, should
they meet a good teacher who praises the names of the
Mahayana sutras in their twelve divisions, then, because
they have heard the names of all these sutras, they will be
freed from the extremely heavy evil karma accumulated over
thousands of kalpas. Should that wise man also teach such
people to join their palms together and utter, “Namu Amida
Butsu,” then because they have uttered the Name of that
Buddha, they will be released from the sins they committed
during five billion kalpas of birth and death. At that very
moment, that Buddha will send his own transformation body
together with the transformation bodies of the [Bodhisattvas] Avalokitesvara and Mahasthamaprapta. They will
come before the practitioners with words of praise and say,
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“Good children, because you have uttered the Buddha’s
Name, all of your sins have been destroyed. So we have come
to welcome you.”
In the Commentary on the same sutra it is said:
One hears the Buddha’s transformation body tell only of
the merits of uttering the Buddha’s Name when he says,
“We have come to welcome you.” He does not discuss the
matter of listening to the sutras. Clearly the intent of the
Buddha’s Vow is only to encourage one to recite the Name
with right mindfulness. The efficiency and speed with which
this practice brings about Rebirth cannot be compared with
the Miscellaneous Practices performed with a distracted
mind. The Meditation Sutra and the various Mahayana
sutras praise and encourage the recitation of the Name, say
ing that it will produce benefits of vital importance. This
fact should surely be known.
For my part, I wish to say that the good practice of listening to the
sutras is not part of the Original Vow. Because it is one of the
miscellaneous karmic acts, the Transformation Buddha will not
praise it. Because the practice of the Nembutsu is the Right Prac
tice of the Original Vow, the Transformation Buddha will praise
it. Moreover, listening to the sutras and uttering the Nembutsu
are different in the amount of sin they can extinguish.
In the Commentary on the Meditation Sutra it is said:
Someone may ask, “W hy does listening to the names of the
sutras in the twelve divisions take away the sins of only a
thousand kalpas while a single utterance of the Buddha’s
Name takes away the sins of five million kalpas? Can you
explain the meaning of this?” In answer I should say that
the person who has committed sin is already burdened with
heavy encumbrances. Then, in addition, the death agony
comes and closes in on him or her. Hence, even though a
good teacher may explain many sutras, the mind that hears
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and tries to digest them is torn by distractions. Since the
mind is distracted, the remission of sins is relatively slight.
Although the Buddha’s Name is one, it both embraces the
distracted mind and settles the heart. Also it can teach one
to recite the Name with right mindfulness so that the mind
is settled and the sins of many kalpas are taken away.
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The Nembutsu Practice Is Praised
above the Miscellaneous Practices
Passages That Contrast the Nembutsu with the Many
Miscellaneous Practices and Praise It Alone

The Meditation Sutra says:

13c

It should be clearly understood that he who thinks of the
Buddha is, among his fellows, like the white lotus flower.
The [Bodhisattvas] Avalokitesvara and Mahasthamaprapta
become his excellent friends. He will surely sit on the seat of
Enlightenment and be bom in the dwelling of all the Buddhas.
In the Commentary on the same sutra it is said:
The passage of the Meditation Sutra which begins with “He
who practices the Nembutsu” and continues up to “be born
in the dwelling of all the Buddhas” clearly demonstrates
that the Nembutsu Samadhi possesses supreme meritori
ous power and cannot even be compared with the Miscella
neous Good Practices. This section has five parts.
The first explains the single-minded recitation of the
Name of Amida. The second explains that the person who
recites the Name is to be singled out for praise. The third
explains that the person who continually utters the Nembutsu
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is a rare being who is beyond compare and is therefore lik
ened to the white lotus flower. The white lotus flower is
called the most excellent flower among men, the rarest
flower, the flower of the highest quality among men, and
the most wonderfully fine flower among men. Also, it is tra
ditionally known as the “Ts’ai Flower.” Thus, whoever re
cites the Nembutsu is a most excellent, a wondrously good,
and a person of the highest level of the superior class and
the rarest and most excellent of all people. The fourth ex
plains that anyone who single-mindedly recites the Name
of Amida will always be sheltered by the protection of the
Bodhisattvas Avalokitesvara and Mahasthamaprapta. They
will be like intimate friends and teachers. The fifth explains
that such practitioners will already in their present lives
enjoy these benefits. When they lay aside their present lives,
they will enter into the dwelling of the Buddhas, the Pure
Land. Upon arriving there, they will pass long periods lis
tening to the Dharma and will go about honoring and mak
ing offerings to the Buddhas and Bodhisattvas. By thus
bringing their practice to perfection, they will fully enjoy
its fruits. Why then should one think that the seat of En
lightenment is far away?
Someone might ask the following question, “When the [Medita
tion] Sutra says, ‘If a person practices the Nembutsu, it should be
clearly understood t hat . . it refers only to the practitioner of the
Nembutsu and praises him alone. Why then did the commentator
say, ‘Indeed, this cannot even be compared with the Miscellaneous
Good Practices . . .’ ? And w hy—as opposed to such Miscellaneous
Good Practices—did he praise the Nembutsu alone?”
In answer I say that the meaning is clear even though in the
text it is obscure. We know this is true because the [.Meditation]
Sutra has already taught us the Contemplative and Distractive
Good Practices and the practice of the Nembutsu as well. How
ever, among these practices, only the Nembutsu was singled out
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and compared with the white lotus flower. Unless it is compared
with the Miscellaneous Good Practices, how can the merit of the
Nembutsu, which surpasses all the other good practices, be prop
erly revealed? Hence the words, “Whoever recites the Nembutsu
is the most excellent [of all people]” praise that person in compari
son with evil people. The words “is wondrously good” praise such
a one in comparison with coarse and bad people. The words, “a
person of the highest level of the superior class” praise such a one
in comparison with people of the lowest level of the lower class.
The word “rarest” praises such a person in comparison with ordi
nary people. The words, “most excellent of all people” extol him or
her in comparison with the most inferior type of people.
Someone might ask, “If the Nembutsu [practitioner] is desig
nated as being the highest level of the superior class of people,
then why is it not explained in the section on the highest level of
the superior class, and why is the Nembutsu explained only in the
section on the lowest level of the lower class?” In answer I say,
“Was it not already said above that the practice of the Nembutsu
broadly covers all the nine classes of people?” This was shown in
the above-cited passage from The Collection on Essentials for Re
birth which said, “In accord with the superiority or inferiority of
their capacities, they can be divided into the nine classes.” Fur
thermore, the lowest level of the lower class of people are those
who commit such serious acts as the five deadly sins, but the other
practices are not capable of remitting and extinguishing these sins.
Only the power of the Nembutsu can destroy these kinds of sins.
Therefore, it was for the sake of the most wicked and inferior people
that the highest Dharma of the supremely good practice was ex
pounded. For example, the root cause of the sickness of ignorance
cannot be cured without the treasured medicine called the Middle
Way. Now the five deadly sins are the origin of this serious illness,
and the Nembutsu is the treasured miraculous medicine. Without
this medicine, how could such an illness be cured?
For this reason, Kobo Daishi, in his Treatise on the Two Teach
ings, quotes the Sutra o f the Six Paramitas as follows:
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Thirdly, the Dharma treasure is the Right Dharma ex
pounded by the countless Buddhas of the past, which I
[Sakyamuni] too now teach. It is the whole collection of the
eighty-four thousand kinds of wonderful Dharma teaching.
These teachings discipline and bring to maturity sentient
beings who are karmically related to them. They cause
Ananda and other great disciples to remember and to hold
fast to them even though they are heard but once. They are
divided into five groups. The first is the sutras, the second
is the vinaya, the third is the abhidharma, the fourth is the
prajhaparamita, and the fifth is the dharani. I expound each
of these five kinds of collections (pitakas) in order to teach
and convert all sentient beings, each in accord with their
own karmic propensities.
I shall expound the pitaka of the sutras for those sen
tient beings who desire to dwell in the mountains and for
ests, always being in tranquillity in order to practice
meditation.
I shall expound the pitaka of the vinaya for those sen
tient beings who study and take delight in proper conduct,
who abide by the Right Dharma, and who live harmoniously
together in order to preserve the Right Dharma forever.
I shall expound the [pitaka of the] abhidharma for those
sentient beings who delight in expounding the Right
Dharma, distinguishing its substance and its appearances,
and who complete the full course of investigation to arrive
at its ultimate depths.
I shall expound the pitaka of the prajhaparamita for
those sentient beings who wish to learn the true wisdom of
the Mahayana, cutting off the discriminations that arise
from attachment to either the self or the dharmas.
There are also those sentient beings who cannot uphold
the sutras, the vinaya discipline, the abhidharma, or the
prajhaparamita. Also, there are those sentient beings who
perform all kinds of evil deeds, committing various kinds of
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serious sins such as the four grievous deeds, the eight griev
ous deeds, the five sins that deserve the hell of unceasing
torment, the slander of the Mahayana sutras, the sins of
the icchantikas, and the like. It is to enable such people to
destroy these bonds and quickly to achieve emancipation
and sudden realization of nirvana that I expound the pitaka
of the many dharanis.
These five pitakas can be compared to milk, cream, but
ter, cheese, and finally the wondrous ghee. The sutras are
like milk. The subjugation [of the passions] is like cream.
The doctrine of the abhidharma is like butter. Supreme
wisdom of the Mahayana is like cheese. The Dharani Gate
way is like ghee.
The flavor of ghee is sublime and better than the flavors
of milk, cream, butter, and cheese. It takes away all illnesses
and makes sentient beings happy and at peace in mind and
body. The Dharani Gateway is foremost; better than the
study of sutras and the rest. It can take away grievous sins
and liberate all sentient beings from birth and death by
causing them to realize the Dharma body of nirvana’s peace
and bliss.
The five sins that deserve the hell of unceasing torment are the
five deadly sins. Without the wonderful medicine of ghee, the sick
ness of these five sins would be extremely difficult to cure. The
Nembutsu is the same. In the teaching of Rebirth, the Nembutsu
Samadhi is like a dharani or like ghee. Without the medicinal
ghee of the Nembutsu Samadhi, it would be extremely difficult to
cure the sickness of deep and grievous crimes such as the five
deadly sins. One ought surely to realize this.
Someone might ask, “If that is the case, why should the Nem
butsu be taught to those of the highest level of the lower class,
who have committed the minor sins of the ten evils?”
I say in answer that if the Nembutsu Samadhi destroys even
grievous sins, how much more will it destroy minor sins! This is
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not true of the other practices. Some destroy minor sins but will
not destroy serious ones. Others will extinguish only one of these
but will not extinguish both of them. This is not so with the
Nembutsu. It extinguishes both the minor and the serious and
cures everything completely. It is, for example, like the Agada
medicine, which cures all illnesses of any kind whatever. For this
reason, the Nembutsu is the king of Samadhis.
Generally speaking, dividing men and women into the nine
classes of people is only a tentative device. Repenting of the five
deadly sins [mentioned in the lowest level of the lowest class] also
applies to the highest level of the superior class. The marvelous
practice of reading and chanting the sutras may also be taken up
by those at the rank of the lowest level of the lower class. On the
other hand, it is also possible that those who commit the minor
sins of the ten evils, such as the breaking of the precepts and other
less serious offenses, may find themselves in any of the ranks from
the superior to the lower classes.
Further, understanding the most fundamental meaning of the
Dharma and awakening the Bodhi mind may also be done by one
within any of the ranks from the superior to the lower classes.
Thus, any one of the Dharmas is applicable to any of the nine
classes. Therefore, speaking in terms of classes, there are, in all,
nine times nine, or eighty-one classes. Nor is this all, as Chia-ts’ai
pointed out, “Sentient beings’ practices are of a thousand varie
ties. And so, when they are reborn in the Pure Land, there are ten
thousand variations in their perception of that Land.” Hence do not
become quickly attached to a certain interpretation after only briefly
glancing at the text. Among these practices, the Nembutsu is the
best. That is why the analogy of the lotus flower is used. One should
take care to understand properly the meaning of this analogy.
Moreover the Bodhisattvas Avalokitesvara and Mahasthamaprapta like a shadow following an object, will never separate them
selves from the Nembutsu practitioner even for an instant. This is
not true of other practices. Further, the Nembutsu practitioners,
after they have laid aside their present life, will certainly be reborn
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in the Land of Supreme Bliss. It is uncertain [whether or not people
who perform the other practices] will be reborn.
Generally speaking, [the Nembutsu practitioner] is extolled
by the five kinds of esteem and praise and is blessed with the close
protection of the two honored ones. These are the present benefits.
The future benefit is that [the practitioner] will be reborn in the
Pure Land and eventually become a Buddha.
Furthermore, the Dhyana Master Tao-ch’o has declared two
benefits, initial and final, for the one practice of the Nembutsu. He
says in the Collection o f Passages on the Land o f Peace and Bliss:
Sentient beings who practice the Nembutsu are embraced
by Amida and never abandoned; at the end of their lives
they will certainly be reborn in the Pure Land. This is called
the initial benefit. The final benefit, according to the Sutra
o f Avalokitesvara’s Prediction, is as follows. Amida Buddha
will live in the world for an immense period of time, for long
kalpas containing billions of years, and then he will pass
into nirvana. At the time of this complete nirvana, only the
Bodhisattvas Avalokitesvara and Mahashtamaprapta will
remain in the Land of Peace and Bliss, guiding [the beings]
of all the ten directions. The period after the Buddha’s nir
vana is exactly like that when he dwells in the world. How
ever, not all of the sentient beings who live in the Pure Land
during this period of nirvana will be able to see the Bud
dha. Only those who have wholeheartedly and singlemindedly concentrated on Amida Buddha and so have been
reborn in the Pure Land will see Amida as always present
before them and not as having disappeared into nirvana.
This is the final benefit.
One certainly should be aware of this fact. The Nembutsu offers
these two benefits, the initial and the final, as has been shown
above, in either the present or in future lives. This should surely
be known.
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Only the Nembutsu Was
Transmitted to Ananda
Passages Relating That Sakyamuni Did Not Entrust
to Ananda the Various Contemplative and Distractive
Practices but Entrusted to Him the Nembutsu Alone

The Meditation Sutra says, “The Buddha said to Ananda, ‘You
must hold fast to these words! To hold fast to them is to hold fast
to the Name of the Buddha of Immeasurable Life.’ ” The Commen
tary on the same sutra says:
The passage, “The Buddha said to Ananda, ‘You must hold
fast to these words!” ’ and so forth, correctly explains that
Sakyamuni transmitted Amida’s Name to Ananda so that
it would endure far into future ages. It is true that the
benefits of the Two Gateways known as the Contemplative
and Distractive Practices had been expounded in a previ
ous section of the sutra. Nevertheless, when seen in terms
of the meaning of the Buddha’s Original Vow, it is actually
to have sentient beings wholeheartedly and single-mindedly
utter the Name of Amida Buddha.
In my opinion, when one ponders the above words of the Commen
tary, one sees that there are two kinds of practice: one, the Con
templative and Distractive Practices, and the other, the Nembutsu.
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First, we shall consider the Contemplative and Distractive Prac
tices and treat them separately: first the Contemplative Good Prac
tices and next the Distractive Good Practices.
A. The Contemplative Good Practices

15a

The Contemplative Good Practices are thirteen in number: (1) to
contemplate the sun, (2) to contemplate water, (3) to envision the
ground [of the Pure Land], (4) to envision its jewel trees, (5) to
envision its jewel ponds, (6) to envision its jewel towers, (7) to
envision its lotus blossom thrones, (8) to contemplate holy images,
(9) to envision Amida Buddha, (10) to envision Avalokitesvara,
(11) to envision Mahasthamaprapta, (12) to envision general as
pects of one’s own Rebirth, and (13) to envision the various objects
[of the Pure Land], These are explained in detail in the sutra.
Even though other practices are lacking, if anyone performs one
or several of these according to his own capacity, then he will be
able to attain Rebirth. An explanation to this effect appears in
that sutra. Therefore, do not doubt or question it.
B. The Distractive Good Practices
Next, there are two kinds of Distractive Good Practices. One is the
three meritorious practices, and the other, is the practices for the
nine classes of people.
First, regarding the three meritorious practices, the [.Medita
tion] Sutra says:
The first of these is filial duty toward one’s father and
mother, reverence for one’s teachers and elders, a compas
sionate heart that avoids any kind of killing, and perfor
mance of the ten good practices. The second is to hold fast
to the Three Refuges, to observe the various precepts, and
not to violate the rules of proper conduct. The third is to
awaken the Bodhi mind, to have deep faith in the law of
[karmic] causality, to read and recite the Mahayana sutras,
and to encourage other practitioners.
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There are two kinds of “filial duty toward one’s father and mother :
one is a worldly filial duty and the other is a transcendent filial
duty. Worldly filial duty is as described in the Book o f Filial Piety
and elsewhere. Filial duty that transcends this world is as de
scribed in the Vinaya, which speaks of the prescribed method of
serving the parents responsible for one’s birth.
There are also two kinds of “reverence for one’s teachers and
elders”: one is reverence for one’s worldly teachers and elders, the
other is reverence for one’s teachers and elders in matters that
transcend this world. Worldly masters teach benevolence, righ
teousness, courtesy, wisdom, trustworthiness, and the like. Mas
ters in matters that transcend this world teach the Two Gateways
of the Holy Path and the Pure Land and the like. Even though other
practices are lacking, filial piety and reverence for one’s parents and
teachers can be the karmic act for Rebirth in the Pure Land.
There are also two interpretations of the phrase, “the compas
sionate heart that avoids any kind of killing and performance of
the ten good deeds.” According to the first interpretation, “the
compassionate heart that avoids any kind of killing” is the first of
the four boundless minds, namely boundless love. The other three
are understood as being included in the first. Even though other
practices are lacking, [the presence of] these four boundless minds
can be the karma by which one is reborn in the Pure Land.
Next, concerning the “performance of the ten good practices”:
(1) not to kill, (2) not to steal, (3) not to commit adultery, (4) not to
lie, (5) not to speak in an irresponsible and flamboyant manner,
(6) not to use abusive language, (7) not to utter words that cause
enmity between two or more persons, (8) not to covet, (9) to avoid
anger, and (10) not to hold heretical views.
According to the second interpretation the two phrases, “the
loving heart that avoids any kind of killing,” and “performance of
the ten good practices,” are combined into one phrase. “The loving
heart that avoids any kind of killing,” is not the first of the four
boundless minds, namely boundless love, but the first of the ten
good deeds, namely “not to kill.” Hence we should know that [the
first phrase] corresponds precisely to one of the ten good deeds.
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Even though all other practices are lacking, the performance of
the ten good practices can be the karma by which one is reborn.
To hold fast to the Three Refuges” is to take refuge in the
Buddha, the Dharma, and the Sangha. There are two [interpreta
tions] of this. The first understands this as referring to the Three
Treasures [as explained in] the Mahayana; the second, to the Three
Treasures [as explained in] the Hinayana.
There are also two interpretations of “to observe the various
precepts.” One understands it to refer to the precepts of the
Mahayana; the other, to the Hinayana precepts.
Not to violate the rules of proper conduct,” also has two inter
pretations, one being the so-called eighty thousand rules of the
Mahayana and the other, the so-called three thousand rules of
the Hinayana.

15b

Concerning the meaning of “awaken the Bodhi mind,” the mas
ters’ opinions are divided. The Tendai school speaks of the Bodhi
mind in the “Four Teachings,” namely the Pitaka Teaching, the
Common Teaching, the Particular Teaching, and the Perfect Teach
ing. These are treated in some detail in the text Meditation and
Contemplation.
In the Shingon school, three kinds of Bodhi mind are distin
guished: that of making vows and performing practices, that of
contemplating the supreme principle, and that of attaining real
ization in samadhi. These are treated fully in the Treatise on the
Bodhi Mind.
The Kegon school also has its concept of the Bodhi mind. It is
explained in the Meaning o f the Bodhi Mind, in the Way o f the
Mind Serenely Strolling in the Land o f Peace and Bliss, and in
other works.
Both the Sanron and the Hosso schools also have their notion
of the Bodhi mind. It is explained in detail in their commentaries
and other treatises. Further, Shan-tao also interprets the mean
ing of the Bodhi mind. He speaks at length about it in his Com
mentary. Although the phrase “awaken the Bodhi mind” remains
the same, its meaning differs according to each school.
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In this way, it is clear that the one phrase, “Bodhi mind,” is
widely discussed in the many sutras, both the exoteric and the
esoteric ones. Its meaning is vast and profound, and its implica
tions are immeasurably deep. I pray that the many Buddhist prac
titioners will avoid fixing on only one meaning and shutting out
the many others. Everyone among those who seek Rebirth in the
Pure Land should strive diligently to awaken the Bodhi mind in
the manner proper to their own school. Even though all the other
practices are lacking, awakening the Bodhi mind can be the karmic
action for Rebirth in the Pure Land.
Regarding “deep faith in [karmic] causality,” there are two
kinds: one is [faith in] the law of worldly cause and effect and the
other is faith in cause and effect that transcend this world. Worldly
cause and effect is that of the six paths, as is explained in the
Sutra o f Correct Dharma Thought. Cause and effect that tran
scend the world are karmic causes and effects relevant to the four
grades of Holy People, as explained in the sutras of both the
Mahayana and the Hinayana. If we classify all of the sutras in
terms of these two kinds of cause and effect, we get different views,
according to the different schools of thought.
According to the understanding of the Tendai, the Avatamsaka
Sutra teaches two types of cause and effect: that of the Buddha
and that of the Bodhisattva. The Agamas also expound two kinds
of cause and effect, namely that of the Sravaka and that of the
Pratyekabuddha. The various Vaipulya sutras expound the causes
and effects of the Four Vehicles, the various Praj nap dramita sutras
teach common, particular, and perfect types of cause and effect,
the Lotus Sutra teaches the causes required for becoming a Bud
dha and the effects of Buddhahood, and the Nirvana Sutra also
expounds the causes and effects of the Four Vehicles.
In this manner the phrase “deep faith in cause and effect”
pervades all the teachings of the Buddha throughout his whole
life. For all those who seek Rebirth in the Pure Land, even though
they fail to perform any other practice, deep faith in cause and
effect can become a karmic action for Rebirth.
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“Reading and chanting the Mahayana sutras” is divided into
two parts: “reading and chanting” and “the Mahayana sutras.”
The former, by mentioning only two of the five kinds of Dharma
Masters—namely those who read the sutras and those who recite
them—actually refers to the other three as well, namely “those
who uphold the sutras,” and so on. In terms of the ten kinds of
Dharma practice, “reading and reciting the sutras” refers to the
other eight kinds as well, namely “copying the sutras,” “reverenc
ing the sutras,” and so on.

i5c

“Mahayana” stands in contrast to “Hinayana.” It does not re
fer to any one sutra in particular but rather to all the Mahayana
sutras in general. According to the Buddha’s intent “all” refers to
all the Mahayana sutras that the Buddha expounded during his
whole life. Among these sutras expounded during his whole life,
there are those that were compiled and those not compiled. Among
those already compiled, some are still hidden in the dragon palace
and are not yet disseminated among men; others are still remain
ing in India and have not yet arrived in China.
Now with regards to those sutras that have already been
brought over and translated, the Chen-yuan Catalogue o f Scrip
tures Contained in the Pitaka, compiled in the T ’ang Dynasty con
tains a total of 637 texts of Mahayana sutras, both exoteric and
esoteric, in 2883 fascicles. They begin with the Larger Prajhaparamita Sutra of 600 fascicles and end with the Sutra o f the
Dharma s Eternal Dwelling. All these should certainly be under
stood as included in the one phrase: “reading and reciting the
Mahayana sutras.”
The practitioners hoping for the Western Paradise may—each
in accord with his own preference—read and recite either the L o
tus Sutra or the Avatamsaka Sutra and turn it into a karmic ac
tion for Rebirth. Or else these practitioners may uphold, read, and
recite the Vairocana Sutra, the King o f the Teaching, or the vari
ous rites dedicated to the Holy Ones, and turn this into karmic
action for Rebirth. Or else they may explain and copy the Prajha,
the Vaipulya, the Nirvana, and the other sutras and turn this
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into karmic action for Rebirth. This is the intention of the Medita
tion Sutra in the Pure Land School.
It may be asked, “The basic principles of the Exoteric and the
Esoteric Teachings differ. Why then do you include the Esoteric in
the Exoteric?” My reply is that the above exposition does not lump
together the basic principles of the Esoteric and Exoteric. It sim
ply points out that the scriptures of both are joined together as
Mahayana sutras in the Chen-yiian Catalogue o f Scriptures Con
tained in the Pitaka. For this reason, they are both included in the
one phrase, “reading and reciting the Mahayana sutras.”
It may further be asked, “Why do you include the Lotus Sutra
in the sutras the Buddha taught prior to the Lotus Sutra?” My
answer is that I do not use the word “include” to discriminate be
tween Provisional and Real, Partial and Perfect Teachings, and so
forth. The words “reading and reciting the Mahayana sutras” cover
all the Mahayana sutras, both those which came before and those
which came after. Those “before” refer to the Mahayana sutras
which came before the Meditation Sutra; “after” refers to those which
followed the proclamation of that sutra at the king’s palace.
Reference was made simply to “the Mahayana sutras.” No dis
tinction was intended between Provisional and Real Teachings.
That being the case, the phrase correctly applies equally to such
Mahayana sutras as the Avatamsaka and Vaipulya, as well as to
those like the Prajha, the Lotus, and the Nirvana.
The words, “encourages others to perform these practices”
mean that one should encourage people to perform both the vari
ous Contemplative and Distractive Good Practices as well as the
practice of the Nembutsu Samadhi.
Next we treat of the nine classes of people. The three meritori
ous practices, which were explained earlier, are expanded into the
practices for the nine classes of aspirants.
The “loving heart that avoids any kind of killing” mentioned
in the section on the “highest level of the superior class,” corre
sponds to the third phrase in the above-quoted “worldly meritori
ous practices.”
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The next phrase, “practice of observing the various precepts”
corresponds exactly to the second phrase of the second meritori
ous practice described above: “to observe the various precepts.”
The next, “reading and reciting the Mahayana sutras” corresponds
to the third phrase of the above-described third meritorious prac
tice: “reading and reciting the Mahayana sutras.” The next, “the
practice of the six concentrations” has the same meaning as the
above-cited third phrase in the third meritorious practice.
“To understand well the ultimate meaning,” mentioned in the
section on “the middle level of the superior class,” corresponds to
the meaning of the second and third parts of the third meritorious
practice explained earlier. “To have deep faith in karmic cause
and effect, and to awaken the Bodhi mind,” mentioned in the “low
est level of the superior class,” corresponds to the first and second
phrases of the third meritorious practice above.
“Accepting and observing the Five Precepts,” mentioned in the
“highest level of the middle class,” corresponds to the meaning of
the second phrase of the second meritorious practice above. “ To
uphold for one day and one night the eight regulating precepts,”
mentioned in the “middle level of the middle class,” corresponds
to the second meritorious practices above. “Filial duty to father
and mother, and practicing worldly benevolence and compassion,”
mentioned in the “lowest level of the middle class,” corresponds to
the meaning of the first and second phrases in the first meritori
ous practice above.
The highest level of the lower class is composed of sinful people
who commit the ten evils. If at the end of their lives they utter but
one Nembutsu, their sins will be destroyed and they will attain
Rebirth. The middle level of the lower class is made up of sinful
people who break the precepts. If at the end of their lives they
hear of the merits of the Buddha and his Land, their sins will be
destroyed and they will attain Rebirth. The lowest level of the
lower class is made up of the people who commit the five deadly
sins. If at the end of their lives they utter the Nembutsu ten times,
their sins will be destroyed and they will attain Rebirth.
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Even though the people belonging to these last three classes
do nothing but evil deeds in their ordinary lives and do not desire
Rebirth, nevertheless, at the end of their lives they may chance to
meet a good teacher for the first time and thereby obtain Rebirth.
If one wishes to draw a parallel between these and the three meri
torious practices described above, [these practices of the three lower
classes] correspond to the third of the meritorious practices: “[read
ing and chanting] the Mahayana sutras.”
The above is only a rough summary of the Contemplative and
Distractive Good Practices. This is the implication of the Com
mentary on the Meditation Sutra when it says, “The benefits of
the Two Gateways known as the Contemplative and Distractive
Good Practices have already been expounded previously . . .”
C. The Nembutsu Practice
Next we treat the Nembutsu: the wholehearted utterance of the
Name of Amida Buddha. The meaning of the Nembutsu is as it is
usually given. Now the passage says, “correctly explains that
Sakyamuni transmitted Amida’s Name to Ananda so that it would
endure far into the future ages.” Although [Sakyamuni] had in
that sutra already expounded at length the various Contempla
tive and Distractive Good Practices; nevertheless, he did not trans
mit these Contemplative and Distractive Practices to Ananda for
transmission to succeeding ages. Only the single practice of the
Nembutsu Samadhi was entrusted to Ananda for transmission into
the far distant future.
One might ask why the various Contemplative and Distrac
tive Practices were not entrusted to Ananda for transmission [and
pursue the following line of reasoning]: [Even if you argue that
Sakyamuni] did not transmit them because he disliked the fact
that they include a mixture of shallow and deep karmic activities,
[you must nevertheless admit that] the three meritorious prac
tices include both shallowness and depth. Filial duty to one’s fa
ther and mother, as well as reverence for one’s teachers and elders,
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are shallow practices, while observing the various precepts, awak
ening the Bodhi mind, deep faith in karmic cause and effect, and
reading and chanting the Mahay ana sutras are deep practices.
[Logically then] the shallow practices should have been discarded;
but the deep practices would have been entrusted [to Ananda], If
[you argue that] the distinction was made between shallowness
and depth of meditation, and that the shallow kinds of meditation
were rejected, [still you will have to admit that] the thirteen types
of contemplation include both shallow and deep [practices]. To
contemplate the sun and water is shallow contemplation, but the
following eleven—from envisioning the ground to envisioning the
various splendors of the Pure Land—are deep [modes of] contemi6b plation. The shallow contemplation should have been discarded,
and the deep contemplation should have been transmitted [to
Ananda], Further, among the eleven, the ninth concentration is
to envision Amida Buddha. This is the Samadhi of Seeing the Bud
dha. [Sakyamuni may possibly] have cast aside the other twelve
and could have transmitted to Ananda only the Samadhi of See
ing the Buddha. Furthermore, the “Section on Profound Mean
ings” in the Commentary on the same [Meditation Sutra] says,
“This sutra has as its essence both the Samadhi of Seeing the Bud
dha and the Nembutsu Samadhi.” These two practices form the
essence of this sutra. Why then would Sakyamuni discard the
Samadhi of Seeing the Buddha and transmit to Ananda only the
Nembutsu Samadhi?
[To such a mode of reasoning] I answer that [the Commentary
says], “When seen in terms of the meaning of the Buddha’s Origi
nal Vow, actually it is to have sentient beings single-mindedly
and wholeheartedly utter the Name of Amida Buddha.” The vari
ous Contemplative and Distractive Practices are not [the intent
of] the Original Vow. That is why they were not transmitted [to
Ananda], Further, even though the Samadhi of Seeing the Bud
dha is the most outstanding among these practices, still it is not
[the intent of] the Original Vow. That is why it was not transmit
ted to Ananda. The Nembutsu Samadhi is [the intent of] the
Buddha’s Original Vow. That is why he transmitted it.
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The above-cited words of the Commentary, “When seen in terms
of the meaning of the Buddha’s Original Vow” refer to the Eigh
teenth of the Forty-eight Vows in the Two-Volume [Larger] Sutra.
“Single-mindedly and wholeheartedly to utter” refers to “singleminded and wholehearted meditation on” found in the part of the
three classes of people in this same sutra. The meaning of the
Original Vow has already been explained in detail above.
It may be asked, “If such is the case, then why did Sakyamuni
not expound in a straightforward manner the Nembutsu practice
of the Original Vow instead of going to the trouble of explaining
the various Contemplative and Distractive Good Practices, which
are not included in the Original Vow?”
I answer that the Nembutsu practice of the Original Vow has
already been expounded in detail in the Two-Volume Sutra. Hence
it is not explained here again. Furthermore, Sakyamuni expounded
the Contemplative and Distractive Good Practices in order to re
veal the superiority of the Nembutsu over the other practices.
Without the Contemplative and Distractive Practices, how could
he have made clear the special preeminence of the Nembutsu?
This is for example, like the preeminence of the Lotus Teach
ing among the three teachings. If the doctrine of the three teach
ings did not exist, how could it be made clear that the Lotus
Teaching is best? Therefore, the Contemplative and Distractive
Practices were expounded only in order that they might be aban
doned, while the Nembutsu Samadhi was expounded so that it
could be established. Still, the various Contemplative and Distrac
tive Good Practices are all difficult to evaluate. In general, the
Contemplative Good Practices involve seeing Amida Buddha and
his Land as clearly as looking at an image in a mirror. [With these]
the desire for Rebirth will arise as quickly as pointing to the palm
of one’s hand. The power of one contemplation removes the sins
and faults of many kalpas. The merits of all these [thirteen] con
tem plations can eventually bring the m arvelous reward of
Samadhi. Thus the man who desires Rebirth should practice the
contemplations. Among these the ninth, in which one visualizes
Amide’s actual body, is the method for [achieving] the Samadhi of
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Seeing the Buddha. If one brings this practice to fruition, one will
actually see the body of Amida. Then, because one sees Amida’s
body, one will actually be able to see all the Buddhas. Because one
sees all the Buddhas, one receives the promise of assured Enlight
enment in front of the Buddhas. The benefits of this contempla
tion are extremely profound.

i6c

However, in the section on “dissemination” of the Meditation
Sutra the Tathagata Sakyamuni gave Ananda a special command,
entrusting to him the task of spreading everywhere the Dharma
concerning the practice necessary for Rebirth in the Pure Land.
He did not favor the method of envisioning the Buddha and did
not entrust it to Ananda, but he chose the method of the Nembutsu
and did entrust that to him. He did not entrust to him even the
method of the Samadhi of Seeing the Buddha, much less that of
contemplating the sun, water, and the other objects. Hence, the
thirteen contemplations are not practices transmitted to Ananda.
Thus if people in this world wish to perform the practice of seeing
the Buddha and do not practice the Nembutsu, they are not only
going against Amida’s Original Vow made in the distant past, they
are also at variance with the intention of Sakyamuni when he
entrusted [the Nembutsu] to Ananda in the recent past. Practitio
ners should carefully consider this.
Next, among the Distractive Good Practices there are both
observing the precepts of the Mahayana and observing those of
the Hinayana. People in the world regard the practice of observ
ing the precepts as essential for entering into the truth. They be
lieve that those who break the precepts cannot be reborn in the
Pure Land.
There is also the practice of awakening the Bodhi mind. People
regard the Bodhi mind as an essential point for [Rebirth in the]
Pure Land. They believe that those who have not awakened the
Bodhi mind cannot attain Rebirth.
There is also the practice of understanding the highest truth,
which is insight into the essential principle. People also consider
this principle to be the wellspring of Buddhahood. One cannot seek
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the Buddha’s Land without this principle and those who lack it
cannot be reborn.
Further, there is the practice of reading and chanting the
Mahayana sutras. All people think that by reading and chanting
the Mahayana sutras it is possible to be reborn in the Pure Land,
and that those who do not read and chant the Mahayana sutras
cannot be reborn. There are two modes of this practice: one is chant
ing the sutras and the other is chanting the dharanis. The first
refers to chanting the Prajha, the Lotus, and other Mahayana
sutras. The other practice refers to chanting the “Wish-Fulfilling,”
the “Most August,” the “Brightly Shining,” the “Amida,” and other
sacred dharanis.
Generally speaking, one should revere all the eleven types of
the Distractive Good Practices. However, the four practices just
mentioned are especially appreciated by people of the present age.
They have almost suppressed the practice of the Nembutsu.
If one carefully ponders the intent of the [Meditation] sutra,
however, one will see that it is not these various practices that
were entrusted to Ananda for future transmission. Only the one
Nembutsu practice was so entrusted for the ages that would fol
low. One ought surely to know that the reason why Sakyamuni
did not entrust these various practices to Ananda was that they
are completely absent from Amida’s Original Vow. The reason why
Sakyamuni transmitted the Nembutsu to him was that it is in
accord with Amida’s Original Vow.
Furthermore, the reason why Master Shan-tao abandoned the
manifold practices and took refuge in the Nembutsu was that it
was unquestionably in accord with Amida’s Original Vow, and that
Sakyamuni did transmit these practices to Ananda. One should
realize that it is for these reasons that the manifold practices are
not in accord with either the capacities of the people or the nature
of the present age. It is Rebirth through the Nembutsu that corre
sponds with people’s capacities and with the times. How could
both the people’s striving and the Buddha’s response thereto come
to naught?
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One ought clearly to understand that Sakyamuni first opened
the Gateway of the Contemplative and Distractive Good Practices
in response to the wishes of other people. He later closed this gate
way in accordance with his own wish. The only gateway which,
once opened, will remain unclosed for long aeons is that of the
Nembutsu. Practitioners should know this is the intent of Amida’s
Original Vow and o f Sakyamuni’s act of entrusting it [to Ananda],
Also, the words “future ages,” according to the implication of
the Two-Volume Sutra, refer to the hundred-year period follow
ing the distant end of the ten thousand-year Age of the Dharma’s
Decadence. The phrase “far into the future” includes recent time.
For if this teaching is good for the period following the complete
extinction of the Dharma, then it is even more appropriate for the
Age of the Decadence of the Dharma. And if it holds true for that
age, then how much more so for the previous Ages of the Right
Dharma and the Semblance of the Dharma!
Accordingly one should understand that the Way of Rebirth
through the Nembutsu is possible for the three Ages of the Right
Dharma, the Semblance [of the Dharma], and the Degeneration
of the Dharma as well as the hundred-year period after its com
plete extinction.
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The Nembutsu Is the Source
of Much Good
Passages Attesting That the Nembutsu Gives Rise to
Much Virtue While the Miscellaneous Good Practices
Give Rise to But Little

The Amida Sutra says:
It is impossible to be reborn in that Land by means of little
goodness and virtue. O Sariputra, if a good man or woman
hears an exposition about Amida Buddha and with his or
her whole heart takes firm and undistracted hold on his
Name for one day, for two days, or for three, four, five, six,
or seven days, then at the time when life is about to end,
Amida Buddha together with the assembly of the many Holy
Ones will be present before his or her very eyes. Such a
person, with mind unperturbed at the time of death, will
attain Rebirth in Amida Buddha’s Land of Supreme Bliss.
Shan-tao, interpreting this passage, says:
Because [the Land of] Supreme Bliss is the world of uncon
ditioned nirvana, it is difficult to be reborn there by means
of the Miscellaneous Good Practices that correspond to
people’s varying capacities. That is why the Tathagata chose
the needed Dharma and taught that one should think solely
and wholeheartedly on Amida Buddha. One should do this
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for seven days and seven nights with no break in attention.
When undertaking longer periods of practice, one should
do this even more. Just as their lives are about to end, a
multitude of Holy Beings bearing lotus pedestals with them
will appear to such people. With their bodies and minds
exulting, they will be seated on these golden lotus pedes
tals, and when thus seated, they will immediately gain in
sight into the unproduced [quality of all things]. In an
instant, they will be welcomed and be led before the Bud
dha himself. Then the Dharma’s friends will vie with one
another to clothe them in Dharma robes. At that time they
will realize the Stage of Non-Retrogression and enter into
the Stage of the Three Wisdoms.

i7b

In my opinion, the phrase, “It is impossible to be reborn in that
Land by means of little goodness and virtue,” means that it is
difficult to be reborn in that Land through all the other Miscella
neous Practices. For that reason [Shan-tao says], “It is difficult to
be reborn there by means of the Miscellaneous Good Practices that
correspond to people’s varying capacities.” The phrase “little good
ness” is in contrast with the notion of “much goodness.” Thus the
Miscellaneous Good Practices are the roots of little goodness, while
the Nembutsu is the root of much goodness. This is why the Pas
sages Concerning the Pure Land of Lung-shu says:
The ideographs of the Amida Sutra carved in stone in the
city of Hsiang-yang—written by Ch’en Jen-leng in the Sui
Dynasty—were graceful, and many people prized and en
joyed them. [In this version of the sutra one finds] —after
the words “single-mindedly and without distraction” —the
following passage of twenty-one ideographs that are left out
of the text handed down to us today, “By wholeheartedly
holding fast to uttering the Name, one’s sins are extin
guished. This is the karmic result of much goodness and
virtue.”
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Here one can see that the meaning is not just one of “much” ver
sus “little.” There is also the meaning of “great” versus “small”:
that is to say, the Miscellaneous Good Practices represent small
goodness, while the Nembutsu represents great goodness. There
is also the connotation of “superior” versus “inferior : the Miscel
laneous Good Practices are an inferior [form of] goodness, while
the Nembutsu is a superior [form of] goodness. One should under
stand these meanings.
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The Many Buddhas Bear Witness
Only to the Nembutsu
Passages Attesting That the Many Buddhas o f the Six
Directions as Numerous as the Sands o f the Ganges Do
Not Bear Witness to the Other Practices But Only to
the Nemhutsu

Shan-tao’s Dharma Gate o f Contemplation states:
Further, as it is said in the Amida Sutra, the many Bud
dhas from the six directions, as numerous as the sands of
the Ganges, all stretch forth their tongues throughout the
three thousand-fold worlds and earnestly proclaim these
words, “While the Buddha yet remains in the world and
after his disappearance, all ordinary sinful men who merely
turn their attention to and think of Amida Buddha and de
sire to be reborn in his Pure Land will attain Rebirth.
Whether they do this for as long as a hundred years or as
little as seven days—or for one day, or [while they utter
Amida’s Name] ten times, or even once—when they come to
die, the Buddha and the assembly of his Holy Ones will come
personally to welcome them, and they will attain Rebirth.”
The above Buddhas of the six directions, stretching forth
their tongues, have certainly borne witness for such ordi
nary men. Their sins being extinguished, they will attain
Rebirth. If in spite of such witness they fail to attain Rebirth,
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then the tongues of the Buddhas in each of the six direc
tions will never return to their mouths once they are ex
tended, but will naturally decay and rot.
Likewise, in the .Hymns in Praise o f Rebirth the same author quotes
the Amida Sutra as follows:
All the Buddhas in the east as numerous as the sands of
the Ganges and all the Buddhas in the south, west, and
north, as countless as the sands of the Ganges, as well as in
the quarters that are above and below, each in their own
Lands stretch forth their tongues throughout the great three
thousand-fold worlds and speak words of truth: “You sen
tient beings surely ought all to believe in this sutra pro
tected by all the Buddhas.” Why do we say “protected” ? It
is because they have all given witness to the fact that if any
sentient being utters the Name of Amida Buddha for one to
seven days, or even ten times, or at least once, or if one
should think [of Amida] only a single time, then he will
certainly attain Rebirth. Because they bear witness to this,
it is called “the sutra that protects the Nembutsu.”
The same text also says:
The Tathagatas in each of the six directions stretch forth
their tongues to bear witness to the fact that anyone who
wholeheartedly utters Amida’s Name will reach the West
ern Quarter. Once they arrive there, the lotus flowers will
open, and they will hear the wonderful Dharma. Then, the
Vow and practices of the [final] ten stages [of the Bodhisattva] will spontaneously manifest themselves.
The same author, in his Commentary on the Meditation Sutra,
quotes the Amida Sutra as follows:
Further, the Buddhas of all the ten directions, fearing that
sentient beings would not believe that which the single Bud
dha Sakyamuni taught, stretch forth their tongues at the
same time with a single mind and heart, covering the great
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three thousand-fold worlds, and proclaim the words of truth,
saying, “You sentient beings ought all to believe what
Sakyamuni proclaimed, praised, and bore witness to. That
is, if all ordinary men, regardless of whether their sins or
goodness be great or small, whether the length of their prac
tice be long or short, all single-mindedly and wholeheart
edly utter the Name, at most for a hundred years or at least
for one to seven days, then there is no doubt that they will
certainly attain Rebirth.”
The same author states in his Liturgical Hymns:
Practice the Nembutsu without interruption and without
any doubt. The Tathagatas throughout the six directions
bear witness that this is not false. If without any distrac
tions one devotes oneself to this practice wholeheartedly
with body, speech, and mind, the lotus flower of a hundred
treasures will in due time appear.
The Dhyana Master Fa-chao states in his Five-Tone Ceremonial
Hymns [ Aspiring for Rebirth in the Pure Land]:
Among the ten thousand differing practices, it is the most
urgent and effective. There is none that surpasses the Gate
way of the Pure Land. This was not only proclaimed by the
original Master with the golden mouth; it was also handed
down and verified at one time by all the Buddhas of the ten
directions.
Someone might ask me, “Why did the many Buddhas of the six
directions bear witness only to the single practice of the Nembutsu
alone?” I answer that according to the understanding of Shan-tao,
this is because the Nembutsu is [promised in] the Original Vow of
Amida. It is for this reason that they bear witness to it. This is not
so with the other practices. Hence, they were not [so confirmed].
It may further be asked, “If the Nembutsu is confirmed because
of the Original Vow, then why is it that when the Nembutsu was
taught by Sakyamuni in the Two-Volume Sutra and the Meditation
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Sutra [the many Buddhas] did not bear witness to it?” I answer
that there are two explanations for this. One is that although the
Nembutsu of the Original Vow is taught in the Two-Volume Sutra
and the Meditation Sutra, other practices were also revealed at
the same time. That is why no special confirmation was given [to
any of them]. But in the [.Amida] Sutra, the Nembutsu alone was
expounded, and therefore [the Buddhas] bore witness to it.

isa

The second explanation is that although there are no words of
witness for the Nembutsu in the Two-Volume Sutra, this witness
was already given in the Amida Sutra. Using this as an example,
we can surely conclude that the Nembutsu expounded in them is
also witnessed. The [witnessing] passage is found [only] in this
one sutra, but its meaning pervades the other sutras as well. That
is why it is said in T ’ien-tai’s Treatise on the Ten Doubts:
Also the Amida Sutra, the Larger Sutra o f Immeasurable
Life, the Sutra on the Dharani o f the Drum’s Sound, and
others state that when Sakyamuni Buddha proclaimed these
sutras, all the Buddhas in the worlds of the ten directions,
as numerous as the sands of the Ganges, stretched forth
their tongues throughout the great three thousand-fold
worlds and bore witness to the fact that every sentient be
ing who thinks on Amida Buddha will, because o f the
Buddha’s Original Vow, be borne by the power of this Vow’s
compassion and will most certainly attain Rebirth in the
World of Supreme Bliss.
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All the Buddhas Protect
Those Who Utter the Nembutsu
Passages Relating Hou) All the Buddhas o f the Six
Directions Protect and Remember the Nembutsu Practitioner

The Dharma Gate o f Contemplation says:
Further, as is taught in the Amida Sutra, if a man or woman
single-mindedly and wholeheartedly meditates on Amida
Buddha and desires Rebirth for a period of from seven days
and nights up to their whole lifespan, then all the Buddhas
of the six directions, as many as the sands of the Ganges,
together will come and always protect him or her. This is
why that sutra is known as the “sutra of protection.” “Pro
tection” means that all devils and evil spirits are prevented
from coming into contact with the practitioner, and also that
no sudden and calamitous illness, death, or disaster will
befall him or her; that all misfortunes and obstacles will
spontaneously disappear. Those whose practice is not whole
hearted are excepted.
In the Hymns in Praise o f Rebirth it is said:
If anyone calls on the Buddha in hope of Rebirth, he will al
ways be protected by all of the Buddhas of the six directions
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as numerous as the sands of the Ganges. That is why it is
called the “sutra of protection.” Since this supreme Vow
exists, you should rely on it. W hy then do not all the
Buddha’s children apply themselves [to this practice]?
Someone might ask whether or not it is true that only Tathagatas
of the six directions protect the practitioner. I answer that it is not
just the Tathagatas of the six directions, but also Amida, Avalo
kitesvara, and others come and protect them. That is why the
Hymns in Praise o f Rebirth says:
It is stated in the Sutra o f Ten Rebirths that if there be
sentient beings who think of Amida Buddha and desire
Rebirth, then Amida will dispatch twenty-five Bodhisattvas
to protect these practitioners. Whether they be walking, sitting, standing still, or lying down, whether in the day or night,
at whatever time or in whatever place, devils and evil spirits
will be kept from coming into contact with them.

i8b

And again, it is said in the Meditation Sutra that if anyone extols,
reverences, and thinks of Amida Buddha and desires to be reborn
in his Land, then that Buddha will send an innumerable host of
Transformation Buddhas and Avalokitesvara and Mahasthamaprapta in countless transformation bodies to protect such a practi
tioner. Further, together with the above-mentioned twenty-five
Bodhisattvas, they will surround him in hundreds and thousands
of rows, whether he be walking, standing still, sitting, or lying
down, at all times and in every place, day or night, and they will
never leave him. Since this supreme benefit is available, one ought
surely to rely on it. It is my fervent hope that each one of the many
practitioners will seek Rebirth with a sincere heart.
Further, the Dharma Gate o f Contemplation states:
Again, as the latter section of the Meditation Sutra says,
“If a person always meditates with a sincere heart on Amida
or on the two Bodhisattvas Avalokitesvara and Mahasthamaprapta, they will become his excellent friends and
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teachers and will, as his guardians, follow him as closely as
his own shadow.”
The same text further says:
Further, as is taught in the section on practice of the Sutra
o f the Samadhi Wherein All the Buddhas Are Present, “The
Buddha declared that if anyone wholeheartedly practices
the Samadhi of Meditating on Amida Buddha, then all of
the many heavenly beings, including the great guardian
kings of the four directions and the eight kinds of guard
ians of Buddhism such as dragons and devas, will, as his
protectors, always follow him as closely as his own shadow
and joyfully watch over him. Neither devils nor evil spirits
nor misfortunes and obstacles nor disasters will come un
expectedly to confuse him.” A detailed explanation of this is
given in the section on protection and safekeeping [of the
same sutra].
It continues:
Those who—except when they enter the place where they
practice Samadhi—persevere until the end of their lives in
calling Amida Buddha to mind ten thousand times every
day will enjoy his protection and have all their sinful ob
structions removed. They will further benefit from the fact
that the Buddha and the hosts of his holy attendants will
always come and protect them. Having been able to enjoy
this protection, the span of their lives will be lengthened.
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Sakyamuni Transmitted
Amida’s Name to Sariputra
Passages Relating How the Tathagata Sakyamuni Kindly
Entrusted the Name o f Amida to Sariputra and Other Disciples

The Amida Sutra says:
When the Buddha had finished teaching the sutra, Sari
putra, the many monks, and the whole company of devas,
men, and asuras from all over the world rejoiced greatly at
having heard the Buddha’s teaching. They accepted it, be
lieved in it, and bowed down in reverence before him and
departed.
Shan-tao, explaining this passage in his Liturgical Hymns, says:
The World-Honored One was teaching the Dharma, and at
the very end of his discourse, he kindly entrusted the Name
of Amida to his disciples. However, in an age when the Five
Defilements are increasing, when doubts and slanders are
many, and when both priests and laymen despise the
Dharma, no one is ready to listen to this teaching. When
they see anyone practicing, poisonous anger is aroused in
them, and they subvert it with every available means. They
vie with one another in arousing animosity against it. In
this way, these icchantikas and people born blind inflict
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damage on the Sudden Teaching and so remain submerged
[in samsara] forever. Even after the lapse of as many kalpas
as there are specks of dust in the whole universe, they will
still not be able to extricate themselves from the Three Evil
Realms. All sentient beings with one mind should repent
all karmic sins of destroying the Dharma.
In my opinion, when we consider the broad intent of the three
sutras, we can conclude that the most fundamental of all is to
choose the Nembutsu from among the many forms of practice. First,
m the Two-Volume Sutra there are three kinds of choosing: (1) it
was chosen as [Amida’s] Original Vow, (2) it was chosen through
the special praise [of Sakyamuni], and (3) it alone was chosen to
remain.

i8c

The first, “it was chosen as [Amida’s] Original Vow,” was the
choice of the Nembutsu as the practice of Rebirth, which was se
lected by the monk Dharmakara from among all the practices in
the twenty-one billion Buddha Lands. Above, we have examined
its nature in detail. Therefore, it is said to have been “chosen as
the Original Vow.”
The second is “it was chosen through special praise [of
Sakyamuni].” Even though other practices, such as the awaken
ing of the Bodhi mind, are described in the above quotation of
passages concerning the three classes of people, nevertheless,
Sakyamuni did not praise any of these other practices but praised
only the Nembutsu, saying, “You should know that one utterance of
the Nembutsu produces unsurpassable merit.” That is why it is said
to have been “chosen through the special praise [of Sakyamuni].”
The third is “it alone was chosen to remain.” Although the
other practices and the various good practices were mentioned
above, Sakyamuni chose only the one method of the Nembutsu to
remain. That is why it is said that “it alone was chosen to remain.”
Next, the Meditation Sutra also mentions three ways of choos
ing. The first is choice by embracing. The second is that of Amida
choosing [it] by praising [it] in his transformation body. The third
is choice by entrusting [it] for transmission to future generations.
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First, “choice by embracing” means that although the Medita
tion Sutra expounds the Contemplative and Distractive Practices,
nevertheless, Amida’s light shines only on those who practice the
Nembutsu, embracing them and never abandoning them. Hence,
this is called “choice by embracing.”
Second, “choosing [it] by praising [it] in his transformation
body” means that although the highest level of the lowest class of
beings have the two practices of listening to the sutras and calling
the Buddha’s Name, nevertheless, the transformation body of
Amida chooses the Nembutsu by saying to the practitioner, Be
cause you have uttered the Buddha’s Name, all of your sins have
vanished away, and I have come to welcome you. Hence, this is
called “choosing [it] by praising [it] in his transformation body.”
Third, “choice by entrusting” means that even though the
many Contemplative and Distractive Practices were expounded,
nevertheless, only the one practice of the Nembutsu was specially
entrusted [to Ananda by Sakyamuni]. That is why it is called “choos
ing by entrusting.”
Next, in the Amida Sutra there is another type of choosing. It
is choosing by witnessing [to its authenticity]. Although many
sutras have expounded manifold practices for Rebirth, neverthe
less, all the Buddhas of the six directions have not borne witness
to these practices, but when the Nembutsu for Rebirth in the Pure
Land is explained in this sutra, all the Buddhas of the six direc
tions, as numerous as the sands of the Ganges, stretched forth
their tongues throughout the great thousand-fold worlds and
testified to the truth of this teaching. Hence, this is called “choos
ing by the act of witnessing to its authenticity.’
In addition there is, in the Sutra o f the Samddhi Wherein All
Buddhas Are Present, the act of choosing known as “choosing my
Name.” Amida himself taught [it when he said,] “Those who wish
to be reborn in my Land should choose to think continually of my
Name without interruption.” That is why it is known as choosing
my Name.” These four [ways of ch oosin g]-b y the Original Vow,
by embracing, by choosing my Name, and by praising [it] in his
transformation body—are all choosings of Amida.
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Three [ways of choosing]—by praise, by retention of the teach
ing [after other teachings disappear], and by entrusting—were
all Sakyamuni’s choosings.
Witnessing is the choice by all the Buddhas of the six direc
tions, as numerous as the sands of the Ganges.
Therefore, both Sakyamuni and Amida, as well as all the Bud
dhas of the ten directions as numerous as the sands of the Ganges,
have all with one mind chosen the single practice of the Nembutsu.
This is not the case with the other practices. This is why one should
clearly understand that all three of the sutras choose the Nembutsu
and make it their principal teaching.
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When I consider these matters carefully, I wish to urge that
anyone who desires to escape quickly from the cycle of birth and
death should decide between the two types of the excellent Dharma,
lay aside the Holy Path for awhile, and choose to enter through the
Gateway of the Pure Land. If such a person should desire to enter
through the Gateway of the Pure Land, he or she should decide
between the Right Practices and the Miscellaneous Practices, aban
doning for awhile the various Miscellaneous Practices, and choose
to take refuge in the Right Practices. If one desires to exercise one
self in the Right Practices, one should decide between the one Right
Practice and the Auxiliary Right Practices, setting aside the Auxil
iary Practices and resolutely choosing the act of Right Assurance
and follow it exclusively. This act of Right Assurance is uttering the
Name of Amida Buddha. Those who utter the Name will unfailingly
attain Rebirth because it is based on Amida’s Original Vow.
It may be asked, “The many masters of the Kegon, Tendai,
Shingon, Zen, Sanron, and Hosso schools have each composed trea
tises and commentaries on the Dharma Gateway of the Pure Land.
Why do you not rely on these masters, but use Shan-tao alone?”
My answer is that these other various masters, even though
they all have written treatises and commentaries on the Pure Land,
did not treat it as the central principle. They treated only the Holy
Path as the central principle. This is the reason why I do not rely
on these masters. Only the Master Shan-tao has treated the Pure
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Land as the central principle and has not so treated the Holy Path.
This is why we rely solely on Shan-tao as our master.
It may further be asked, “The number of Pure Land Masters
is great. For example, there are Chia-ts’ai of Hung-fa-ssu and
Tripitaka Master Ts’u-min. Why do you never refer to these mas
ters but rely on Shan-tao alone?” My reply is that although these
teachers did indeed treat the Pure Land as the central principle,
nevertheless, they were still not able to achieve Samadhi. Master
Shan-tao was a man who did indeed achieve Samadhi. Precisely
because he attained such a realization of the Way, we rely on him.
It may also be asked, “If then you rely on those who have been
able to achieve Samadhi, the Dhyana Master Huai-kan was a man
who did attain it. Why do you not also rely on him?” My answer is
that Shan-tao was the master, whereas Huai-kan was his disciple.
One should rely on the master rather than on the disciple. Fur
ther, the master and his disciple differed in many points of doc
trine. It is for these reasons that we do not rely on [the disciple].
Someone might further inquire, “If you rely on masters but
not on their disciples, then since the Dhyana Master Tao-ch’o was
not only Master Shan-tao’s own master but was also one of the
patriarchs of the Pure Land School, why is it that you do not rely
on him?”
I answer that although the Dhyana Master Tao-ch’o was in
deed Shan-tao’s master, still he had not yet achieved Samadhi.
That is why, when he himself did not know whether or not he
could attain Rebirth, he asked Shan-tao, “Will my Nembutsu en
able me to achieve Rebirth or not?” Shan-tao replied that he should
take a single lotus blossom and place it before the Buddha’s image
and then practice the Pure Land Way for seven days. If the flower
did not fade or wither, he would know clearly that his practice
had assured him of Rebirth. Tao-ch’o acted in accord with these
words and in fact, seven days later the flower had neither faded
nor wilted.
In admiration of Shan-tao’s deep realization, Tao-ch’o then
asked him to enter into Samadhi in order to see if he would indeed
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finally attain Rebirth or not. Thereupon, Shan-tao did enter into
Samadhi and in a very short time said in reply, “Master, you must
first repent your three sins. Then you will surely be reborn. First,
master, you long ago placed a precious statue of the Buddha un
der the eaves of the house in an outer room while you yourself
occupied the main inner room. Second, you prodded your monks
into a flurried pace of work. Third, in the course of constructing a
building, you killed and injured worms. Master, you must prop
erly repent of the first of these sins in the presence of the Buddhas
of the ten directions. You must repent of the second sin before all
the monks of the four directions. The third sin must be repented
before all sentient beings.”
Tao-ch’o quietly reflected upon his past misdeeds and admit
ted that indeed all of the accusations were true. Thereupon he
purified his heart, repenting his guilt, and then he turned his gaze
back to Shan-tao, who said to him, “Master, your sins have been
obliterated. Hereafter, a ray of white light will surely envelop you.
This, master, will be the sign of your Rebirth.” (This record is found
in the Newly Compiled Record o f Rebirth.)
By these facts we know that Master Shan-tao achieved
Samadhi in his practice and that his spiritual power was equal to
that of his master. He was extraordinary both in his understand
ing and in his practice. This is a perfectly evident fact. Further
more, his contemporaries passed on the following saying about
him, “Since the Buddha’s Dharma first came to the East, no one
has equaled the great virtue of this Dhyana Master. Who then
can adequately describe his peerless fame?”
Furthermore, when he was compiling his commentary on the
Meditation Sutra, he had profound experiences of spiritual por
tents, was often given teachings, and received divine guidance from
the Holy Ones; and on the basis of this he accomplished the chap
ter division of the sutra. The whole world acclaimed it to be “the
authorized commentary,” and they held its teachings in equal es
teem to those of the Buddha’s sutras.
Thus at the end of the fourth volume of his Commentary, Shantao states:
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I respectfully declare to all the masters with whom I enjoy
karmic affinity: I am nothing more than an ordinary being
caught up in the cycle of birth and death, one who is shal
low in and short in wisdom. The teachings of the Buddha
are profound and subtle, and one should not give rise to
even a slight misunderstanding of them. Therefore I ex
pressed the deep desire of my heart and made a firm vow
asking for a sign of approval in the following manner, “I
honor and take refuge in the Three Treasures, which fill
the whole space of the Dharmadhatu, and also I take refuge
in Sakyamuni, Amida, Avalokitesvara, Mahasthamaprapta,
and in all the great sea of Bodhisattvas and in all of the orna
mented aspects of the Pure Land. I now wish to set forth the
essential meaning of the Meditation Sutra and to correct the
misunderstandings of the masters from past times to the
present. If this wish is in accord with the compassionate Vows
of the many Buddhas of the Three Periods—Sakyamuni,
Amida, and the rest—then please enable me to see in a dream
all of the above desired aspects of the Pure Land.”
After I made this vow before the image of the Buddha, I
strengthened it by resolving with a sincere heart to recite
the Amida Sutra three times and call to mind Amida Bud
dha thirty thousand times each day. And indeed that very
night, I saw manifested in the western sky all of the as
pects of the Pure Land mentioned above: hundreds and thou
sands of mountains made of precious stones of many colors,
brilliant lights of all kinds illuminating the earth below,
which was of a golden hue. In the midst of this sight were the
Buddha and Bodhisattvas, some sitting, some standing, some
speaking, some silent, some moving their bodies and hands,
some remaining motionless. During this time, I had been
standing with folded hands watching those aspects of the Pure
Land. After a considerable period of time, I woke up.
Upon awaking I could not contain my joy, and thereupon
I forthwith noted down the essentials [of the Meditation
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Sutra], Thereafter, every night, a monk unfailingly came to
me in a dream and taught me the chapter division of the
Essential Meaning. After I had finished the work, I did not
see him again.
After the book was finished, once again without fail I
resolutely recited theAm ida Sutra ten times, and called to
mind Amida Buddha thirty thousand times every day for
the fixed period of seven days. Each evening and again be
fore dawn of these seven days, I contemplated the ornaments
and other aspects of Amida’s Pure Land, and I—exactly as
before took refuge in them with deep sincerity. During the
course of that night I saw three stone mortar wheels turn
ing of their own accord by the side of the road. Then suddenly a man came riding up on a white camel. He seemed to
encourage me saying, “Master, you must certainly exert
yourself with great resolve to achieve Rebirth. Take care
lest you slip backward. This world is full of defilements,
evil, and suffering. Do not get wrapped up in greed and plea
sure.” To this I gave answer, “I humbly accept the compas
sionate instruction of a being so full of wisdom. Until I die,
I shall never dare to give way to laziness and pride.”
On the second night I saw Amida Buddha, whose body
was the color of purest gold, seated on a golden lotus be
neath the tree of seven jewels. Around him sat ten monks,
each under his own jewel tree. All over the Buddha’s tree
there was draped a heavenly cloth. I sat gazing on the scene
with hands joined in reverence, directly facing the West.
On the third night, I saw two exceedingly tall flag poles
from which hung five-colored banners. There were roads
leading off in all directions from which one could observe
the banners without obstruction.
After having had these revelations, I stopped my practice
although the seven days had not yet been completed. My real
intention in writing about all of the above holy revelations
was for the benefit of others; it was not meant to benefit
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myself. Therefore once these revelations were received, I
dare not keep them hidden. I respectfully state this after
the exposition of the meaning [of the Meditation Sutra],
hoping that it will be listened to by the people of future gen
erations. My hope is that sentient beings, having heard this,
will give birth to faith; that intelligent people who read the
Commentary will take refuge in the Pure Land of the West.
I hereby transfer the merits of this work to all sentient
beings so that all might awaken the Bodhi mind, face one
another with compassionate hearts, and see one another
with the eyes of the Buddha. May they as members of the
household of Enlightenment become true spiritual friends.
May they all together take refuge in the Pure Land and so
together attain the Buddha’s Way. These teachings were,
upon my request, attested to and certified by the Buddhas.
Not one phrase or one letter should be added or taken away
from them. When anyone wishes to copy these words, let
him do so in exactly the same manner as he would copy the
sutras. This surely ought to be understood.
As I calmly reflect on these matters, it becomes clear that Shantao’s Commentary on the Meditation Sutra is a guide to the West
ern Land and is the eyes and feet of practitioners. Therefore,
whoever practices the Way of the Western Land should certainly
hold it in the highest esteem. This is especially true in light of the
fact that the monk who appeared nightly in a dream and instructed
[Shan-tao] in the profound meanings of the sutra was most prob
ably a transformation body of Amida himself. Hence it can be said
that this Commentary is the direct exposition of Amida himself.
Further, was it not commonly held during the great T ang Dy
nasty that Shan-tao is Amida himself in the transformation body?
And if such is the case, it may rightly be said that this book is the
direct teaching of Amida himself. Then are not the above-cited words
the very truth: “When anyone wishes to copy these words, let him do
so in exactly the same manner as he would copy the sutras”?
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Should one wish to seek his original mode of being, it is none
other than that of [Amida] the Dharma king of the Forty-eight
Vows himself. The solemn pronouncement of the Supremely En
lightened One over ten kalpas ago is evidence that we can rely on
the Nembutsu. Should one follow him down to his earthly mani
festation, one finds that it was the master of the single-minded
practice of the Nembutsu [Shan-tao], The words that he accurately
received in Samadhi leave no question about Rebirth. Although
his forms differ in his original state and in his earthly manifesta
tion, nevertheless he expounds a single way of salvation.
Long ago I, a monk of miserable accomplishment, chanced to
read this book by Shan-tao and came to understand its meaning
in a rough and general manner. Thereupon, I definitively aban
doned the other practices and took refuge in the Nembutsu. From
then on, up to the present day, both as my own practice and as my
teaching to others, I have concentrated on the Nembutsu alone.
During that time, when on rare occasions, I was asked about a
fitting haven, I have always told them of the safe harbor of the
Western Paradise. When occasionally I have been asked about re
ligious practices, I have instructed the seekers in the special prac
tice of the Nembutsu. Those who believed in my words have been
many and those who refused them have been few. Hence, one
should know that it is because the Pure Land teaching corresponds
to the human capacity and the times, that it is now an opportune
practice. The Nembutsu practice can be compared to the reflection
of the moon in water: it freely rises up [to the moon] or [the moon]
shines down [on the water].
Now, when I unexpectedly received a command to write this
work, there were no grounds for refusing. Therefore, because of
this command, I assembled this imperfect collection of essential
passages on the Nembutsu and in addition explained its essential
meaning. In doing so, I have not considered my own lack of talent
but only the command I received. This, I confess, is an extremely
improper and shameless thing.
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I request that once Your Honor has deigned to read this work,
you should hide it inside the bottom of a wall space, and certainly
not leave it exposed in front of your window. This is because I fear
that it may cause men who slander the Dharma to fall into evil ways.
Here concludes the Collection o f Passages on the Nembutsu
Chosen in the Original Vow.
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(Jp. a b id a tsu m a ): A genre of literature that attempts system
atic accounts of the whole body of early Buddhist teachings. One of the
three divisions (p ita k a s ) (q.v.) of Buddhist scriptures. The term also re
fers to non-Mahayana schools such as Sarvastivada and Sautrantika,
which are often labeled as “inferior vehicles” (Hinayana) by Mahayanists.
S ee also Tripitaka.

a b h id h a rm a

adornments of the two recompenses (Jp. n ih o s h o g o n ): The two recompenses
(n ih o ) are Amida and his Pure Land. Adornments (s h o g o n ) refer to the
particularizations or concretizations of abstract or transcendent reali
ties by means of symbols. In this way the manifestation of Amida and
all adornments in his Pure Land can be understood to be symbolic con
cretizations of the “One Reality,” i.e., of Emptiness, (q.v.).
A gada

medicine (Jp. a k a d a -ya ku ): A miraculous elixir that cures all ills.

almsgiving (Jp. fu s e ): One of the six p a r a m ita s (q.v.).
Amida (Skt. Amitabha or Amitayus): Amitabha means immeasurable light
and Amitayus means immeasurable life. The Name connotes the light
of transcendental wisdom and universal compassion. According to the
S u tra o f Im m ea su ra b le L ife, Amida Buddha, when he was Dharmakara
Bodhisattva, made forty-eight vows to save all sentient beings and per
formed Bodhisattva practices to fulfill them. The Pure Land in the West,
called Sukhavatl (Jp. Gokuraku), is the fulfillment of his Vows and prac
tice, in which even the most lowly who would think or meditate on him
reach Buddhahood through his virtues.
A m id a S u tr a (T. 366, Skt. S u k h a v a tiv y u h a , Ch. A - m i - t ’ a -c h in g , Jp.
A m id a k y o ): Translated by Kumarajlva. One of the three sutras of Pure

Land Buddhism. The sutra briefly describes Amida’s Pure Land and its
virtues. It consists of a single volume and so is also often called “the
shorter sutra” in Honen’s text and elsewhere.
(Jp. n a g o n ): Sages who are not subject to return to this world of
desire again, because their evil passions have been destroyed completely.
They are in the third rank of Holy Persons (q.v.) on the path o f S ra v a k a s
(q.v.).

A n a g a m in s
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Arhats (Jp. ra k a n ): Sages who have destroyed all the evil passions and are
completely emancipated from the cycle of birth and death. They are in the
fourth and highest rank of Holy Persons (q.v.) on the path of S rdvakas
(q.v.).
artery (Jp. k ech im ya k u ): Literally means a “blood vessel” or “artery.” In all
the Chinese and Japanese Buddhist sects, however, this “artery” refers
to a genealogical table in which the direct line from the Buddha or the
sect’s or school’s patriarchs is traced.
Auxiliary Acts (Jp -jog o): Acts to assist the practice of the Nembutsu. They are
(1) chanting the sutras, (2) contemplating the adornments of Amida and
his Pure Land, (3) worshipping Amida, (4) praising and making offerings
to Amida. Part of the five Right Practices. S ee also Right Practice.
Auxiliary Practices (Jp. jo g y d ): Same as Auxiliary Acts (q.v.).
Avalokitesvara (Jp. Kannon): The Bodhisattva of universal compassion. In
the Pure Land sutras, Avalokitesvara is one of the two attendants of
Amida Buddha.
(Ch. H u a -y en -ch in g , Jp. K e g o n k y o ): A Mahayana sutra
on which the teaching of the Kegon (Hua-yen) school is based. There
are three Chinese translations, found in T. 278, T. 279, and T. 293.

A v a ta m sa k a S u tra

biographies of eminent masters of the T’ang and Sung Dynasties (T. 2060,
and T. 2061): There are two major collections of biographies of Buddhist
masters, namely (1) the H sil [or T ’a n g ] ka o-sen g-ch u an (Jp. Z ok u kosod en
or T okosod en . T. 2060) in thirty fascicles, which contains biographies of
masters from 521 to 647 c.E, and (2) the S u n g -k a o -sen g -ch u a n (Jp.
S o k o so d en ) in thirty fascicles, which contains biographies of T’ang Dy
nasty masters till 988 c.E.
Bodhi mind (Skt. b od h icitta , Jp. b o d a ish in ): Aspiration for Enlightenment.
Determination to follow the Bodhisattva path toward the attainment of
one s own ultimate Enlightenment and for the sake of the salvation of
all sentient beings.
B o d h i M in d S u tra

(T. 307): Ch. P ’u -t’i-h sin -ch in g , Jp. B od a ish in g yo.

Bodhiruci (6th century): A Buddhist monk from north India. Arriving in Loyang. China, in 508, he translated many sutras and treatises, including
Vasubhandu’s T reatise on the S u tra o f Im m ea su ra b le L ife. He is re
puted to have introduced T ’an-luan to the Pure Land teaching by giv
ing him a copy the M ed ita tion S u tra .
(Ch. H sia o-ch in g , Jp. K o k y o ): A Confucian classic that
teaches one’s duties to one’s parents.

B ook o f F ilia l P iety
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burning house (Jp. k a ta k u ): A metaphor for this world, where people are
tortured by the fire of their evil passions. One of the seven metaphors in
the L otu s S utra.
C an d ra g a rb h a S u tra (Ch. T a -ch i-yiieh -tsa n g -ch in g , Jp. D a iju g a tsu zo k y o ):
M oon S toreh ou se S u tra . The fifteenth section of the G rea t C ollection
S u tr a (T. 397, Skt. M a h a s a m n ip a t a -s u tr a , Ch. T a -c h i-c h in g , Jp.

This section of the sutra, which elaborates the theory of the
decline of the Dharma after the demise of the Buddha, influenced the
development of Tao-cho’s view of the Age of the Dharma’s Decadence.
Honen’s citation in Chapter 3, however, actually appears in the
S u rya g a rb h a S u tra (S u n S toreh ou se S u tra , Ch. J ih -tsa n g -ch in g , Jp.
N ich izb k y o ), the fourteenth section of the M a h a sa m n ip a ta -su tra .

D a ijik k yo).

C hen -yiian C ata logu e o f S crip tu res C on tain ed in th e P ita k a s (T. 2157, Jp.
J ogen n y u z o ro k u ): A catalogue of Buddhist scriptures translated into

Chinese compiled in 800, during the Chen-yiian (Jp. Jogen) era in the
T’ang Dynasty.
C ollection o f P a ssa g es on th e L a n d o f P ea ce a n d B liss (T. 1958, Ch. A n -lech i, Jp. A n r a k u s h u ): A commentary on the M ed ita tion S u tra that is

Tao-ch’o’s major work. One of Honen’s major sources.
C ollection o f P a ssa g es on th e P rofou n d M ea n in g o f the M a h a ya n a (T. 1851,
Ch. T a-ch ’en g -i-ch a n g , Jp. D a ijo g ish o ): A summary of Buddhist teach

ings written by Hui-ytian (Jp. Eon, 523-592).
(T. 2682, Jp. O jo y o sh u ): Written by
Genshin (942-1017). Honen originally became interested in Shan-tao’s
C om m en ta ry on th e M ed ita tion S u tra through this famous Japanese
work.

C ollection on the E ssen tia ls fo r R eb irth

C om m en ta ry on the M ed ita tio n S u tra (T. 1753, Ch. K u a n -ch in g -sh u , Jp.
K a n g y o s h o ): A commentary on the M ed ita tion S u tra in four volumes

compiled by Shan-tao (613-681). Honen developed his Pure Land doc
trines based on this work. The scriptural quotations in the S en ch a k u sh u
are mostly from its first book, “Profound Meaning” (Jp. G en g ib u n ), its
third book, “The Contemplative Good Practices” (Jp. J ozen g i), and its
fourth book, “The Distractive Good Practices” (Jp. S a n zen gi).
C om m en ta ry on \V asubandhu’s ] T reatise on R eb irth in th e P u re L a n d (T.
1819, Ch. W a n g -s h e n g -lu n -c h u , Jp. O jo r o n c h u ): A commentary on
Vasubandhu’s T rea tise o n R eb irth in th e P u re L a n d compiled by T’an-

luan (476-542). T’an-Luan harmoniously knitted together Madhyamika
and Yogacara philosophy in his development of Vasubandhu’s Pure Land
teaching. His focus on Amida’s Other Power and on the salvation of the
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lowest level of the lowest class of people constituted a major develop
ment in Chinese and Japanese Pure Land teaching. Shinran relied
heavily on this important work.
Contemplative and Distractive Practices: Two goods, or two good practices,
both lengthy and difficult practices referred to in the M ed ita tion Sutra.
Shan-tao discussed them in his C om m en ta ry on th e M ed ita tion S u tra in
order to emphasize the importance of the Nembutsu, which he saw as
superior to either. In the third and fourth books of his commentary, he
declares that the first thirteen of the sixteen kinds of meditation on the
Pure Land that the M ed ita tio n S u tra expounds (very long and difficult
meditations on and visualizations of the beauties and wonders of Amida
and his Pure Land) are the “Contemplative Practices,” and the last three
are the “Distractive Practices” or “practices for distracted people.” At
the end of the description of these two kinds of practices, he discusses
the practice fit for very weak people, which is simply calling Amida to
mind, especially at the hour of death. It is this practice that is described
as the very center of the sutra, which is interpreted as recommending
simply reciting the Nembutsu, even if only once. This is clearly not a
literal interpretation of these practices in the M ed ita tion S utra. Shantao, however, in his deep reflections about the powerlessness of ordinary
practitioners, argues strongly for this interpretation. He further main
tains that all of the sixteen practices were actually meant to lead prac
titioners to the Nembutsu practice. Therefore these sixteen practices
were really created only in order gradually to reveal the powerlessness
of ordinary practitioners born in the Age of the Dharma’s Decadence.
Although they think that they can practice these meditations effectively,
they actually are too weak to do so. As they come to realize their power
lessness, they too will come to rely solely on the Nembutsu. This notion
is the central teaching of Chapter XII.
deep mind (Jp .jin s h in ): Mind of deep faith. Mind trusting in the power of
the Amida’s Original Vow. One of the Three Minds expounded in the
M ed ita tion S u tra . S ee a lso Three Minds.
(Jp. d arani, soji, or ju ): D h a ra n is are formulas that contain the es
sence of the Buddha’s teaching in short phrases and are believed to hold
special power. They were originally in Sanskrit and then transliterated
into Chinese and thence into Japanese, so that the original meanings, if
any, were usually not known. Although in Honen’s day they were often
used merely as magic spells, Honen treats the Nembutsu as being the
greatest of all the d h a ra n is, which contains the essence of the teachings
of the Buddha.

d h aran i

D h a rm a G a tew a y o f C on tem p la tion
K a n n en b om on , by Shan-tao.
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Dharma’s Decadence (Jp. m a p p o): Last of the three periods after the Buddha’s
death. Although the teaching of the Buddha exists during this period,
neither practices in accordance with the teaching nor Enlightenment in
this world are possible any more. S ee also Periods of the Dharma.
earthly manifestation (Jp. su ish aku or su ija k u ): Incarnations of Buddhas or
Bodhisattvas in earthly forms. Shan-tao is believed to be an earthly
incarnation of Amida.
eight grievous deeds (Jp. h a ch iju ): Eight worst offences for Buddhist nuns.
In addition to the four grievous deeds of (1) killing, (2) stealing, (3) car
nal lust, and (4) lying, nuns will be expelled from the order if they (5)
touch men’s bodies, (6) do the following deeds with men, i.e., holding
hands, touching clothes, staying in the same room, sitting together,
walking together, nestling, and hoping to see him again, (7) withhold
other persons’ offences, and (8) breaking the rules to follow monks, and
living together with monks. Nuns who commit these offences are to be
expelled from the order.
eight kinds of guardians of Buddhism (Jp. h a ch ib u ): (1) Heavenly beings, (2)
dragons, (3 )y a k s a s (spirits), (4) g a n d h a rv a s (gods of incense), (5) a su ra s
(fighting spirits), (6) g a r u d a s (heavenly birds that eat dragons), (7)
k im n a ra s (gods of music), and (8) m a h ora g a s (serpent gods).
eight sections [in the a b h id h a rm a ] (Jp. h a k k en d o ): Sections that treat (1)
karma, (2) bondage to the passions, (3) wisdom, (4) meditation, (5) the
sense organs or “capacities” or “powers” (of the senses) as the “roots” of
the disturbing passions, (6) elements, (7) views, and (8) miscellaneous.
eight storehouses (Jp. hachizo): (1) Womb-transformation storehouse (taikezo ),
(2) the storehouse of the intermediate stage between death and reincar
nation (ch uin zo ), (3) the Mahayana-Vaipulya storehouse (m akaen-hodozo),
(4) the sila-vin aya -storehouse (kairitsu zo ), (5) the ten-stages storehouse
(ju ju z o ), (6) the miscellaneous storehouse (zozb ), (7) the diamond store
house (k on g ozo ), and (8) the Buddha storehouse (bu tsu zo).
Emptiness (Skt. su n ya , or su n ya ta , Jp. k u ): The idea that all phenomenal
existences are “empty” of any sort of permanent entity. Hinayana schools
teach that the concept of permanent “self” is a delusory idea. Mahayana
schools further elaborate the idea by saying that not only “self” but all
phenomenal existences are “empty.” The theory of Emptiness became
emphasized in Mahayana Buddhist thought, particularly in the
Prajnaparamita literature. S ee also Middle Way.
Emptiness school (Jp. m u sosh u ): The Sanron school, the Chinese version of
the Indian Madhyamika, which emphasizes the emptiness of all phe
nomenal existences, and that ultimate truth itself is understood only
through negations. S ee a lso Emptiness.
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Eshin (942-1017): Another name for Genshin, the author of T he C ollection
on the E ssen tia ls f o r R eb irth ( O jb yosh u ), which is one of the earliest and
most influential works in the development of Japanese Pure Land
thought.
E ssen tia ls fo r R eb irth in th e "Western P a ra d ise (T. 1964, Ch. H si-fa n g -ya och iieh , Jp. S a ih o y o k etsu ): Attributed to Tz’u-en (Jp. Jion, 632-682).

Fa-chao (Jp. Hossho, 8th century): Originator of w u -h u i ( g o e ) Nembutsu,
intonation of the Nembutsu employing the five pitches of the Chinese
musical scale. He was greatly influenced by Shan-tao.
Fa-shang (Jp. Hojo, 495-580): An early Chinese Pure Land Master.
five aggregates (Jp. g o o n ): (1) Matter, (2) sense perception, (3) mental con
ception, (4) volition, and (5) consciousness.
Five Bonds of the Higher Worlds of Form and Formlessness (Jp. g o jo ): (1)
Attachment to form, (2) attachment to formlessness, (3) distraction of
mind, (4) pride, and (5) ignorance.
five colors (Jp .g osh ik i): The primary colors, white, black, red, yellow, and blue.
They represent religious ideals. In some accounts, white represents faith;
red, zeal; yellow, memory; blue, meditation; and black, wisdom.
Five Corruptions (Jp. g o jo k u ): (1) Corruption of the time, that is, a degener
ate age, full of calamities (k ojok u ), (2) corruption of thought or belief,
i.e., people have wrong ideas and superstitions (k en jo k u ), (3) corruption
of feeling, i.e., people are full of evil passions (b o n n o jo k u ), (4) corruption
of the person, i.e., people(’s) bodies become weak and their characters
degenerate (s h u jo jo k u ), and (5) corruption of life, i.e., people’s lives are
shortened (m y o jo k u ).
five deadly sins (Jp. g o g y a k u ): Five offences that create the causes of falling
into the Avici hell, the hell of interminable pain. They are (1) killing
one’s father, (2) killing one’s mother, (3) killing an Arhat, (4) causing a
Buddha’s body to bleed, and (5) disturbing the harmony of the Buddhist
order.
five groups of Dharma gateways (Jp. g o ju no h o m o n ): Five divisions of the
Buddhist doctrine in the C ollection o f P a ssa g es on th e P ro fo u n d M e a n 
in g o f th e M a h a ya n a . They are (1) Teaching of the Dharma Gateways,
(2) Meanings, (3) Defilements, (4) Pure Things, and (5) Miscellaneous.
five kinds of Dharma Masters (Jp. g o sh u h osh i): Five kinds of Dharma Mas
ters mentioned in the L otu s S u tra . They are (1) one who holds the sutra,
(2) one who reads and chants it, (3) one who learns it by heart, (4) one
who expounds it to others, and (5) one who copies it.
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five kinds of esteem and praise (Jp. g o sh u no kayo)-. Refers to the passage in
Chapter XI, “Whoever recites the Nembutsu is a most excellent, won
derful good, and a person of the highest level of the superior class, and
the rarest and most excellent of all people”
five kinds of Right Practice (Jp. g o sh u sh o g y o ): Five Right Practices to at
tain birth in the Pure Land systematized in Shan-tao’s C om m en ta ry on
th e M ed ita tion S utra. They are (1) chanting the sutras, (2) contemplat
ing the adornments of Amida and his Pure Land, (3) worshipping Amida,
(4) recitation of the Name of Amida, and (5) praising and making offerings
to Amida. Shan-tao states that the recitation of the Name is the Right
Established Act for the birth in Pure Land, and that the rest are Auxil
iary Acts to assist the practice. S ee a lso Right Practice, Right Estab
lished Act, and Auxiliary Acts.
Five Precepts (Jp. gokai)'. Five precepts for the lay practitioners to follow.
They are (1) not to kill, (2) not to steal, (3) not to commit adultery, (4)
not to lie, and (5) not to drink intoxicating liquors.
five sufferings (Jp. g o k u ): Five kinds of suffering in human life. They are (1)
birth, (2) aging, (3) sickness, (4) death, and (5) parting from loved ones.
Five Supernatural Powers (Jp. g o jin zu ): The power (1) to see anything in the
universe, (2) to hear any sound, (3) to know all the thoughts of other minds,
(4) to know all of one’s own and others’ previous lives in other incarna
tions, and (5) to be anywhere to do anything at will. Amida vowed in the
Fifth through the Ninth of the Forty-eight Vows that these supernatural
powers would be attained by all those reborn in his Pure Land.
F iv e T one C erem on ia l H ym n s (T. 1983, Ch. W u -h u i-fa -sh ih -tsa n , Jp. G oeh ojisan): A collection of hymns that were compiled by Fa-chao (Jp. Hossho,
8th century c.e.) using five pitches. These beautiful renderings were used

as a means of preaching the Pure Land teachings.
four A g a m a s (Jp. sh ia g on ): Early Buddhist scriptures, divided into four groups,
corresponding to four of the five N ik a ya s (collections) of the Pali Canon:
(1) D ig h a n ik a ya (Jp. J oagon ), (2) M a jjh im a n ik a ya (Jp. C h u a gon ), (3)
S am yu ttan ikaya (Jp. Z oa g on ), and (4) A n gu tta ran ika ya (Jp. Z oitsu agon ).
four boundless minds (Jp. s h im u ry o sh in ): Four minds for benefitting others.
They are (1) boundless love, (2) boundless compassion, (3) boundless joy,
and (4) boundless equanimity or indifference.
four elements (Jp. s h id a i ): Four constituent elements in phenomenal world.
They are (1) earth, (2) water, (3) fire, and (4) air.
four fearlessnesses (Jp. sh im u i): A Buddha is free from all sorts of fear (1)
because he has all knowledge, (2) because he has all freedom, (3) because
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he is able to show people all the obstructions in the way of their deliver
ance, and (4) because he is able to teach people the true way to nirvana.
four grades of holy people (Jp. sh ish o ): S ra va ka (q.v.), P ratyek a b u d d h a (q.v.),
Bodhisattva, and Buddha. For another four, see Holy Persons.
four grievous deeds (Jp. s h iju ): The four most grave offences for Buddhist
monks and nuns. (1) Killing, (2) stealing, (3) carnal lust, and (4) lying.
Those who commit these offences are to be expelled from the order.
Four Modes of Practice (Jp. sh is h u ): (1) The practice of veneration, (2) exclu
sive practice [of the Nembutsu], (3) uninterrupted practice, and (4) long
term practice [for all of one’s life]. These modes were already familiar in
other sects, but they are given special meaning in this text.
four things (Jp. sh iji): Four kinds of offerings. They are (1) clothing, (2) food
and drink, (3) bedding, and (4) medicine.
Four Treatises (Jp. sh iro n ): Four essential commentaries elaborating the
theory of Emptiness. They are the (1) M a d h ya m ik a -sa stra (Jp. C hu ron ),
(2) S a t a - s a s t r a (Jp. H y a k u r o n ) , (3) D v a d a s a m u k h a s a s t r a (Jp.
J u m m o n ro n ), and (4) M a h d p ra jn d p d ra m ita sa stra (Jp. C h id oron ), the
fundamental scriptures of the Four Treatises school.
four universal vows (Jp. sh ig u zeig a n ): Four universal vows shared by all
Buddhas and Bodhisattvas. They are (1) to save all of the countless liv
ing beings, (2) to put an end to inexhaustible evil passions, (3) to learn
all of the innumerable gateways to the Dharma, and (4) to attain the
incomparable Buddha Way.
Four Vehicles: Four Buddhist paths, or teachings. They are Vehicles of the
S ra v a k a s (q.v.), P ra ty ek a b u d d h a s (q.v.), Bodhisattvas, and Buddhas.
four wisdoms (Jp. s h ich i ): The four forms of transformed consciousness dis
cussed in the Yogacara or Hosso school. They are (1) the mirror wisdom
(Skt. a d a rsa -jn a n a , Jp. d a ien k yoch i), (2) the wisdom of equality (Skt.
sa m a td jn d n a , Jp. b ybd bsh och i ) (3) the wisdom of wondrous perception
(Skt. p ra tya v ek sa n d -jn d n a , Jp. m yok a n za tsu ch i), and (4) the wisdom of
accomplishing metamorphoses into different forms and states of being
(Skt. k rtya n u sth a n a -jh a n a , Jp.jo s h o s a c h i) . These wisdoms emerge from
the eight forms of consciousness when illusion is destroyed and Enlight
enment is realized.
Gateway of the Holy Path (Ch. sh en g-ta o-m en , Jp. sh o d o m o n ): The Bud
dhist path of sages, both Hinayana and Mahayana, who practice to at
tain Enlightenment in this world by their own power. Tao-ch’o main
tains that the Holy Path is not suitable for people in the Age of the
Dharma s Decadence, so that all people in this present age should follow
the Gateway of the Pure Land through the Nembutsu practice. S ee
Gateway of the Pure Land.
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Gateway of the Pure Land (Ch. c h in g -t’ u -m en , Jp.jo d o m o n ): The Buddhist
path to attain birth in the Pure Land. Opposite of the Gateway of the
Holy Path. By entrusting oneself to the power of Amida’s Vow, one will
attain birth in the Pure Land, where one will attain Enlightenment.
great guardian kings of the four directions (Jp. sh iten dciio). Kings of the
four heavenly realms around Mount Sumeru in the center of the cos
mos. They are (1) Dhrtarastra in the east, (2) Virudhaka in the south,
(3) Virupaksa in the west, and (4) Vaisravana in the north. While serv
ing the god Indra, they protect Buddhism and its believers.
Holy Path (Jp. Shodo): The Way of sages, both Hinayana and Mahayana, who
engage in ascetic practice in this world in order to attain Enlightenment.
Honen groups all those Buddhist schools that rely on ascetic practice into
this category. Only those who rely solely on the Nembutsu and the perfor
mance of the other Auxiliary Practices related to honoring Amida are not
included in this Holy Path. See Gateway of the Holy Path.
Holy Persons: S rotapannas, S akrdagam ins,A n agam in s (q.v.), and Arhats (q.v.).
S rotapan n as are those who have just entered the stream of holiness, and
S a k rd a g a m in s are those who will be born in the world of desire just
once more before attaining Enlightenment.
Huai-kan, Dharma Master (Jp. Ekan): A disciple of Shan-tao who lived m
the seventh and eighth centuries. He wrote T he T reatise on C learin g
Up M a n y D ou b ts (T. 1960, Ch. C h’ iin-i-lu n , Jp. G u n giron ).
Hui-ch’ung (Jp. Echo): He is listed as the second Dharma Master in the C ol
lection o f P a ssa g es on the L a n d o f P ea ce an d B lis s , but nothing is known
about his life, and his dates are unclear.
Hui-yiian of Lu-shan (334-416, Jp. Rozan no Eon): He established the White
Lotus Society on Mount Lu for the performance of meditation on Amida.
(T. 1980, Ch. W a n -sh en g-li-tsa n , Jp. O jo ra isa n ):
By Shan-tao. These very beautiful hymns, like the other major works of
Shan-tao, greatly influenced Honen. They are still often chanted by his
followers. It is popularly called “The Six Times a Day Hymn of Praise
(.R ok u ji ra isa n ) because it is chanted six times a day.

H ym n s in P ra ise o f R eb irth

(Jp. s e n d a i ): People who do not have the root of goodness and
therefore can never become Buddhas by their own power. Pure Land
Buddhism teaches that even icch a n tik a s can be reborn into Pure Land
through the power of Amida’s Vow and attain Enlightenment.

icch a n tik a s

Idealist school (Jp. U sosh u ): The Hosso school. This school holds the doctri
nal position that all phenomena are manifestations of the aspects of
consciousness.
kalpa (Jp. k o ): An extremely long period of time. The length of this period is
so great that it can only be explained by metaphors, such as the time it
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would take for a mountain of granite a hundred cubic y o ja n a s in volume
(one y o ja n a ~ 12 English miles) to be worn away by a heavenly spirit
flying over it once in a hundred years and touching it gently with its
sleeves; or the time needed for a person of very long life to come once
every one hundred years, and carry off one grain of sand from a moun
tain one hundred cubic y o ja n a s in volume until he removed the entire
mountain.
K in g o f T ea ch in gs (Ch. C h ia o-w a n g , Jp. Kyd-d): The D ia m o n d C row n S u tra
(T. 874, Ch. ch in -k a n g -tin g -ch in g , Jp. K on gbch okyb). One of the three

sutras of the Shingon school.
(T. 362, Ch. T a-a -m i’ta -ch in g, Jp. D a i A m id a k y o ): An
alternative Chinese translation of the S u tra o f Im m ea su ra b le L ife (q.v.).
S ee a lso Threefold Sutra of the Pure Land.

L a rg er A m id a S u tra

L a rg er P rajn dparam itd S u tra

(T. 220): Ch. T a-po-jo-ching, Jp. D a i hannyakyo.

(T. 1965): Ch. Y u -h sin -a n -le-ta o,
Jp. Y ush in an ra ku d o. Compiled by Won Hyo (617-686, Jp. Gangyo), a
Korean scholar of the Hua-yen (Jp. Kegon) school and a Pure Land
Master.

L ig h t H e a rt in th e W ay o f P ea ce a n d B liss

L itu r g ic a l H y m n s

(T. 1979): Ch. F a -sh ih -ts a n , Jp. H o jisa n . Compiled by

Shan-tao.
(T. 262, Ch. F a -h u a -c h in g , Jp. H o k e-k y o , Skt. S a d d h a rm a Mahayana sutra on which the T’ien-tai (Jp. Tendai)
and Nichiren schools are based. Although this well-known Mahayana
sutra discusses Rebirth in the Pure Land only incidentally, according to
the M ed ita tion S u tra , the reading and recitation of this sutra can be a
practice leading to Rebirth. However, Shan-tao (and Honen) say that
reading and recitation of Mahayana sutras such as this one is a Distractive Practice and so should be cast aside in favor of the Nembutsu.

L o tu s S u tra

p u n d a r ik a -s u tr a ):

Mahasthamaprapta (Jp. Seishi): The Bodhisattva of universal wisdom. In
the Pure Land sutras, Mahasthamaprapta is one of the two attendants
of Amida Buddha.
major and minor bodily characteristics (Jp. sog o): The body of a Buddha has
thirty-two special major and eighty minor marks.
M ea n in g o f th e B od h i M in d

(T. 1953): Ch. P u - t ’i-h sin -i, Jp. B od a ish in g i.

(T. 365, K u a n -ch in g , Jp. K a n g y o ): One of the sutras in the
Threefold Sutra of the Pure Land. The full title is The S utra o f M e d ita 
tion on th e B u d d h a o f Im m ea su ra b le L ife (Ch. K u a n -w u -lia n g -sh ou ch in g, Jp. K a n m u ryoju k yo). This sutra elaborates sixteen contempla
tions on Amida and the Pure Land. Shan-tao’s commentary on this sutra,

M ed ita tion S u tra
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C om m en ta ry on th e M ed ita tion S u tra

(q.v.), is the most influential on

Honen’s theory of Nembutsu practice.
Middle Way (Skt. m a d h yam a p ra tip a d , Jp. ch u d d ): The doctrine of non-du
ality. The right path toward Enlightenment, which is beyond extreme
views, and which sees all phenomenal presences as neither suffering
nor joy, neither existent nor non-existent, and neither eternal nor tem
porary; they exist only interdependently.
mind that desires to transfer [merit towards being born in Amida s Pure
Land] (Jp. ek o h o tsu g a n sh in ): Mind aspiring to be born in Amida s Pure
Land. One of the Three Minds expounded in the M ed ita tion S u tra . See
a lso Three Minds.
Miscellaneous Practice (Jp. z o g y o ): Practices for birth in the Pure Land, op
posites of the Right Practice (q.v.). Applying the meritorious practices
of the Gateway of the Holy Path (q.v.), or practices for Buddhas,
Bodhisattvas, and holy beings other than Amida, for the sake of one’s
birth in the Pure Land.
Nagarjuna (ca. 150-250): Established the foundation of the Madhyamika
school. He is also traditionally respected as the founder of Mahayana
Buddhism. In Japan, he is often referred to as the patriarch of all of the
eight schools Buddhism introduced from China.
n ayu ta:

Signifies a very large number, about a hundred million.

Nembutsu (Ch. N ien -fo, Jp. N e n b u tsu ): Literally “Remembering (or Calling
to Mind) the Buddha.” This meaning is derived from the original Pure
Land notions such as those described in the M ed ita tion S u tra. The term
also came to mean the uttering of the Name of Amida in the phrase,
“Namu Amida Butsu (I take refuge in Amida Buddha).” S ee a lso Con
templative and Distractive Practices; Original Vow.
N ew ly C om p iled R eco rd o f R eb irth :

Ch. H sin -h siu -w a n g -sh en g -ch u a n , Jp.

S h in sh u ojod en .

nine classes of people (Ch. c h iu -p ’in, Jp. k u b o n ): Nine grades of birth in the
Pure Land described in the M ed ita tion S utra. There are three classes:
(1) upper class (Jp . jo b o n ) (2) middle class (Jp. ch u b o n ), and (3) lower
class (g e b o n ). This classification is further subdivided into three grades:
(1) upper birth (j o s h o ), (2) middle birth (ch u s h o ), and (3) lower birth
( g e s h o ) in each class. According to the M ed ita tion S u tra , the birth of
aspirants to the Pure Land is classified into a total of nine levels accord
ing to the practices and virtues accumulated in their previous lives. See
a lso three classes of people.
N irvan a S utra

(T. 374): C h .N ieh -p ‘an -ch in g, Jp. N eh an gyo. Also calledMa/m-

p a rin irv a n a -su tra .
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original mode of being (Jp. h o n ji ): Buddhas and Bodhisattvas in their origi
nal celestial modes of being also manifest as incarnations in earthly
form. Honen considers Shan-tao an incarnation of Amida Buddha.
Original Vow (Skt. p u rv a -p ra n id h a n a , Jp. h o n g a n ): The Bodhisattva’s vow
made at the beginning of his spiritual career. In the Pure Land teach
ing, this refers to Amida’s Vow made when he was Dharmakara
Bodhisattva. The Chinese Pure Land Master Shan-tao, and Honen who
closely followed his teaching, selected the Eighteenth Vow in the S u tra
o f Im m ea su ra b le L ife as the most essential vow for the salvation of sen
tient beings. Shan-tao particularly focused on the Eighteenth Vow be
cause it guaranteed Rebirth in the Pure Land to all those who sincerely
call to mind Amida and his Land. Shan-tao’s predecessor, Tao-ch’o, fol
lowing the M ed ita tion S u tra , declared that this Vow brings Rebirth even
to the worst sinners who have never engaged in good deeds of any kind,
provided that they meditate on Amida up to ten times when they are
dying. Shan-tao further simplified the practice by interpreting the Vow
to require reciting the Name of Amida. In the S en ch a k u sh u , Honen
makes a strong case for the interpretation that recitation of the Name,
even once, is the one and only central and necessary practice. This was
the final radical simplification that brought Buddhist practice within
the range of the tastes and capabilities of ordinary people. Perhaps no
other single teaching was so influential in bringing Buddhism into the
minds and hearts of the Japanese people and into their culture.
Other Power (Ch. t ’o-li, Jp. ta riki): The power of Amida’s Original Vow.
Amida’s salvific activities to emancipate all sentient beings. The notion
of Other Power was first given prominence in T’an-luan’s C om m en ta ry
on [V a su b a n d h u ’s~\ T reatise on R eb irth in th e P u re L a n d (q.v.). People
cannot be enlightened by their own efforts and practices in the Age of
the Dharma’s Decadence, but practice of the Nembutsu is made avail
able to them through Amida’s compassionate Vows. Those who aspire
to be born in the Pure Land need only call the Name of Amida. The
concept is a simple one but has proved to be of incalculable power in the
history of Japanese Buddhism. S ee a lso self power.
The six major virtues of the Bodhisattva; almsgiving, observance
of the precepts, patience, zeal, meditation, and wisdom.

p d ra m ita s:

(T. 1970): Ch. C h in g -t’ u -w en , Jp.
Compiled by Wang-jih-hsiu (Jp. O Nikkyu, d. 1173) of Lungshu (Jp. Ryujo).

P a s s a g e s C o n c e r n in g th e P u r e L a n d
J od om on .

Path of Insight and Path of Practice (Jp. k en ta i shudd): The first two of the
three stages in the Path of the S rd vakas. The Path of Insight (Jp. k en d o )
is to awaken to the reality of the four noble truths for the first time. The
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Path of Practice (Jp. sh u d o ) is to cultivate the insight continuously, which
will lead practitioners to the last stage where nothing remains to be
cultivated (Jp. m u gaku d o).
Periods of the Dharma: Three periods after the Buddha’s demise. They are
(1) the Period (or Age) of the Right Dharma, wherein people can still
achieve Enlightenment through their own efforts, (2) the Period of the
Semblance of the Dharma, wherein both the Dharma and practice still
exist but people can no longer achieve Enlightenment, and (3) the Pe
riod of the Dharma’s Decadence, wherein the Dharma still exists but
there is neither strenuous practice nor Enlightenment. There are many
differing versions of the Ages or Periods following the death of
Sakyamuni. Tao-ch’o (562-645) used a threefold division of these ages
which subsequently became the standard one in Pure Land thought.
There were various theories as to the length of these three ages, but in
Tao-ch’o’s day the most common one was that the first period lasted five
hundred years, the second a thousand years, and the third, which we
are presently in, would last ten thousand years. This notion that the
world is now in the “latter age” (Jp. m a p p o ) became immensely popular
in medieval Japan, appearing very often even in secular literature.
p ita k a :

Basket or collection of written works. See a lso Tripitaka.

(Jp. en g a k u ): A sage who attains Enlightenment by ob
serving the principle of causation by himself. He attains emancipation
without the guidance of a teacher and he intends neither to guide oth
ers nor to expound the teaching to others. One of the two kinds of
Hinayana sages. See also S ravaka.

P ra tyek a b u d d h a

Realist school: The Kusha school, which was founded on the teaching of the
A b h i d h a r m a k o s a (Ch. A -p 'i -t a -m o -c h ii-s h e - lu n , Jp. A b id a t s u m a
k u sh a ron , T. 1558). The A b h id h a rm a k osa is a comprehensive treatise
discussing the Hinayana doctrine, compiled by Vasubandhu. See also
a b h id h a rm a ; Vasubandhu.
(Jp. B u p p o kechim yakufu'K
Compiled by Saicho (767-822). The full title is N a is h o b u p p o so jo

R ecord s o f th e L in es o f th e D h a rm a T ra n sm ission
k ech im ya k u fu .

reflection of the moon in water: The moon is likened to Amida, and water to
the Nembutsu practitioner. The moon is able to be visually present m
water without really leaving the sky, just as Amida can be present to the
Nembutsu practitioner through his Vow without leaving the Pure Land.
Right Established Act (Jp. s h o jo g o ): Practice of the recitation of the
Nembutsu, which certainly assures one of birth in the Pure Land. One
of the five Right Practices. S ee Right Practice.
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Right Practice: Practice leading to birth in the Pure Land. Opposite of Mis
cellaneous Practice (q.v.). Shan-tao distinguished the following five kinds
of practice: (1) chanting the three Pure Land sutras, (2) contemplating
Amida and his Land, (3) doing reverence to Amida, (4) recitation of
Amida’s Name, and (5) praising Amida’s merits. Shan-tao identified the
recitation of Amida’s Name, or Nembutsu practice, as the Right Estab
lished Act (Jp. sh ojog o). He called the rest Auxiliary Acts (Jp. jo g o ),
which assist the Nembutsu practice. Chapter Two of the S enchakushU
is given over entirely to delineating the Right from other Miscellaneous
Practices in such a way as to point up the superiority of the Nembutsu.
S ee Miscellaneous Practice.
Saha world (Jp. sh a b a ): Saha is a Sanskrit term meaning “enduring” and
refers to the ordinary world in which one must endure suffering.
(Jp. sanm ai)-. A mental state of concentration and focusing of
thought on one object.

sa m a d h i

S a m a n ta b h a d ra M ed ita tion S u tra
F u g en k a n g yo.

(T. 277): Ch. P u -h s ie n -k u a n -c h in g , Jp.

Sariputra (Jp. Shanhotsu): One of the ten great disciples of the Buddha. He
was renowned for his intelligence.
Satyasiddhi [school] (Ch. C h’en g -sh ih , Jp. J o jits u ): Chinese version of the
Sautrantika school, founded on the S a tya sid d h i-sa stra (T. 1646, Ch.
C h ’en g -sh ih -lu n , Jp. J o jitsu r o n ) of Harivarman (ca. 250-350).
self power (Ch. tzu -li, Jp .jir ik i): The practitioner’s own power to reach En
lightenment. Opposite of Other Power (q.v.) Aspiring to be born in the
Pure Land by cultivating virtues by one’s own efforts.
Shan-tao (613-681, Jp. Zendo): One of the five Pure Land patriarchs and
Tao-cho’s successor. He established the Pure Land teaching in the early
T ang Dynasty, and was the Chinese patriarch on whom Honen relied
most heavily in his works, especially his use of Shan-tao’s C om m en ta ry
on th e M ed ita tio n S u tra (q.v.).
Shao-k’ang (d. 805): One of the five Chinese Pure Land patriarchs. Popularly known as “the incarnation of Shan-tao.”
six acts of mindfulness (Jp. rokunen)-. Thinking of the Buddha, the Dharma,
the Sangha, the precepts, almsgiving, and heaven.
six directions (Jp. ro p p o ): East, south, west, north, below, and above.
six forms of consciousness (Jp. ro k u sh ik i ): Sight, hearing, smell, taste, touch
and thought.
six objects (Jp. rok u jin ): Color and form, sound, smell, taste, the feel of things,
and the characteristics of things known to the mind.
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six organs of sense (Jp. rokkon ): The eyes, the ears, the nose, the tongue, the
body, and the mind.
six realms (Jp. rokudd): The realms of the (1) hells, (2) hungry ghosts, (3)
animals, (4) fighting demons, (5) humans, and (6) heavenly beings.
Sramana (Jp. sh a m on ): A religious mendicant who has left his home and
taken up the ascetic life seeking salvation. A Buddhist monk.
(Jp. s h o m o n ): A hearer of [the Buddha’s] voice. Direct disciples of
the Buddha. Later Mahayanists began using this word to criticize the
followers of the Hinayana, saying that they seek Enlightenment for
themselves and do not think of enlightening others. One of the two kinds
of Hinayana sages. See also P ra tyek a b u d d h a .

S ra va k a

Stage of Non-Retrogression (Skt. avaivartika or avin ivartan iya, Jp. abibacchi,
or fu taiten ): The step Bodhisattvas reach where they are assured of even
tual Enlightenment without falling back to lower spiritual stages, be
cause their understanding of the Way is so deep that it is impossible for
them to be deceived by deluded ideas and illusions. In Honen s Pure
Land school, those who attain birth in the Pure Land are at this stage.
Stage of Right (or Genuine) Assurance (Jp. s h o jo ju ): The stage Bodhisattvas
reach from which entrance into nirvana is assured. For Pure Land fol
lowers, this is the stage where one’s Rebirth is assured. S ee a lso Stage of
Non-Retrogression.
Sudden Teaching (Jp. tongyd): Higher teaching that directly reveals the ul
timate truth. Teaching that enables practitioners to attain Enlighten
ment swiftly. Opposite of Gradual Teaching (Jp. zen k yo). The teaching
of the Nembutsu is a Sudden Teaching because it states that if one re
cites the Nembutsu even once, one will immediately attain the condi
tion necessary for Rebirth.
sutra(s): Discourses or sermons delivered by the Buddha. They have a special
format, beginning with the words, “Thus have I heard, at one time...
One of the three divisions (p ita k a s) (q.v.) of Buddhist scriptures. Due to
the emphasis on Dharma (the truth rediscovered by the Buddha), rather
than on the Buddha himself and his words, the Buddha’s words have
been, without hesitation, re-interpreted and rewritten over the centu
ries. S ee a lso Tripitaka.
S u tra at the K in g ’s P a la c e : The M ed ita tion S utra

(q.v.) which was expounded

at the palace in the city of Rajagrha.
S u tra o f A v a lo k ite s v a r a s P red iction

(T. 371): Ch. K u a n -yin -sh ou -ch i-ch in g ,

Jp. K an n on -ju k ik yo.
S u tra o f C orrect D h a rm a T h ou gh t

(T. 721): Ch. C h en g -fa-n ien -ch in g, Jp.

S h ob on en gyo.
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S u tra o f Im m ea su ra b le L ife (T. 360, Skt. S u k h a v a tiv yu h a , Ch. W u-liangsh ou -ch in g , Jp. M u r y o ju k y o ): One of the Threefold Sutras of the Pure

Land (q.v.) identified by Honen. The sutra elaborates how Amida’s Origi
nal Vows have been accomplished and how sentient beings can to be
born in the Pure Land. This sutra is also known as the L a rg er S utra. As
a convenient distinction the character for “large” (d a i) is often placed in
front of the Japanese name, D a im u ryojok yo. It consists of two volumes
and so sometimes is referred to as the T w o-V olu m e S utra. In addition to
the most popular translation of the sutra attributed to Samghavarman
(Ch. K a n g -S e n g -k ’a i , Jp. K osog a i), there are four alternative Chinese
translations (T. 361, 362, 363, and 310, Section 5). Honen quotes two of
these in the S en ch a k u sh u (Ch. 3): the L a rg er A m id a S u tra (q.v.) and
the S u tra o f U n iversal E n lig h ten m en t (q.v.).
S u tra o f In fin ite M ea n in g

(T. 276): Ch. W u -lia n g-i-ch in g, Jp. M u ryd gikyo.

S u tra o f M a itreya ’s A s c e n d in g B irth
J osh ok yo.
S u tra o f M ed ita tion on M in d
kan gyo.

(T. 452): Ch. S h a n g -sh en g -ch in g , Jp.

(T. 159): Ch. H sin -ti-k u a n -ch in g , Jp. S h in ji

S u tra o f th e D h a rm a ’s E tern a l D w ellin g
Jp. H ojoju k yo.

(T. 819): Ch. F a -c h ’an g -ch u -ch in g ,

S u tra o f the S a m a d h i W h erein A ll th e B u d d h a s A r e P resen t
P a n -ch ou -sa n -m ei-ch in g , Jp. H a n ju za m m a ik yo.
S u tr a o f th e S ix P a ra m itd s
p a ra m itsu k yo.
S u tra o f th e Ten R eb irth s
ch in g, Jp. J u ojokyo.

(T. 418): Ch.

(T. 261): Ch. L iu -p o -lo -m i-c h in g , Jp. R o p -

(in Z ok u zok yo 1. 87. 4): Ch. S h ih -w a n g -sh en g-

S u tia o f U n iversal E n lig h ten m en t (T. 361): Ch. P in g -ten g -ch iieh -ch in g , Jp.
B yod og a k u k yo. An alternate translation of the S u tra o f Im m ea su ra b le
L ife.
S u tra on th e D h d ra n i o f th e D ru m ’s S ou n d
n i-ch in g, Jp. K u on jo-D a ra n ik yo.

(T. 370): Ch. K u -y in -sh en g -t’o-lo-

Ta-hai (Jp. D a ik a i, 541-609): A Chinese Pure Land Dhyana Master.
T’an-luan (476-542, Jp. Donran): One of the five Chinese Pure Land patri
archs. At first, he was a scholar of the Shiron, or Four Treatises (q.v.)
school. According to the tradition, he converted to the Pure Land teach
ings immediately after he received the import of the M ed ita tion S u tra
from Bodhiruci (q.v.). T ’an-luan was the author of the C om m en ta ry on
[V a su b a n d h u ’s ] T rea tise on R eb irth in th e P u re L a n d (q.v.).
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Tao-ch’ang (Jp. Dojo, date not known): A Chinese Pure Land Dharma Master.
Tao-ch’o (562-645, Jp. Doshaku): One of the Pure Land patriarchs in China.
He was at first a scholar of the N irv a n a S u tra but later turned to the
Pure Land Teachings. He wrote the C ollection o f P a ssa g es on th e L a n d
o f P ea ce a n d B liss (q.v.), in which he first made the important distinc
tion between the Gateways of the Holy Path and the Pure Land.
teachings which only incidentally expound Rebirth in the Pure Land: The
text mentions this category of sacred Buddhist texts, which includes
“the sutras which expound Rebirth in the Pure Land, such as the G a r
lan d S u tra , the L otu s S u tra , the W ish -fu lfillin g D h a ra n i S u tra , the
D h a ra n i S u tra on th e M o st A u g u st O n e, and others [and also] treatises,
such as the A w a k en in g o f F a ith , the T rea tise on th e P reciou s N a tu re,
the T r e a tis e E x p la in in g th e T en S ta g e s , the C o m p e n d iu m o f th e
M a h a ya n a , and similar works that expound Rebirth in the Pure Land.”
Honen makes a powerful argument against his opponents from other
Buddhist groups of his day by using his great erudition to list this large
numbers of texts—many of which were well regarded by his opponents—
in which the Pure Land school was treated as an important tradition.
ten directions (Jp. j i p p o ): The eight points of the compass, which are the
four directions, plus northwest, etc., plus the nadir and the zenith.
ten evils (Jp. ju a k u ): Killing, stealing, adultery, lying, duplicity, coarse lan
guage, covetousness, greed, anger, and perverted views.
ten goods (Jp .ju z e n ): The acts of refraining from the ten evils. S ee a lso ten
evils.
ten headings (Jp .jik k a ): (1) Translating sutras, (2) understanding the mean
ing of sutras, (3) practicing meditating, (4) explaining the Vinaya (q.v.),
(5) protecting the Dharma, (6) supernatural powers, (7) venerating relics,
(8) reading and reciting the sutras, (9) amassing proper merit, and (10)
miscellaneous.
ten kinds of Dharma practice (J p .jis s h u hogyo)\ (1) Copying the sutras, (2)
reverencing them, (3) propagating the teaching of sutras, (4) listening
to them, (5) reading them, (6) memorizing them, (7) explaining them,
(8) reciting them, (9) contemplating their meaning, and (10) putting
their teachings into practice.
ten powers (Jp. ju r ik i ): The ten powers of a Buddha, which give perfect
knowledge of (1) right and wrong, (2) the karmic condition of every
being, past, present, and future, (3) all stages of d h y a n a and sa m a d h i,
(4) the faculties of all beings, (5) the desires of every being, (6) the
actual condition of every individual, (7) the direction and consequence
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of all acts, (8) all causes of mortality and of good and evil, (9) the final
end of all beings and their nirvana, and (10) how to destroy all illusions
oi every kind.
Ten Stages of the Bodhisattva (Jp . j u j i ) : In the fifty-two stages of the
Bodhisattva s career, this corresponds to the forty-first to fiftieth stages
When a Bodhisattva has reached the first of the ten stages, he will real
ize the ultimate reality and will not fall back to lower spiritual stages.
Ten Virtues (Jp. ju z e n ): Ten good deeds. They are (1) not to kill, (2) not to
steal, (3) not to commit adultery, (4) not to lie, and (5) not to drink in
toxicating liquors, (5) not to exaggerate, (6) not to slander, (7) not to be
double-tongued, (8) not to covet, (9) not to be angry, and (10) not to have
extreme views.
Ten Vows and Ten Practices (Jp J u g a n ju g y o ): As both vow and practice are
completed in reciting the Nembutsu, the Ten Vows and Ten [Kinds of]
Practices are completed in utterances of the Nembutsu. Shan-tao uses
this phrase to refute the charge made by members of the Che-lun school
that reciting the Nembutsu only expresses a desire to be reborn in the
Pure Land, and that without completing both desire and practice one
cannot actually be reborn there.
three bodies (Jp. sa n jin ): The three bodies of the Buddha, which are (1) the
Dharmakaya or Dharma body (that is, the Buddha as absolute truth),
U) the Sambhogakaya, or spiritualized body acquired by Buddhas
rough perfection of their practice; this body can go everywhere, know
everything, etc., and (3) the Nirmanakaya, or transformation body
whereby, out of infinite compassion, the Buddha reveals himself in an
infinite number of forms in order to assist sentient beings.
three classes of people (Ch. sa n -pei, Jp. sa n p a i): The three kinds of people
aspmng to be born in the Pure Land found in the S u tra o f Im m ea su r
a ble L ife (q.v.). They are classsified according to the method of their
practice as follows: (1) the upper class (Jp . jb h a i), or the people who
have renounced secular lives to become monks, have awakened the Bodhi
mind, and practice various meritorious deeds to be born in the Pure
and; (2) the middle class (Jp. ch u h ai), who are not able to become monks
to practice meritorious deeds, but who have awakened the Bodhi mind
single-mmdedly contemplate Amida Buddha, and perform some meri
torious deeds; (3) the lower class (Jp. g e h a i ), who are too weak to dedi
cate themselves to meritorious practices, but have awakened the Bodhi
mmd and single-mmdedly contemplate Amida Buddha. In the M ed ita 
tion S u tra , these three classes are further subdivided with three divi
sions m each, making nine classes of people.
three Dharma insights (Jp. sa n b b n in ): Three types of clear understanding.
They are (1) to understand the truth one hears, (2) to act in accordance
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with this truth, and (3) to realize that ultimately there is no birth. They
are listed in the last of the Forty-eight Vows of Amida.
Three Evil Realms (Jp. sa n m a k u sh u ): The three evil states of existence. They
are the realms of the hells, hungry ghosts, and animals.
Threefold Sutra of the Pure Land (Jp. J od o no sa n b u k y o ): Honen introduces
this phrase in conjunction with the “Threefold Sutras” of other sects,
which are the Threefold Lotus Sutra, the Threefold Mahavairocana
Sutra, the Threefold Sutra for the Peace and Protection of the State,
and the Threefold Sutra of Maitreya, in order further to bolster his case
that the Pure Land school has always held a rank equal to that of all the
other famous established groups. The Threefold Sutra, or Three Sutras
of the Pure Land, are the S u tra o f Im m ea su ra b le L ife (q.v.), the A m id a
S u tra (q.v.), and the M ed ita tion S u tra (q.v.).
three karmic actions (Jp. sa n go): Physical, vocal, and mental activities.
three meritorious practices (Jp. sa n p u k u ): These are (1) observance of moral
prescriptions, (2) keeping the Buddhist precepts, and (3) practicing the
Mahayana teachings. These are some of the Distractive Practices describe
in Chapter XII. See also Contemplative and the Distractive Practices.
Three Minds (Jp. sa n sh in ): Three kinds of mind essential to birth in the
Pure Land expounded in the M ed ita tion S utra. They are (1) the sincere
mind (Jp. sh ijosh in ), (2) the deep mind (q.v.) (Jp .jin s h in ), and (3) the
mind that desires to transfer [merit towards being born in Amida s Pure
Land] (q.v.) (Jp. ek oh otsu g a n sh in ).
three teachings (Jp. san setsu ): The Buddha is understood to have taught the
sutras in three groups. First are those delivered before the L otu s S u tra,
those taught alongside it such as the S utra o f Infinite M ean in g, and those
following the Lotus, such as the N irva n a Sutra.
three thousand-fold worlds (Jp. sa n zen sek a i, or sa n zen d a isen s e k a i ): 1000
x 1000 x 1000 worlds. Often used in the sense of the whole world or
universe.
Three Vehicles (Jp. s a n jo ): Three kinds of Buddhist paths, or teachings. They
are the Vehicles of the S ra v a k a s (q.v.), P ra tyek a b u d d h a s (q.v.), and
Bodhisattvas.
three wisdoms (Jp. sa n g en ): In the fifty-two stages of the Bodhisattva’s ca
reer, they correspond to the eleventh to fortieth stages, w ic are
classified into three. They are (1) ten stages of knowledge (Jp.jiyu) (2)
ten stages of practice (Jp .jü g y o ), and (3) ten stages of practice by which
the practitioners become adapted to everything around them (Jp .ju ek o ).
They are collectively called the three wisdoms.
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three worlds (Jp. s a n g a i ): Three realms of transmigration. They are (1) the
world of desire, (2) the world of (pure) form, and (3) the world of form
lessness.
T ’len-t’ai (Jp. Tendai): A Mahayana school based on the teaching of the
L otu s S u tra , which was established by Chih-i (Jp. Chigi, 538-597) in
China. The founder Chih-i is often called the Great Master T’ien-t’ai.
The teaching of the T ’ien-tai school was officially introduced to Japan in
805 by Saicho (767-822), where it is known as Tendai.
transference of merit (Jp. e k o ): Literally ek o means “turning over” or “trans
ference.” Transferring merits to another. In Pure Land Teachings it re
fers to transferring merits to the attainment of birth in the Pure Land.
There are two ways of transferring the merits of religious practice in
the Pure Land teaching: (1) transference of the merits of Amida’s infinite
religious practice to the individual who casts himself upon Amida’s com
passionate Vows and (2) transferring one’s own merits towards the end
of Rebirth in the Pure Land. Shan-tao taught that instead of relying on
the limited virtues of one’s own practices, one should wholeheartedly
entrust oneself to the unlimited power of Amida’s Original Vow and
recite the Name of Amida. Honen’s view on this point is completely in
accord with that of Shan-tao.
Treatise E xplain in g the Ten Stages (T. 1521, Skt. D asabhum ika-vibhasa-sastra,
Ch. S hih-chu-p i-p o-sha-lun, Jp. J u ju -bibash a-ron ): A commentary on the
chapter in the A v a ta m sa k a S u tra by Nagarjuna concerning the Ten

Stages (q.v.) traversed by the Bodhisattva on the way to Buddhahood.
Nagarjuna s distinction between the Way of Difficult Practice and the
Way of Easy Practice through the Buddha’s power greatly influenced
the formation of the Chinese and Japanese Pure Land teachings. In the
S en ch a k u sh u , Honen classifies this text as one of “the teachings that
only incidentally expound Rebirth in the Pure Land.” He also quotes its
saying that the Pure Land Teaching is an “easy way,” i.e., that the
Buddha’s power will sustain and enable the practitioner in the struggle
towards the Stage of Non-Retrogression (q.v.).
T rea tise on R eb irth in th e P u re L a n d (T. 1524, Ch. W u -lia n g-sh ou -ch in g-yu p ’o -t ’i-sh e, Jp. M u ry o ju k y o -u b a d a is h a ): Written by Vasubandhu and

translated into Chinese by Bodhiruci (q.v.). Honen established this trea
tise, together with the Threefold Sutra of the Pure Land (q.v.), as the
scriptural authority for his Pure Land teaching. The five devotional prac
tices or gates [of meditation]” through which an aspirant gains birth in
the Pure Land and the five fruits” flowing from them were first enu
merated by Vasubandhu in this text. These five practices became the
basis of Shan-tao’s, and Honen’s, five kinds of Right Practice. S ee a lso
Right Practice.
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T rea tise on th e B o d h i M in d (T. 1665): Ch. C h in -k a n g -tin g -yu -ch ‘ieh -ch u n gfa -a -n ou -to-lo-sa n -m ia o-sa n -p ‘u -t‘i-h sin -lu n , Jp. B od a ish in ron , compiled

by Nagarjuna.
T rea tise on th e P u re L a n d

(T. 1963): Ch. C h in g -t’ u -lu n , Jp. J od oron , com

piled by Chia-ts’ai.
T reatise on the T en D ou b ts

(T. 1961): Ch. S h ih -i-lu n , Jp. J ugiron.

T reatise on the Tw o T eachings

(T. 2427): Jp. B en ken m itsu n ikyoron , by Kukai

(774-835).
Tripitaka: The three baskets or collections, which comprise the Sutras, (q.v.)
Vinaya, (q.v.) and Abhidharma (q.v.).
Ts’ai flower (Jp. s a ik e ): White lotus flower with one thousand petals. Ts’ai is
the name of a divine white turtle. According to legend, when a Holy
Person appears in the world, this white turtle appears on a white lotus
flower with one thousand petals as an auspicious sign.
Tusita (Jp. to so tsu ): The fourth heaven of the six heavenly realms in the
realm of desire. Bodhisattva Maitreya dwells in this heaven until he
becomes a Buddha 56,700 myriads of years after Sakyamuni’s nirvana.
twelve divisions of the sutras (J p .ju n ib u k y o ): The twelve literary forms, or
types of contents, which are (1) sutras (the Buddha s expositions of the
teachings in prose), (2) g e y a s (verses repeating the contents in the pre
ceding prose), (3) g a th a s (verses that do not repeat the contents of the
preceding prose), (4) n id a n a s (discussions of past incidents to explain
someone’s present state), (5) itiv rtta k a s (former lives of the disciples of
the Buddha), (6 )ja ta k a s (former lives of the Buddha), (7) adbhuta-dharm as
(accounts of miraculous phenomena), (8) avadana s (allegories), (9) upadesas
(doctrinal discussions in question and answer form), (10) u d an as (the
Buddha’s spontaneous expositions of the Dharma), (11) vaipu lyas (exten
sive and profound teachings), and (12) uyakaranas (the Buddha’s prophe
cies concerning his disciples’ attainment of Enlightenment).
two good practices. S ee Contemplative and Distractive Practices.
two honored ones (Jp. n iso n ): Two attendant Bodhisattvas of Amida Bud
dha, Avalokitesvara (q.v.) and Mahasthamaprapta (q.v.).
two recompenses: The two recompenses (nihd) are Amida and his Pure Land.
S ee a lso adornments of the two recompenses.
Tz’u-en (632-682, Jp. Jion): Established the Hosso or Idealist school (q.v.) in
China.
Tz’u-min (680-748, Jp. Jimin): A Tripitaka Master and Chinese Pure Land
Master who studied in India for three years.
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dehi (Jp^ Idai): A queen who asked Sakyamuni for counsel while she was
under house arrest by her son. Her husband was King Bimbisara of
Magadha who was imprisoned and starved to death by their son
Ajatasatru. The story appears in the M ed ita tion S u tra (q.v.)
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Vinaya: Texts on monastic discipline. S ee a lso Tripitaka.
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Abbreviations
Ch.:
Skt.:
Jp.:
T:

Chinese
Sanskrit
Japanese
Taishö Tripitaka

VoL No.

Title

T. No.

1,2

Ch. Ch‘ang-a-han-ching (ÄI^T'a'i*)
Skt. Dirghagama

1

3-8

Ch. Chung-a-han-ching (4II®JcS'lf)
Skt. Madhyamägama

26

9-1

Ch. Ta-ch‘eng-pen-sheng-hsin-ti-kuan-ching

159

Ch. Fo-so-hsing-tsan
Skt. Buddhacarita

192

9-

II

10-

1

Ch. Tsa-pao-ts‘ang-ching ($tWüielf)

203

10-

11

Ch. Fa-chü-p‘i-yü-ching (y£'6]i|l|fi«II)

211

11-

1

Ch. Hsiao-p‘in-pan-jo-po-lo-mi-ching

227

Skt. Astasähasrikä-prajnäpäramitä-sütra
11-11

Ch. Chin-kang-pan-jo-po-lo-mi-ching

(&Hi]A3:£&it*IS)
Skt. Vajracchedikä-prajnäpäramitä-sütra

235
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Voi. No.
ll-III

11-IV

12-1

12-11

1 2 -m

12-IV

Title

T. No.

Ch.

Jên -w an g-pan -jo-po-lo-m i-ch in g

Skt.

K äru n ikäräjä-prajnäpäram itä-sütra (?)

Ch.
Skt.

Prajn ap äram itäh rdaya-sütra

P an -jo-po-lo-m i-to-h sin g-ch in g

245

(fêïrfëfiï-^L'fe) 251

Ch.

T a-lo-chin -kan g-pu -k‘u n g-chên -sh ih -san-m o-yeh ching

Skt.

A d h yardh asatikä-prajn äpäram itä-sü tra

Ch.
Skt.

Sukh âvativyû h a

Ch.
Skt.

A m itâyu rd h yân a-sü tra

W u -lian g-sh ou -ch in g (fe A S P H )

243

360

K u an -w u-lian g-shou -fo-ch in g

365

Ch.
Skt.

A -m i-t‘o-ching (W 5 fP t * I)

Ch.
Skt.

T i-ts‘ang-p‘u -sa-p ên -yü an -ch in g

Ch.

Yao-shih -liu -li-ku an g-ju -lai-pên -yüan -kun g-têching

Skt.

B haisajyagu m vaidü ryaprabh äsapürvapran id h än avisesavistara

12-VII

Ch.
Skt.

M i-lê-h sia-sh ên g -ch ‘êng-fo-ching (ffiïflT Æ fiK t t S )
M aitreyavyâkaran a (?)

454

12-VIII

Ch.
Skt.

W ên -sh u -sh ih -li-w ên -ch in g (3t^f®flJPn1£i)

468

M anjusripariprcchä (?)

Ch.
Skt.

Saddh arm apu n darika-sü tra

13-11

Ch.

W u -lian g-i-ch in g ( I S l t i ï l S )

276

13-III

Ch.

K u a n -p ‘u -hsien -p‘u -sa-h sing-fa-ch ing

277

12-V

12-VI

13-1

366

Sukh âvativyû h a

IM) 412

K sitigarbh apran idhän a-sü tra (?)

M iao-fa-lien -h u a-ch in g ( ^ ' S l l ï l l l )

450

262

5)
14-19

Ch.

Ta-fan g-ku ang-fo-h ua-yen -ch in g

Skt.

A vatam sak a-sü tra

278
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20-1

T. No.

Title

Voi. No.

Ch. Shêng-man-shih-tzü-hou-i-ch‘eng-ta-fang-pienfang-kuang-ching

353

Skt. Srimälädevisimhanäda-sütra
20-11

Ch. Chin-kuang-ming-tsui-shêng-wang-ching
(& * ffi* t I # £ Ä )
Skt. Suvamaprabhäsa-sütra

665

21-24

Ch. Ta-pan-nieh-p‘an-ching
Skt. Mahäparinirväna-sütra

374

25-1

Ch. Fo-ch‘ui-pan-nieh-p‘an-liao-shuo-chiao-chiehching ( « S Ä S H B f c S l t t K « )

389

25-11

Ch. Pan-chou-san-mei-ching (fe fr —$fc£S)
Skt. Pratyutpannabuddhasammukhävasthitasamädhi

418

sütra
25-III

Ch. Shou-lêng-yen-san-mei-ching (WHIR—f t l l )
Skt. Sürangamasamâdhi-sütra

642

25-IV

Ch. Chieh-shên-mi-ching (SïSüuffi)
Skt. Samdhinirmocana-sütra

676

25-V

Ch. Yü-lan-p‘ên-ching (ïM Sùfe)
Skt. Ullambana-sütra (?)

685

25-VI

Ch. Ssü-shih-êrh-chang-ching

784

26-1

Ch. Wei-mo-chieh-so-shuo-ching (k&W-iuWxVÂÆ)
Skt. Vimalakirtinirdesa-sütra

475

26-11

Ch. Yüeh-shang-nü-ching (^-t^ C fi)
Skt. Candrottarâdârikâpariprcchâ

480

26-III

Ch. Tso-ch‘an-san-mei-ching (Miìì?

614

26-IV

Ch. Ta-mo-to-lo-ch‘an-ching
Skt. Yogâcârabhûmi-sütra (?)

618

27

Ch. Yüeh-têng-san-mei-ching Œ
Skt. Samâdhirâjacandrapradipa-sütra

28

Ch. Ju-lêng-ch‘ieh-ching (ÀStìHl!)
Skt. Lankâvatâra-sütra

(E 3 + — # I S )

)

639

671
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Voi. No.
29-1

Title
Ch.

Ta-fang-kuang-yüan-chio-hsiu-to-lo-liao-i-ching

T. No.
842

u z n m u § k » ^ m jm m i
29-11

29-III
30-1

Ch.
Skt.

Susiddh ikaram ah ätan trasädhan opäyika-patala

Ch.
Skt.

M à tan g i-sù tra (?)

Ch.
Skt.

Su -h si-ti-ch ieh -lo-chin g (l¥S$ilb$H £ig)

M o-têng-ch ‘ieh-ching

Ta-p‘i-lu -ch ê-n a-ch ‘êng-fo-shên-pien-chia-ch‘ihching

893

1300
848

M ahävairocanäbhisam bodhivikurvitädhisthänavaipu lyasütren draräja-n am a-dh arm aparyäya

30-11

Ch.

C hin -kan g-tin g-i-ch ‘ieh -ju -lai-ch ên -sh ih -sh ê-ta-

865

ch‘en g-h sien-chêng-ta-chiao-w ang-ching

Skt.
31-35

Sarvatathagatatattvasam grah am ah âyân âb hisam ayam ah äkalparäj a

($1 “H t® # )

Ch.
Skt.

M a h âsâm gh ik a-vin aya (?)

Ch.
Skt.

D h arm agu ptaka-vin aya (?)

43,44

Ch.
Pâli

Sh an -ch ien -lü -p‘i-p‘o-sha
Sam an tap âsâd ik â

1462

45-1

Ch.
Skt.

F an -w an g-ch in g ( Ä S I I )

1484

B rah m a jâla -sü tra (?)

Ch.
Skt.

U p â sak a sîla -sû tra (?)

Ch.

M iao-fa-lien -h u a-chin g-yu-po-t‘i-shê

Skt.

Saddharm apundarïkopadesa

Ch.
Skt.

B u dd habh û m isütra-sâstra (?)

Ch.
Skt.

M a h âyàn asam grah a

Ch.
Skt.

D asabh ü m ika-vibh âsâ (?)

36-42

45-11
46-1

46-11
46-III
47

M o-ho-sên g-ch ‘i-lü

Ssü -fên -lü

(M'ifW)

Yu-p‘o-sai-chieh-ching (fêE #S iÔ t£!)

F o-ti-chin g-lu n ( S i é l f fw)

S h ê-ta-ch ‘eng-lun (f it ^ ^ ïr a )

Sh ih-chu-p‘ i-p‘o-sha-lun

1425
1428

1488
1519

1530
1593
1521
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Voi. No.

Title

T. No.

48, 49

Ch. A-p‘i-ta-mo-chii-shè-lun
Skt. Abhidharmakosa-bhàsya

1558

50-59

Ch. Yu-ch‘ieh-shih-ti-lun (IfettlO6ipitkem)
Skt. Yogàcàrabhùmi

1579

60-1

Ch. Ch‘èng-wei-shih-lun
Skt. Vijnaptimàtratàsiddhi-sàstra (?)

1585

60-11

Ch. Wei-shih-san-shih-lun-sung (i'tlic—
Skt. Trimsikà

1586

60-III

Ch. Wei-shih-èrh-shih-lun (1*ÌÌ^—“hera )
Skt. Vìinsatikà

1590

61-1

Ch. Chung-lun (^sw)
Skt. Madhyamaka-sàstra

1564

61-11

Ch. Pien-chung-pien-lun (^S't'ìSln)
Skt. Madhyàntavibhàga

1600

61-III

Ch. Ta-ch‘eng-ch‘èng-yeh-lun (^cSS^ira)
Skt. Karmasiddhiprakarana

1609

61-IV

Ch. Yìn-ming-ju-chéng-li-lun (H ^ÀiESim )
Skt. Nyàyapravesa

1630

61-V

Ch. Chin-kang-chèn-lun (ife Blaterai)
Skt. Vajrasùci

1642

61-VI

Ch. Chang-so-chih-lun (®P/rftlora)

1645

62

Ch. Ta-ch‘eng-chuang-yen-ching-lun
Skt. Mahàyànasùtràlamkàra

1604

63-1

Ch. Chiu-ching-i-ch‘eng-pao-hsing-lun

1611

Skt. Ratnagotravibhàgamahàyànottaratantra-sastra
63-11

Ch. Fu-t‘i-hsing-ching (UrtiEflI)
Skt. Bodhicaryàvatara

1662

63-III

Ch. Chin-kang-ting-yu-ch‘ieh-chung-fa-a-nou-to-losan-miao-s an-p‘u-t‘i-hsin-lun
(^WJUSttìO
WS I# -fi—f£—Stt'L'fin)

1665

63-IV

Ch. Ta-ch‘eng-ch‘i-hsin-lun (^SÉ feam )
Skt. Mahàyànasraddhotpàda-sàstra (?)

1666
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Voi. No.

Title

T. No.

1670

63-V

Ch. Na-hsien-pi-ch‘iu-ching (MJtitELìS.)
Pàli Milindapanhà

64

Ch. Ta-ch‘eng-chi-p‘u-sa-hsiieh-lun ( AS? A A M JNra ) 1636
Skt. Siksàsamuccaya

65

Ch. Shih-mo-ho-yen-lun

1668

66-1

Ch. Pan-jo-po-lo-mi-to-hsin-ching-yu-tsan

1710

66-11

Ch. Kuan-wu-liang-shou-fo-ching-shu

1753

66-III

Ch. San-lun-hsuan-i (—fimiA H )

1852

66-IV

Ch. Chao-lun (Sefimi)

1858

67, 68

Ch. Miao-fa-lien-hua-ching-hsuan-i

1716

69

Ch. Ta-ch‘eng-hsuan-lun (Af^Almi)

1853

70-1

Ch. Hua-yen-i-ch‘eng-chiao-i-fen-ch‘i-chang

1866

70-11

Ch. Yiian-jèn-lun

1886

70-III

Ch. Hsiu-hsi-chih-kuan-tso-ch‘an-fa-yao

1915

70-IV

Ch. Tien-t‘ai-ssù-chiao-i (A c? E9?jcfll)

1931

71, 72

Ch. Mo-ho-chih-kuan ($:Inibii.)

1911

73-1

Ch. Kuo-ch‘ing-pai-lu (SIfilli fi)

1934

73-11

Ch. Liu-tsu-ta-shih-fa-pao-t‘an-ching

2008

(AfflABIPiÈ»««)
73-III

Ch. Huang-po-shan-tuan-chi-ch‘an-shih-ch‘uanhsin-fa-yao (fliltlJUiifPSiplW'PJ'L'Sfl)

2012 A

73-IV

Ch. Yung-chia-chèng-tao-ko (À S A silIb)

2014

74-1

Ch. Chèn-chou-lin-chi-hui-chao-ch‘an-shih-wu-lu

1985

03 ® B i p o l i )

74-11

Ch. Wu-mèn-kuan (^SHUI)

2005
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Title

Voi. No.

T. No.

74-III

Ch. Hsin-hsin-ming ('fa'L'Sfj)

2010

74-IV

Ch. Ch‘ih-hsiu-pai-chang-ch‘ing-kuei
(«JÜESütfflh!)

2025

75

Ch. Fo-kuo-yiian-wu-ch‘an-shih-pi-yen-lu

2003

76-1

Ch. I-pu-tsung-lun-lun
Skt. Samayabhedoparacanacakra

2031

76-11

Ch. A-yii-wang-ching (l®Jb' U ! )
Skt. Asokaräja-sütra (?)

2043

76-III

Ch. Ma-ming-p‘u-sa-ch‘uan

2046

76-IV

Ch. Lung-shu-p‘u-sa-ch‘uan (flltflïfiifliî)

2047

76-V

Ch. P‘o-sou-p‘an-tou-fa-shih-ch‘uan

2049

76-VI

Ch. Pi-ch‘iu-ni-ch‘uan

2063

76-VII

Ch. Kao-sêng-fa-hsien-ch‘uan

76-VIII

Ch. T‘ang-ta-ho-shang-tung-chêng-ch‘uan

208947)

77

Ch. Ta-t‘ang-ta-tz‘ü-ên-ssü-san-ts‘ang-fa-shihch‘uan

2053

78

Ch. Kao-sêng-ch‘uan

2059

79

Ch. Ta-t‘ang-hsi-yü-chi (^cKffiÂScl)

2087

80

Ch. Hung-ming-chi

2102

81-92

Ch. Fa-yüan-chu-lin

2122

93-1

Ch. Nan-hai-chi-kuei-nei-fa-ch‘uan

2125

Ëflï)
(lAHn'/Èlüf#)

(iS îfiÂ )

2085

93-

11 Ch. Fan-yü-tsa-ming

2135

94-

1

Jp.

Shô-man-gyô-gi-sho

2185

94-11

Jp.

Yui-ma-kyö-gi-sho

2186

95

Jp.

Hok-ke-gi-sho (7È¥Ü®!c)

2187
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T. No.

Title

Voi. No.
96-1

Jp.

Han-nya-shin-gyö-hi-ken (fixïr'L'IïfôiÈ)

2203

96-11

Jp.

Dai-jö-hos-sö-ken-jin-shö ( 'fc.S ÌÈ W tt Ï )

2309

96-III

Jp.

Kan-jin-kaku-mu-shö (WL'ùlstWîi')

2312

97-1

Jp.

Ris-shü-kö-yö

2348

97-11

Jp.

Ten-dai-hok-ke-shü-gi-shü

97-III

Jp.

Ken-kai-ron (Slifilm)

2376

97-IV

Jp.

San-ge-gaku-shö-shiki

2377

98-1

Jp.

Hi-zö-hö-yaku (MlitWfi)

2426

98-11

Jp.

Ben-ken-mitsu-ni-kyö-ron

98-III

Jp.

Soku-shin-jö-butsu-gi (BP#f£'WÜ)

2428

98-IV

Jp.

Shö-ji-jis-sö-gi (jS-^VÆÜ)

2429

98-V

Jp.

Un-ji-gi

2430

98-VI

Jp.

Go-rin-ku-ji-myö-hi-mitsu-shaku
(s i

2514

98-VII

Jp.

Mitsu-gon-in-hotsu-ro-san-ge-mon

2527

98-VIII

Jp.

Kö-zen-go-koku-ron

2543

98-IX

Jp.

Fu-kan-za-zen-gi (

2580

99-103

Jp.

Shö-bö-gen-zö GEffilRiE)

2582

104-1

Jp.

Za-zen-yö-jin-ki

2586

104-11

Jp.

Sen-chaku-hon-gan-nen-butsu-shü

2608

104-III

Jp.

Ris-shö-an-koku-ron (lïIE^Spm)

2688

104-IV

Jp.

Kai-moku-shö (PP0 0?)

2689

104-V

Jp.

Kan-jin-hon-zon-shö

2692

104-VI

Ch. Fu-mu-ên-chung-ching

n'ü

ÄÄ )

IR —t$Csm)

2366

2427

2887
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Voi. No.

Title

T. No.

105-1

Jp.

Ken-jö-do-shin-jitsu-kyö-gyö-shö-mon-rui

2646

105-11

Jp.

Tan-ni-shö (ßk^fy)

2661

106-1

Jp.

Ren-nyo-shö-nin-o-fumi

2668

106-11

Jp.

Ö-jö-yö-shü

2682

107-1

Jp.

Has-shü-kö-yö

107-11

Jp.

San-gö-shi-ki

mn

107-III

Jp.

Map-pö-tö-myö-ki

mn-

107-rv

Jp.

Jü-shichi-jö-ken-pö

